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Abstract 
The purpose of this work is to provide a simulation tool that allows broiler production 
practitioners and researchers to simulate the effects of farm design and management practices on 
resource consumption and environmental impacts. This tool allows the user to design unique 
farms and simulates on farm processes required to raise broiler chicks to a marketable age. The 
use can input data such as farm location, broiler breed, flock size, ration type, barn dimensions, 
and climate control equipment specifications. The algorithms used to simulate broiler breed 
specific feed intake, broiler weight gain, and other on farm processes such as heating, cooling, 
and ventilation are coded into a C# computational engine. JavaScript is used to provide and easy-
to-use, button-navigable user interface for receiving inputs and presenting results. A sensitivity 
analysis and validation study are included to understand how the model responds to inputs and 
compare simulated results to observed production data sets. Model calibration is used to tune 
broiler growth algorithms to reflect genetic differences in bird types. All four simulated, breed-
specific broiler growth curves fit respective observed broiler growth curves with R2 values 
greater than 0.92. The total and itemized breakdown of carbon, land, and water footprints has 
been successfully simulated for unique each unique simulation scenario. For the validation study 
with the most complete set of observed production data, simulated ventilation electricity, light 
electricity, natural gas, and evaporative cooler water use were 11%, 26%, -22%, and 4% 
different than observed resource use, respectively. The sensitivity analysis illustrates that 
resource consumption results are sensitive to changes in model inputs and the quality of input 
data is important. In conclusion, the model successfully simulates broiler growth, provides 
directionally correct simulations of resource use based on facility design and location specific 
weather, and simulates resource use that is on the order of magnitude of observed results. More 
 
 
observed production is needed for further validation studies. This work fills the need in existing 
literature for a comprehensive broiler production simulation tool that can be used to investigate 
the effects of facility design and management practices on environmental footprints and resource 
use.  
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Introduction 
The advent of computer-aided, mathematical modeling opened doors of investigation for 
the contemporary engineer, scientist, and mathematician. The accuracy, speed, and repeatability 
of computer calculations have facilitated numerous investigations of topics previously too 
resource intensive to be practical. Using virtual, computer-aided experimentation, hypothetical 
situations may be simulated, using less time and resources than a traditional experimental study 
(National Institute of Health – Office of Management 2016). Over the years, practitioners have 
simulated a variety of complex systems including, but not limited to activity states of neural 
tissue (Fitzhugh 1961), enzymatic thermodynamics (Garcia-Viloca et al. 2004), the cognitive 
phenomenon of human creativity (Boden 2009), and meteorological patterns (Pielke 2013). The 
flexibility and power of predictive simulations strongly suggests its use in a variety of 
investigations.   
This project is motivated by the need for continual, novel improvement of sustainable 
management practices in the broiler production industry. Genetics for modern day broilers have 
been carefully selected for desirable traits such as increased finished bird weight and decreased 
feed consumed per unit weight of processed poultry. Genetic selection results in poultry 
production having the lowest environmental impact of all livestock production industries. The 
United States broiler production industry is the largest in the world, producing 40 billion pounds 
of ready to cook product in 2015. It is predicted that global poultry production will double in the 
next 25 years to meet the protein demand of the expanding population (Whyte et al. 2016). 
Minor fluctuations in the industry’s operational efficiencies will have significant environmental 
impacts in the United States, due to the magnitude of the industry.  The projected growth of the 
poultry production industry demands continual and novel innovation to ensure sustainable 
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operation. The United States has 25,000 industry-contracted, family-owned farms, producing 
95% of the industry’s broiler meat (National Chicken Council 2012). Considering the previously 
mentioned statistics, on-farm management choices will have a significant impact on adjacent 
ecosystems and shared resources such as water and air, therefore, easy-to-use tools that shed 
light on the consequences of on-farm management choices must be readily accessible.  
 Upon reviewing literature, there is an apparent need for a model that combines breed 
specific weight gain simulations, hourly changes in weather and barn climate, hourly growing 
climate intervention in response to weather, custom facility design, and environmental impact 
calculations. Most of the literature regarding broiler production modeling approach just one of 
these desired functionalities. A key design strategy is to combine many of the on-farm processes 
into a single model that is descriptive of on-farm processes. The CHICKSIM model is an 
economic forecasting tool that estimates the optimal time to catch and sell broilers (Gempesaw 
1988). CHICKSIM estimates operation costs using fuel and electricity as inputs, rather than 
simulating these values based on local weather, facility design, and management practices. A 
spreadsheet model developed by Berry et al. (1989) simulates the barn heat balance and energy 
use with monthly average weather data, broiler maintenance requirements, and climate control 
design metrics. The lack of weather data resolution requires interpolation for hourly weather 
data, increasing the chance of missing unforeseen fluctuations in local weather. The spreadsheet 
model doesn’t contain functionality for facility design, real time climate interventions when 
setpoints are not maintained, or estimations of environmental footprints. The EFG Broiler 
Nutrition Optimizer (EFG Software 1995) is used to optimize feed formulations by minimizing 
formulation costs and maximizing bird weight gain. The Broiler Nutrition Optimizer is a least 
cost formulation tool that does not consider energy partitioning or on farm processes, both 
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crucial functionalities for modeling broiler growth and on-farm processes. POMA-BROILER 
developed by Wang et al. (2012) is designed to simulate the optimal time to sell broilers 
considering both costs and broiler performance. POMA-BROILER does not consider effects of 
weather or facility design on resource consumption or environmental performance. At this time 
the proposed model is not designed to provide economic analysis. The proposed model will 
simulate the effects of broiler growth on the barn climate and the dependent resource 
consumption. The INAVI model is a mechanistic model that simulates breed specific energy 
partitioning and weight gain of broilers (Meda et al. 2014). The INAVI utilizes a calibration 
technique to tune the model for simulating growth of specific breeds. However, the calibration 
parameters are unbounded by a physically realistic range and other on farm processes such as 
heating, cooling, and ventilation are neglected. The proposed model uses a modified INAVI 
model with the calibration parameters being bounded by physically possible ranges proposed in 
literature. The proposed model integrates the modified INAVI model with responses of the barn 
climate to heat released by the broilers.  
 The proposed tool provides functionality that is lacking in the current body of research. 
This tool provides a comprehensive approach to simulating the interconnected processes 
occurring on a broiler production farm while simulating the case specific environmental impacts. 
The proposed tool will integrate a broiler growth model, climate control and resource use model, 
and a tool for evaluating the environmental impacts of each simulation scenario. This 
functionality provides a tool that can be used for decision support. The user can test the tradeoffs 
between productivity and environmental impacts by considering management variables such as 
farm location, finishing weight, and stocking density. The sensitivity analysis and validation 
studies present in this work illustrate there are certain management choices that lead to lower 
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resource use and environmental impacts per pound of live finish weight relative to some 
management choices. This tool provides the user with the ability to test many hypothetical farm 
design and management portfolios without the costs associated with empirical studies of broiler 
production. There is a potential to further the utility of this tool by pairing the results with 
economic analysis in order to identify the management scenarios that are both financially and 
environmentally responsible. The tool currently lacks economic analysis functionality. The 
design of the algorithms and output data structure allow for the easy addition of economic 
analysis tools.  
Finally, the model will be used as a support tool for ISO compliant life cycle assessment 
(LCA). The life cycle assessment will be executed according to ISO standards 14040 (ISO 14040 
2006) and 14044 (ISO 14044 2006). Case studies will be completed to evaluate the supply chain 
carbon, land, and water footprint resulting from varying management practices. The purpose of 
these studies is to identify improvement opportunities for broiler production facilities. Each set 
of rearing variables may have a different trade-off of environmental and economic credits and 
debits. For example, different feed formulations will require various levels of processing, thus 
different production costs. Higher quality feeds may have beneficial nutritional profiles that lead 
to enhanced broiler growth; the profit resulting from faster growth rates and greater live weights 
of broilers may outweigh the cost of a higher quality feed. Another example: raising broilers in 
more extreme climates will require greater resource consumption to provide optimal growing 
conditions. A greater consumption of electricity or combustible fuel will increase operational 
costs and emissions. The user will be able to simulate these effects and make informed decisions. 
Hence, the most striking benefit of this model is the ability to simulate the effects of rearing 
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variable combinations on production system resource consumption, productivity, and waste 
emissions. 
Literature Review 
Broiler Genetics  
  Artificial selection in the livestock breeding industry is a common practice used to rear 
animals with characteristics deemed valuable by the consumer and producer (Paxton et al. 2010). 
Geneticists have done much work to identify and manipulate specific genes that control 
physiological traits of economic interest (Dunn et al. 2004).  Quantitative genetic practices have 
been employed since the early 1950s to improve animal performance relative to growth rate, 
time to market (catching age), and breast-meat yield and quality (Havenstein et al. 2003; 
Dawkins et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 1958; Bihan-Duval et al. 1999). Broiler genes, controlling the 
expression of neck feather presence and orientation, have been shown to impact heat dissipation, 
and subsequently broiler growth rate. Broilers with featherless necks grew faster and to greater 
body weights than birds with feathered necks at elevated temperatures (Yunis et al. 1999).   
  Time to market is the time it takes for broilers to mature to the industry standard body 
weight required for catching and subsequent slaughter. Studies have indicated that broiler flocks 
in 2003 grew at a rate of 4.6 times faster than the birds from 1957 (Renema et al. 2007). Birds of 
different genetic lines were fed, in parallel, representative diets from 1957 and 2003, subject to 
the same rearing conditions. Upon evaluation of the data, the improved performance was 
estimated to be 85 – 90% controlled by genetics and only 10 – 15% due to differences in 
nutrition (Havenstein et al. 2003). The consumers of poultry products are the driver for industry 
innovation; the demand for larger broiler portions, such as breast meat, have resulted in enhanced 
genetics, providing higher quality meat to consumers (Barton 1994). Consumer demand has 
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driven the industry to increase breast meat yield while decreasing the abdominal fat content 
(Bihan-Duval et al. 1999). Studies have shown that the amount of breast meat and abdominal fat 
have high heritability of 0.4 – 0.65 (Vereijken 1992; Bihan-Duval et al. 1998) and 0.5 – 0.8 
(Chambers 1990), respectively. Heritability is a statistic that is used to quantify the percentage of 
phenotypic variation due to genetic differences of individuals in a population. A study compared 
the body weight (BW), breast meat yield (BMY), and the abdominal fat percentage (AFP) of a 
13-generation old highly genetically selected experimental line versus its natural control line. 
After 13 generations of genetic selection, using the same growth environment, the experimental 
line showed a BW and BMY increase of 18% and 9%, respectively, and an AFP decrease of 
20%. Studies show that genetic selection improves the productivity and quality of broiler lines. 
While genetics are of major importance for bird performance, the proper implementation of a 
breed optimized feeding strategy will facilitate the realization of a broiler line’s full genetic 
potential (Bihan-Duval et al. 1999).   
Feeding Strategies   
The feed conversion ratio will be defined as the weight of feed consumed per unit weight 
gained by the bird in a set timeframe. Feed conversion ratio is a way to quantify how efficiently 
an animal converts feed into live weight (LW) and is one indicator of the management quality, 
where a low feed conversion ratio is indicative of animal efficiency (Aviagen 2011). Feed 
conversion is a complex function of genetics, environment, and behavior that will significantly 
impact the costs of raising broilers (Emmerson 1997). A study was done to illustrate the effect of 
protein content on the yield and body composition between commercial broilers and free-range 
broilers. The commercial broiler exhibited a higher consumable meat weight while the free-range 
broiler exhibited a higher organ weight, for the high protein diet. The low protein diet adversely 
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affected the commercial broilers’ growth more so than the free range birds (Melo et al. 1999), 
likely due to diet sensitivity from genetic selection. The type of fat in bird diets was not found to 
have a statistically significant impact on broiler performance (Pesti et al. 2002).  It was observed 
that fat content above 3% didn’t improve broiler weight gain performance, but did negatively 
impact feed conversion ratio.  A broiler’s need for protein is a function of the bird’s age and the 
available diet. It has been shown that birds choose balanced diets over diets rich in fats, proteins, 
or carbohydrates alone. The study also illustrated that the broilers’ dietary needs changed as the 
birds got older, needing less protein and more energy rich fats and carbohydrates (Catanese et al. 
2015).   
  Both the particle size and size distribution in broiler feed is of importance when 
considering the feed intake and subsequent performance on bird growth (Amerah et al. 2007). 
The effect of feed type on broiler performance has been thoroughly documented and widely 
tested. Studies show that birds fed an over processed diet have underdeveloped digestive tracts 
(Engberg et al. 2002; Nir et al. 1995). Increased growth performance and feed preference are 
observed when broilers are fed uniform large particle diets. Large particles maximize the amount 
of nutrition in the beak (Axe 1995) and uniform particle size decreases the time birds spend 
searching for optimum particle size (Nir et al. 1994a), both leading to increased nutrition uptake 
and superior growth performance. Broiler diets are changed as the bird matures and dietary needs 
change. Broilers are fed a starter feed as chicks, followed by a grower feed, and finally a 
finishing feed until catching (Havenstein et al. 2003). Evidence suggests that diet in the first ten 
days of age may condition a broiler’s response to diet changes later in life. A study was designed 
to test the effects of two starter diets fed to chicks. The rich diet, containing greater energy 
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content and more amino acids, resulted in faster weight gains and lower feed conversion ratios 
than the deficient diet (Quentin et al. 2005).  
Starter supplements have been used to improve the bird’s productivity later in life; the 
use of alpha amylase as a digestive aide improved birds’ daily gain and feed conversion ratio in 
the first seven days of life. Upon the end of trial, the supplemented birds showed greater appetite, 
growth rate, and feed conversion than control birds (Gracia et al. 2003).  The grower feed stage 
is generally defined as the time period of three to six weeks of life. A study was conducted that 
illustrated that elevated moisture content in feed resulted in less mortalities than a dry feed 
during the grower feed phase (Moritz et al. 2001). During the finisher phase, high energy and 
low protein diets result in higher live weights and greater feed intake (Dairo et al. 2010). Broilers 
have different needs during each phase of growth. Feeding strategies have been optimized over 
the years to minimize the feed consumed per unit weight gained and maximize weight gain. The 
feeding strategies must be considered in the context of their growth environment. The economic 
benefit of optimized feeding strategies will not be observed if the state of rearing conditions 
introduce stress on a broiler’s physiology.  (Meluzzi et al. 2008).   
Growth Environment 
  Proper poultry housing systems are essential for profitable production of broilers on a 
large scale. While the housing system provides a physically safe growth environment for 
broilers, improper operation of the houses can lead to poor growth performance and increased 
mortality rates. Poultry house ventilation is of primary importance due to its regulation of heat, 
relative humidity, and metabolic gases, including carbon dioxide from respiration and ammonia 
from waste excretion (Bucklin et al. 2003). A novel ventilation system has been developed that 
absorbs or allows the transfer of light into the broiler house to mimic seasonal changes in light 
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duration and intensity (Lorton et al. 2003). Broiler houses are equipped with natural ventilation, 
vents in the side of the building, fan ventilation, and fan powered evaporative cooling systems. 
Natural ventilation is required for carbon dioxide and oxygen exchange with the environment 
and humidity regulation. Fan cooling systems and evaporative cooling systems are used as 
needed in more extreme climates to maintain optimal conditions and promote maximum bird 
performance (Ross 2010). Optimal growth temperature, 18 to 22 ºC for broilers, is important to 
minimize stress and maximize bird productivity (Lin et al. 2006). A variety of studies on the 
effects of non-optimal ambient temperature on broiler mortality and performance have been 
conducted. Studies of elevated temperature ranges, 28 ºC - 35 ºC, and depressed temperature 
ranges, 13 ºC – 20 ºC, all indicate the negative results of subpar temperature control in broiler 
houses. Non-optimal temperature ranges resulted in increased mortality, sub-par immune 
function, high feed conversion ratio, low finishing body weight, low feed intake, and poor 
growth rate (Yahav et al. 1996; May et al. 2000; Mashaly et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2006).   
  Control of the relative humidity of the air plays a direct role in the comfort of the broiler. 
A flock of 20,000 birds weighing an average of 1.8 kg per bird will produce approximately 3800 
liters of water in a day, from respiration and waste elimination, dependent upon temperature. 
Extreme climates and high humidity lead to increased bird stress, thus poor performance (Ross 
2010). A study comparing the effects of relative humidity levels on bird weight gain indicate 
humidity levels close to 45% result in the healthiest birds. High relative humidity resulted in 
elevated ammonia levels, hence ammonia related health problems, and underdeveloped birds 
(Weaver 1990). Ammonia results from the chemical decomposition of uric acid excreted by 
poultry. Ammonia at levels above 25 ppm are considered detrimental to a variety of organ 
systems in broilers (Xin et al. 1996; Aziz et al. 2010). Xin et al. (1996) suggests that a ventilation 
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rate six to ten times the minimum ventilation rate is required to maintain safe ammonia levels). 
Carbon dioxide is a byproduct of poultry respiration and is a potential detriment to broiler 
performance. Pedersen et al. (2008) study estimated broiler carbon dioxide production at 0.182 
m3 h-1 hpu-1 (hpu = 1000 W at 20 ºC). The effects of elevated carbon dioxide levels, 1% on 
hatching of chicks, has been tested; increased concentrations had no effects on blood quality, 
organ weights, or body weight. However, hatching was delayed, but completed in less time than 
the control group (Tong et al. 2015). Studies have been completed to investigate the effects of 
elevated carbon dioxide on stages of broiler development. It was observed that weight gain and 
feed conversion were unaffected by elevated carbon dioxide levels (6000 ppm), but increased 
area of the right ventricle indicates stress on the cardiovascular system due to increased carbon 
dioxide levels (McGovern et al. 2001). Another study showed decreased growth rate at two 
weeks and increased mortality at four and seven weeks for elevated carbon dioxide levels (9000 
ppm) (Olanreaju et al. 2008). Broiler performance is a complex function of bird genetics and 
care practices. To reach full genetic potential of the bird, understanding and control of growth 
variables must be a priority.   
 Broiler Growth Models and Simulations 
   A variety of mathematical regressions and empirical models related to broiler farm 
management have been developed. A set of regression equations were developed to estimate the 
fat and protein composition of broiler chicks based on the moisture content of chick carcasses 
(Velu et al. 1972). A model was developed to estimate the daily changes in poultry growth and 
carcass composition based on bird genetics, on-farm management, and feeding strategies 
(Emmans 1981). A simulation was developed to estimate the heritability of skeletal defects in 
highly genetically selected populations of broilers using probit methods and analysis of variance 
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for heritability’s and genetic correlations, respectively (Mercer et al. 1984). A model was 
developed to simulate the growth of broilers, including changes in seasonal feed intake, using 
data collected from the National Research Council and the Gifu area of Japan (Muramatsu et al. 
1989). A study was completed to compare the usefulness of the Gompertz, logistic, and 
polynomial functions for predicting body composition as a function of total body weight and age. 
The functions were fit to data collected from three pens at temperatures of 21.1 ºC, 26.7 ºC, and 
32.2 ºC, replicated for males and females. The Gompertz model fit the experimental data most 
accurately out of the three models but only marginally; all three models were found to model the 
experimental data sets for the three temperatures sets and both genders with an R2 range of 0.887 
– 0.989 (Hruby et al. 1996). The predictive power of the Gompertz model and neural network 
model, an algorithm used to approximate functions depending on a large number of unknown 
inputs, were compared against each other using data from a controlled growth experiment. The 
neural network model generated results with a mean squared error approximately three times less 
than the Gompertz model (Roush et al. 2006). Another study was completed to compare the 
functionality of a layered digital neural network (LDNN) and a feedforward static neural 
network (FSNN) for predicting broiler growth. The LDNN is a dynamic model, allowing optimal 
performance with less training data, data that is used to tune predictive parameters to represent 
the system of interest, and accurate modeling for more complex systems with many variables. 
The LDNN and the FSNN fit the experimental data with R2 values of ~1 and ~0.5, respectively, 
illustrating the usefulness of a dynamic model (Salazar et al. 2015).   
  The use of computational fluid dynamics is common place when evaluating heat transfer 
and air movement in broiler houses, both of great importance for climate control. A study was 
conducted to evaluate the accuracy of a CFD RNG k-ε turbulence numerical model, using 
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particle image velocimetry (PIV), to model a new broiler house ventilation system. The average 
error of the CFD model was -6.2% relative to the PIV results (Lee et al. 2007). Another CFD 
model was developed to validate designs of a ventilation designed to improve ventilation rate, 
temperature homogeneity, and reduction in ammonia concentrations. Validation of the chosen 
design, with wind tunnel experiments, confirmed the accuracy of the CFD model and resulted in 
a 54% increase in ventilation, 60 – 70% improvement in temperature homogeneity, and a 15% 
reduction in ammonia concentration after three minutes (Mostafa et al. 2012). The dynamics of 
heat and mass transfer for early and late stage broiler growth environments have been 
investigated in broiler houses using experimentally confirmed CFD models. Measurements of 
temperature and absolute humidity were taken experimentally. The CFD model simulated 
growing stage one with a root mean squared error (RMSE) of 1.0 ºC and 0.3 g water / kg dry air 
and growing stage two with a RMSE of 0.9 ºC and 0.48 g water / kg dry air for temperature and 
absolute humidity, respectively (Rojano et al. 2015). Modeling via CFD has been used in another 
study to model the jet-drop distance, the distance cold air entering a wall must cover to reach a 
zone occupied by animals, an important concept for climate control in animal houses. The CFD 
model was validated against an empirically confirmed model R2 value of 0.90 (Kwon et al. 
2015).    
 Mechanistic computer programs have been developed to simulate broiler production 
systems. A dynamic, stochastic model of contract broiler farms, CHICKSIM, was developed to 
simulate broiler production and on-farm economic management. The model is a recursive Monte 
Carlo simulation that uses stochasticity to calculate the probability of economic success and 
business solvency, quantified by the net present value, based upon theoretical management 
decisions. The user must define initial costs including: cost of birds, fuel and electricity, labor, 
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and unexpected costs; the user also defines fixed costs such as property tax, equipment cost, and 
depreciation. The program includes three pricing options, representative of industry transactions, 
including: price per one thousand birds, price per one thousand LW pounds of chicken meat, and 
price per one thousand LW pounds of meat with a feed conversion dependency. Upon 
completion of a simulation study, the program prints information including net farm income, 
internal rate of return, and net present value, with respective probabilities, based on the user 
defined operation costs and pricing option (Gempesaw 1988). A spreadsheet model was 
developed to simulate the interaction between broilers, broiler housing, and weather patterns to 
investigate the effects of broiler house climate control on fuel consumption. The user inputs 
weather data, broiler house design information, climate control variables, and house management 
variables. The weather inputs were modeled after that of Fayetteville, Arkansas. Broiler house 
variables were changed to model hypothetical and commonly used broiler house construction 
practices and environmental control systems. The model was validated via comparison to 
experimental data from the northwestern Arkansas region that was reviewed in the article. The 
model was found to predict the three-year fuel consumption average 10% greater than reported 
data collected from 30 houses in the northwest Arkansas region (Berry et al. 1989). A stochastic 
model, EFG Broiler Nutrition Optimizer, was developed to optimize three aspects of broiler 
diets, including: amino acid content under a set feeding schedule, the feeding schedule with a set 
diet, and the nutrition density of feeds during a set feeding schedule. The model calculates bird 
performance based upon empirical experiments and calculates the economic result of different 
feeding strategies. The model was built to be highly customizable by the user, allowing the user 
to input growth and cost equations such that the model is representative of experimental 
investigations (EFG Software 1995). POMA-BROILER, a mechanistic model, was developed to 
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estimate the optimal time frame to sell broilers based on profit maximization, using the economic 
practice to equate marginal cost and marginal revenue. The model uses inputs including the 
metabolizable energy intake, crude protein content in feed, and the feed staging practices. 
Regressed equations are used to model operational costs including: bird replacement, medical 
treatment, feed, water, power, labor, asset depreciation, and miscellaneous costs. The economic 
status and bird growth are calculated using user inputs and cost equations; the optimal market 
age is output once the marginal cost equals the marginal revenue and the bird is within the 
industry standard weight range (Wang et al. 2012). A mechanistic model, INAVI, of single 
broilers was developed to simulate bird response to environment and feed changes. The bird is 
modeled to behave according to the ingested metabolizable energy and the temperature of the 
environment. The model uses a reference simulation based on optimal growth conditions and 
published growth performance data to calculate parameters representative of genetics and bird 
behavior. The genetic and behavioral parameters are used as constants, representative of different 
broiler populations, to simulate the effects of hypothetical feed strategies and growth 
environments on broiler growth performance (Meda et al. 2014). 
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Chapter 1: Algorithm summary and pre-simulation calculations.  
Introduction  
This chapter outlines the inputs used to execute the simulation, constant values used in 
each simulation, and an outline of how the model executes the simulation. The inputs are used to 
virtually design a specific production operation that the user is interested in simulating. The 
inputs include variables such as the facility location, flock information, ration type, and facility 
design, including barn size, ceiling type, and ventilation and heating equipment specifications. 
Constant values are parameters that do not change during the broiler growth simulation such as 
barn volume, barn surface area, and physical constants. The pseudocode overview will outline all 
the processes used to execute the simulation. Providing an overview early in this document will 
provide context for later sections where the specific of each algorithm is discussed. The purpose 
of this chapter is to contextualize the discussions presented in the rest of the document.  
Inputs 
Upon completing the user input forms, the user will click the ‘Submit’ button (see Fig. 
A1, Appendix A). At this point, the inputs are compiled into a JSON file, sent to the C# class file 
named “Inputs.cs”, and assigned to the respective input variable. The source code for “Inputs.cs” 
and all other source code is included in Appendix B.  All input fields contain a default value to 
prevent simulation errors. Default values were set according to recommendation by experts at the 
Applied Broiler Research Farm – University of Arkansas. Their recommendations were based on 
facility design, experience, and industry practices. A quick summary of each input’s purpose and 
any relevant details will be provided in this section. The inputs will be summarized using tables 
dedicated to each respective input page. The name, default value, input range/options, and units 
are included for each input variable. The format is the same for each table except for the ‘Feed 
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Ration’ input table. The summary table of the ‘Feed Ration’ inputs includes the ration name and 
the composition of the four ingredients present in the largest amounts.  
After starting The Poultry Calculator and beginning a new simulation, the user is directed 
to the ‘General Inputs’ page. The user is prompted to enter a username and a simulation name. 
Currently, these inputs are place holders and are not in use. In the future, a report generation tool 
will be added to the model. The user and simulation name will be used as identifying information 
for a specific user and simulation case. The location of the production facility must be specified 
by selecting a state and county located in the United States. These selections designate the set of 
weather data to be used when simulating changes in temperature and humidity in the production 
environment.  
Table 1. General inputs 
Variable Name Default Value Input Options Units 
Username ‘Jane Doe’ Any text N/A 
Simulation 
Name 
‘Default 
Simulation’ Any text N/A 
Farm Location: 
State Arkansas 
All states in 
the United 
States 
N/A 
Farm Location: 
County Washington 
All counties in 
the selected 
state 
N/A 
 
After submitting the ‘General Inputs’ form the user is directed to the ‘Broiler Inputs’ 
page. On this page, the user will specify details about the broiler flock to be simulated. The breed 
of the flock must be selected from a drop-down menu. The breed selection loads breed-specific 
parameters into the broiler growth sub-model to account for differences in broiler genetics. These 
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algorithms will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The average starting weight of the chicks and 
the target finished weight of mature birds is required. These inputs are required for simulating 
weight gain and keeping track of when a production cycle is over. The size of the flock must be 
provided for simulating changes in temperature and humidity in the production environment and 
resource consumption required to approach designated temperature setpoints. The time between 
flocks must be provided to account for production downtime. Facility cleaning, repairs, and 
bedding management occurs during this downtime. The annual mass of bedding added to the 
barn is required to estimate the mass of litter generated each year. Lastly, the user must select the 
method for disposing of broiler carcasses. This will be used when calculating the environmental 
footprints associated carcass disposal.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. Broiler inputs 
Variable Name Default Value Input Options Units 
Broiler Breed ‘Cobb 500’ Cobb 500, Cobb 700, Ross 308, Ross 708 Breed name 
Average Start 
Weight 42 30 - 50 Grams 
Target Finish 
Weight 6.33 2 - 10 Pounds 
Flock Size 19,600 10,000 – 25,000 Number of broilers 
Time Between 
Flocks 26 0 - 30 Days 
Annual 
Bedding Mass 9,000 0 – 20,000 Pounds 
Carcass 
Disposal Incineration 
Incineration, 
Rendering, 
Composting 
Carcass disposal 
method 
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The user is redirected to the ‘Feed Ration’ selection menu after submitting the broiler inputs. 
Currently, the user has the three ration options: corn-based ration, sorghum-based ration, and a 
wheat-based ration. Each ration was sourced from Commercial Poultry Nutrition (Leeson, 2008).  
The complete composition of each ration (see Tbls. A1-A4, Appendix A) is broken down based 
on the feeding phase of the diet (i.e. starter, grower, finisher, and withdrawal). The composition 
includes the mass percent of the four most prevalent ingredients for each ration type and feeding 
phase for this discussion. This selection is required for calculating the caloric energy density of 
feed, required for simulating weight gain and the environmental footprints of rations. The 
complete ingredient list is used for both energy content calculations and the estimation of ration 
environmental footprints. See table 3 for the summary of feed ingredients.  
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Table 3. Feed ration summary 
Ration Name Ingredient 1 Ingredient 2 Ingredient 3 Ingredient 4 
Starter Diet 
Corn Corn  (53.3%) 
Soybean Meal 
(34.2%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(6.0%) 
Fat  
(2.9%) 
Sorghum Sorghum (52.3%) Soybean Meal (33.4%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(7.0%) 
Fat  
(3.7%) 
Wheat Wheat  (56.8%) 
Soybean Meal 
(28.3%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(6.8%) 
Fat  
(4.5%) 
Grower Diet 
Corn Corn  (61.3%) 
Soybean Meal 
(29.5%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(3.1%) 
Fat  
(2.6%) 
Sorghum Sorghum (57.3%) Soybean Meal (28.9%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(6.0%) 
Fat  
(4.4%) 
Wheat Wheat  (63.0%) 
Soybean Meal 
(22.3%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(6.4%) 
Fat  
(4.9%) 
Finisher Diet 
Corn Corn  (69.3%) 
Soybean Meal 
(25.0%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(0.0%) 
Fat  
(2.4%) 
Sorghum Sorghum (64.3%) Soybean Meal (23.6%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(5.0%) 
Fat  
(3.9%) 
Wheat Wheat  (71.4%) 
Soybean Meal 
(16.1%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(5.0%) 
Fat  
(4.3%) 
Withdrawal Diet 
Corn Corn  (74.5%) 
Soybean Meal 
(19.6%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(0%) 
Fat  
(2.5%) 
Sorghum Sorghum (69.5%) Soybean Meal (18.1%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(5.0%) 
Fat  
(4.0%) 
Wheat Wheat  (77.2%) 
Soybean Meal 
(10.0%) 
Wheat Shorts 
(5.0%) 
Fat  
(4.5%) 
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After the user selects a feed ration, they will be prompted to design the grow-out barn. The user 
is prompted for a barn name first. Multiple barns with variable specifications can be added to the 
same farm. The barn name is used to keep track of different barn designs and will be used in 
report generation. The dimensions of the barn are required for simulating temperature and 
humidity changes in the barn. The wall and roof insulation R-values are used for simulating heat 
transfer between the barn and the environment. Heat transfer algorithms will be discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter 3. The number of light bulbs and their wattage is required for estimating 
electricity consumption due to lighting programs.  
Table 4. Barn dimensions and lighting 
Variable Name Default Value Input Options Units 
Barn Name ‘Big Red’ Any text Barn name 
Barn Length 400 Any integer Feet 
Barn Width 40 Any integer Feet 
Barn Sidewall 
Height 8 Any integer Feet 
Barn Ceiling 
Peak Height 10 Any integer Feet 
Wall Insulation  
R-Value 11 Any integer 
𝑚𝑚2 ∗ 𝐾𝐾
𝑊𝑊
 
Roof Insulation  
R-value 19 Any integer 
𝑚𝑚2 ∗ 𝐾𝐾
𝑊𝑊
 
Light Bulb 
Type 
‘Light-emitting 
diode’ 
Compact fluorescent lamp, 
cold cathode, high pressure 
sodium, incandescent, 
Light-emitting diode 
Bulb type 
Number of 
Bulbs Installed 50 0 - 200 
Number 
of bulbs 
Wattage of 
Light Bulbs 40 0 - 500 W 
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Next, the user is prompted to enter design information about ventilation equipment installed in 
the barn (see Tbl. 5). Proper ventilation is crucial for maintaining air quality and cooling the 
house when the temperature setpoint is exceeded. The number and power rating of each fan is 
used to estimate electricity consumption. The throughput of each fan is used to calculate air flow 
rates in the barn. 
Table 5. Ventilation and heating inputs 
Variable Name Default Value Input Options Units 
Number of 
Stir Fans 7 0 - 100 Number of fans 
Stir Fan Power 0.01 0 - 1 Horsepower 
Number of 
Exhaust Fans 4 0 - 15 Number of fans 
Exhaust Fan 
Throughput 12,000 0 – 50,000 
ft3min 
Exhaust Fan 
Power 0.75 0 - 5 Horsepower 
Number of 
Tunnel Fans 8 0 - 20 Number of fans 
Tunnel Fan 
Throughput 21,000 0 – 50,000 
ft3min 
Tunnel Fan 
Power 1 0 - 5 Horsepower 
Number of 
Heaters 18 0 - 100 
Number of 
Heaters 
Heater  
Rating 25,000 5,000 – 50,000 
BTUshour  
Heating Fuel 
Choice Natural Gas 
Natural gas, 
liquefied 
petroleum gas 
Fuel Type 
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The user should specify the number of heaters, their heating capacity, and the type of fuel 
they burn. The heaters are used during brooding conditions and cold weather to correct 
deviations below the temperature set point. The type of fuel selected will affect the amount of 
fuel used and the associated environmental footprint. At the bottom of the “Ventilation / 
Cooling” input page, the user is asked if an evaporative cooler is installed in the barn. If the user 
selects yes, then evaporative cooling is available as an additional cooling method in addition to 
tunnel ventilation. The evaporative cooling algorithm will be discussed in Chapter 4. Next, the 
user is redirected to the submission page. The user has the option to save the inputs and/or 
submit the inputs to simulate broiler production.  
Constants 
Simulation constants are values that stay the same for a single simulation. These include 
physical constants, user inputs that are unique to the simulation scenario, and functions that 
calculate a constant parameter for use in the simulation. All constant parameters or static 
functions used in the simulation are housed in the C# class file named “Constants.cs”; The 
constants are kept in a separate file for organizational and maintenance purposes. It’s much 
easier to find and edit values or functions that are categorically organized. Source code for 
“Constants.cs” can be found in Appendix A. 
The physical constants will be presented in a tabular format (see Tbl. 6). The actual 
name, variable name given to each constant, the value being used, the units, and the reference 
will be included for each value. The values of constant pressure heat capacity of air, density of 
air, and latent heat of evaporation of water correspond to a sea level elevation, a temperature of 
25 Celsius, and a relative humidity of 50%.  
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The variables airCp, airDensity, and latentHeatEvap are used for heat transfer, psychrometric, 
and ventilation calculations. These values are the same for every simulation case. The simulation 
constants will be presented in a tabular format (see Tbl. 7). The actual name, the variable name 
given to each constant, the value being used, and the units of each variable will be presented in 
the table.  
Table 7. Simulation constants 
Constant Type Variable Name Value Units 
Hours per Year hoursPerYear 8,760 hours 
Length of 
Weather Files numYearsWeather 3 years 
Size of the  
Time-step timeStep 0.01 hours 
 
Table 6. Physical constants 
Constant Type Variable Name Value Units 
Constant Pressure 
Heat Capacity airCp 1,006 
Jkg ∗ K 
Density of air airDensity 1.1839 kgm3 
Latent Heat of 
Evaporation of 
Water 
latentHeatEvap 2.257x106 Jkg 
Energy Content 
of LPG lpgEnergyContent 3.597x105 Jgal 
Energy Content 
of Natural Gas natGasEnergyContent 1.108𝑥𝑥106 Jft3 
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The number of hours per year is used to keep track of the time passed in the simulation. The 
length of the weather file is used to set the duration of the simulation. The time-step is used in 
the climate control algorithm to determine heating or cooling needs for a deviation from 
setpoints. These values are the same for every simulation case. 
The user input options require certain parameters to be calculated after each input 
submission, prior to initiating production simulations. An explanation of each function’s purpose 
and the associated pseudocode will be presented. The function getWeatherFilePath() is used to 
set the weather files according to the user selection and compilation conditions. This and all 
other functions in Constants.cs take Inputs.cs as the only input. The following pseudocode 
outlines how the selected weather file is loaded: 
GetWeatherFilePath(inputs.cs) 
1. If in “debug mode” 
a. Load the default weather file path from the appropriate folder on the software 
development machine 
2. If in “release mode”  
a. Look up current directory on the user’s PC (the simulation should be on the 
desktop if the instructions were followed) 
b. System locates the weather file path  
3. The file path is returned by the function 
End Function 
Debug mode refers to a setting in the integrated development environment (IDE) that compiles a 
code base for testing purposes. Release mode is a setting that compiles the code base, and any 
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other required content, for the end user. The addition of this logic was necessary to ensure that 
the program can find the weather files regardless of where the application is installed on the 
user’s PC.  
The function BarnVolumeMethod() is used to calculate the volume of open air in the 
barn. The user may select a drop-ceiling or an open-ceiling layout.  A barn with a drop-ceiling 
has an additional ceiling underneath the outer facing, structural roof, while an open ceiling does 
not. Let the production environment volume (PEV) be the volume of air that the broilers respire 
into during grow out.   The cross sections of the PEV for the drop-ceiling and open-ceiling 
layouts are pictured in Fig. 1. 
 
The sidewall height (s.h.) is the height of the walls from the ground level to the point before the 
roof starts to pitch. The pitch height (p.h.) is the height from ground level to the highest point of 
the barn. The width (w.) of the barn is the shortest dimension of the barn’s footprint and the 
Figure 1. Production environment volume cross sections of 
 the drop-ceiling and open-ceiling layouts 
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length (l.), not pictured in Fig. 1, is the longest dimension of the barn’s footprint. The following 
pseudocode outlines how the PEV is calculated: 
SetBarnVolume(inputs.cs) 
1. If open-ceiling layout was selected: 
a. Volumeopen = (l. ) ∗ (w. ) ∗ (average wall height) 
b. Average wall height = (s. h. ) + 0.5 ∗ (p. h.−s. h. ) 
2. If drop-ceiling was selected: 
a. Volumedrop = (l. ) ∗ (w. ) ∗ (s. h. ) 
3. Return the PEV  
End function 
The estimation of the open-ceiling PEV using the average sidewall height was referenced from 
the COBB Broiler Management Guide (Cobb-Vantress, 2012). The PEV is used in the 
ventilation, heat transfer, and psychrometric algorithms.  
The surface area of the walls and the roof must be calculated for heat transfer algorithms. The 
function WallSurfaceAreaMethod() is used to calculate the surface area of the four barn walls. 
The surface area of the barn walls is calculated using the following equation:  
(1)  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 2(𝑤𝑤. )(𝑠𝑠.ℎ. ) + 2(𝑙𝑙. )(𝑠𝑠. ℎ. ) 
The surface area of the roof is dependent upon the type of ceiling layout selected by the user. 
Reference Fig. 1 for the dimensions that will be used in the pseudocode. The pseudocode that 
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follows Fig. 2 outlines how the function RoofSurfaceAreaMethod() is used to estimate the 
surface are of the barn. 
 
RoofSurfaceAreaMethod(inputs.cs)  
1. If the open-ceiling layout was selected, calculate the surface area of the structural roof: 
a. Calculate dimension c with the Pythagorean Theorem: c =
�(p. h.−s. h. )2 + �w.
2
�
2
 
b. The surface area of the two long panels: S. A.panels = 2 ∗ (l. ) ∗ © 
c. The surface area of the two triangular faces: S. A.tri = 2 ∗ (a) ∗ (b) = 2 ∗(𝑝𝑝. ℎ.−𝑠𝑠.ℎ. ) ∗ �𝑤𝑤.
2
� 
d. 𝑆𝑆.𝐴𝐴.𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛 = 2 ∗ (𝑙𝑙. ) ∗ �(p. h.−s. h. )2 + �w.2 �2 + 2 ∗ (𝑝𝑝. ℎ.−𝑠𝑠.ℎ. ) ∗ �𝑤𝑤.2 � 
2. If the drop-ceiling layout was selected, the surface area of the secondary ceiling is 
𝑆𝑆.𝐴𝐴.𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 = (𝑤𝑤. ) ∗ (𝑙𝑙. ) 
Figure 2. Broiler barn schematic 
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End Function 
The energy content of the combustion fuel selected by the user must be set to the proper value. 
The combustion fuel energy content (see Tbl. 6) is required for heat transfer and fuel usage 
algorithms. The user has the option to select liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or natural gas 
(NTG). The pseudocode for the function SetFuelConstant() is presented below. 
SetFuelConstant(inputs.cs) 
1. If LPG is the selected combustion fuel 
a. Return the energy content of LPG  
2. If NTG is the selected combustion fuel 
a. Return the energy content of NTG  
End function 
The function SetFuelIncrement() is used to set a parameter used in the heat loss remediation 
algorithm. When the temperature in the barn drops below the desired setpoint, the simulated 
heaters will turn on and begin burning fuel. The fuel increment is used to step up the amount of 
fuel being burnt each hour until the setpoint is reached or the heaters run the whole hour. The 
following pseudocode outlines how the fuel increment is set.  
SetFuelIncrement(inputs.cs) 
1. If LPG is the selected combustion fuel 
a. Set the fuel increment to 0.0001 gallon 
2. If NTG is the selected combustion fuel 
a. Set the fuel increment to 0.01 ft3 
End function 
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Simulation Overview Pseudocode 
In this section, the main steps in the simulation will be summarized as pseudocode. The 
computational engine is composed of 3500+ lines of code and 17 C# class files, each containing 
categorically unique variables and functions. Providing a high-level summary of how the model 
works early on in this document will aid the future discussion of specific algorithms.  
The function ‘StartTime’ is responsible for incrementing the simulation forward in time by one 
hour. All the supporting algorithms required to simulate physical processes occurring at a 
production facility are called into ‘StartTime’ from the respective class file. Each of the 
supporting algorithms will be discussed in greater detail in their respective chapters. The order of 
the processes in the pseudocode match the order of the code execution, see the pseudocode 
below: 
 
1) Function ‘StartTime’ receives user inputs from the ‘Inputs.cs’ file 
2) Supporting function classes are initialized within the scope of the ‘StartTime’ function  
3) Hourly temperature, humidity, and radiation flux data are parsed from the weather file of the 
selected state and county 
4) Case specific constant values from inputs are defined or calculated 
5) Hourly time step for-loop initialized; loop runs from 0 to 26,280 hours (3 years) 
a) If the broiler weight at the beginning of the hour is less than the final weight, then 
simulate another hour of production. 
i) Lookup the temperature setpoint based on broiler age 
ii) Adjust the size of the flock to account for previous hour mortalities 
iii) Calculate flock feed consumption, weight gain, and heat production for the new hour 
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iv) Estimate the hourly heat additions to the barn from the broilers, solar radiation, lights, 
and litter decomposition. 
v) Calculate the ventilation required during the current hour to maintain air quality 
vi) Climate control simulation for loop; step from 0 to 100; step size is 0.01 hours 
(1) Heat transfer algorithm calculates the temperature at the end of the hour (𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛+1)  
using minimum ventilation rate, current weather conditions, and the total hourly 
heat additions to the barn. 
(2) If 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛+1 is equal to the temperature set point, then record resources used during the 
step and start the next step. 
(3) If 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛+1 is less than the temperature setpoint, then heat to the setpoint or total 
heater capacity, record resource usage, and start the next step. 
(4) If 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛+1 is greater than the temperature setpoint, then cool to set point or total 
cooling capacity, record resource usage, and start the next step. 
vii) End Climate control simulation loop for the hour after 100 steps are completed 
b) If the target weight gain has been achieved, then production ends and the facility is 
prepared for the next flock 
6) End of the time loop 
7) All facility inputs, outputs, and production byproducts are used to calculate the cradle-to-
grave environmental footprints. 
8)  Broiler performance data, resource consumption, and environmental footprints are 
transferred to the output pages for user access.  
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Chapter 2: Simulating broiler chicken feed intake, weight gain, and heat production. 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the algorithms used to simulate the metabolic processes of broilers 
during a production cycle. The method used to simulate feed and water consumption will be 
discussed. Feed energy intake is the driving input of the broiler growth sub-model. The algorithm 
used to partition energy intake to broiler growth processes, including conversion of energy intake 
to weight gain and heat loss, will be discussed. The calibration procedure will be discussed to 
illustrate how the model is tuned to simulate growth differences in broiler breeds. The algorithms 
used to simulate excreta production and reactive nitrogen emissions will be discussed. Finally, 
the algorithm used to simulate age dependent broiler fatalities will be discussed. The purpose of 
this chapter is to present the strategy used to simulate the broiler flock.   
Feed Energy Intake and Water Consumption 
  The feed intake is expressed in terms of the calories available in the average feed 
consumed per bird per day. In this section, the algorithm used to simulate energy intake from 
feed will be discussed. The primary broiler breeding industry is responsible for providing broiler 
genetic lines suited to fast weight gain and efficient conversion of feed weight to body weight. 
The primary breeding industry publishes daily feed intake and weight gain of broilers raised in 
optimal conditions (Cobb-Vantress Inc.2013; Aviagen Resource Center 2014).  
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A core assumption of this work is that these reference data sets represent maximum growth 
performance. An example data set is pictured in Fig. 3.  
 
The genetic lines available for selection by the user include the: Cobb 500, Cobb 700, Ross 308, 
or the Ross 708 line. The reference data sets for each of these genetic lines was manually copied 
to an Excel spreadsheet. The age of the birds was converted from days to the equivalent number 
of hours; this was necessary to match the hourly timestep of the time-step algorithm. Each 
breeding company provides recommended dietary guidelines based on the age of the bird, 
including recommended caloric content � kcal
kg feed�. The marginal mass of feed consumed on each 
time step was converted to feed energy consumed (kcal). Energy consumed through feed was 
plotted against hours of production. The regression tool in Excel was used to generate a fourth 
order polynomial regression of hourly feed energy intake versus age of the birds in hours. The 
dependent variable, y, represents the energy (kcal) consumed by a broiler. The independent 
Figure 3. Target performance metrics of a common broiler genetic line 
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variable, x, represents the age of the broiler in hours. See the regressions for modeling feed 
energy intake in Tbl. 8.  
Table 8. Breed specific regressions of hourly feed energy intake  
Broiler breed Feed energy intake as a function of broiler age 
Cobb 500 y = 8.48E-12x4 - 4.01E-08x3 + 4.71E-05x2 + 1.20E-02x + 1.10 
Cobb 700 y = 2.89E-11x4 - 1.05E-07x3 + 1.13E-04x2 + 1.09E-02x + 2.22 
Ross 308 y = 8.36E-12x4 - 3.92E-08x3 + 4.54E-05x2 + 1.28E-02x + 1.00 
Ross 708 y = 7.45E-12x4 - 3.70E-08x3 + 4.59E-05x2 + 9.95E-03x + 1.04 
 
The mass of feed consumed by broilers is affected by more than just the birds age. 
Environmental stressors such as temperature, light, and humidity can impact the amount of feed 
consumed in a certain time period (Rehman et al., 2018; Rault et al., 2016; Kulkarni et al., 2018). 
The current feed intake algorithm doesn’t consider these environmental effects because we 
assume environmental controls are managed according to standard. Additionally, the conditions 
under which environmental effects have been studied in peer reviewed literature are incongruent 
with production conditions; conducting full scale production experiments is very expensive and 
time intensive. At the time of development, this simplification was deemed acceptable, allowing 
the development of other aspects of the model’s architecture. 
The mass of water consumed by the broilers is calculated using a constant value that is 
related to the mass of feed ingested. The Broiler Management Guide (Cobb-Vantress, 2012) 
proposes a factor that estimates water consumption to be twice the mass of feed consumed 
during the current hour. The function WaterConsumed() takes the mass of feed intake as the 
input and returns the mass of water consumed during that hour. The pseudocode below illustrates 
how the hourly water consumption is estimated. 
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WaterConsumed(mass of feed ingested) 
1. Define the constant factor relating water consumption to feed ingested 
a. water to feed ratio = 2.0 kg water 
kg feed  
2. Calculate hourly water consumption 
a. water consumed = 2.0 kg water 
kg feed ∗ (kg feed intake) 
3. Store the current hour water consumption in the appropriate array for later calculations 
End Function 
Energy Partitioning: Weight Gain and Heat Release 
In this section, the algorithm used to simulate conversion of feed energy to body weight 
will be discussed. The algorithm is derived from the INAVI poultry life cycle model, developed 
by the French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA) (Meda et al. 2014). The feed 
intake algorithm takes an energy partitioning approach to describing broiler metabolism, 
meaning proportions of the ingested energy are allocated to different processes in the broiler’s 
metabolism. The pseudocode for CalcBirdGain(), the function used to simulate weight gain, is 
included below. The function requires the broiler’s weight at the beginning of the time step and 
the energy consumed in feed. 
CalcBirdGain(initial weight, energy consumed) 
1. Calculate calories needed for the broiler to survive with no weight gained or lost 
2. Calculate the calories available for weight gain, after maintenance needs have been met 
3. Estimate the fraction of energy available for weight gain that is converted to body weight 
4. Calculate the equivalency factor used to convert ingested energy to weight gain 
5. Using the equivalency factor, calculate and return the weight gained by the broiler 
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End function 
The maintenance energy (EM) is the caloric intake required for a broiler to survive 
without losing or gaining weight. According to Meda et al. (2014), the maintenance energy, EM, 
is calculated by multiplying the maintenance conversion, 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀, by the body weight, BW. The 
metabolic body weight is an empirically derived value that corresponds to the weight of 
metabolically active tissue and is defined as the body weight raised to the “metabolic power”. 
The metabolic power is an calibration parameter that will be discussed in the model calibration 
section in conjunction with the other parameters. The maintenance conversion is a conversion 
factor for calculating the caloric requirements of the metabolic body weight such that the units 
are consistent (kcal). Equation (2) is the definition of maintenance energy requirements.  
(2) EM = CM ∗ BWmp [=] (kcal)  
Meda et al. proposes that the energy available for weight gain (EG) is the ingested energy (𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼) 
minus the energy required for maintenance (EM), minus the energy required for the physical 
activity of an average bird (EPA). Equation (3) is the definition of energy available for weight 
gain.  
(3) 𝐸𝐸𝐺𝐺 = 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 − 𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀 − 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 [=] (kcal)  
In this model, the physical activity is assumed to be part of the maintenance energy 
requirements. This was done to improve the fit between the simulated and observed growth 
curves. The details of the calibration process will be discussed later in this chapter. Actual 
broilers will always be moving, as they are living animals; it made more sense for maintenance 
energy to include physical activity. Since the fit was improved and the change makes more sense 
in a physical context, equation (3) was modified to yield equation (4). Equation (4) is the 
definition of energy available for weight gain that is coded in The Poultry Calculator.  
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(4) 𝐸𝐸𝐺𝐺 = 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 − 𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀 [=] (kcal) 
The energy leftover after maintenance requirements have been met, EG, is the energy available 
for the broilers to convert to body weight. However, only a fraction of this energy will be 
converted into bodyweight. The fraction of 𝐸𝐸𝐺𝐺  that is converted to body weight is called the 
deposition efficiency factor, εD. The deposition efficiency factor is a calibration parameter. 
Equation (5) is the definition for the energy of deposition, 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷.  
(5) 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 =  εD ∗  EG [=] (kcal)  
 The energy of weight gain, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺, is a factor for converting the energy of deposition, a caloric 
value, to an equivalent mass of tissue. The energy of weight gain is an empirical equation that is 
dependent on the metabolic body weight of the broiler. The genetic factor, 𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 , is a calibration 
parameter intended to represent the effects of genetic variations on weight gain. Equation (6) is 
the definition of the energy of weight gain.  
(6) 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺 = 𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 ∗ (1.56 + 0.63 ∗ 𝐵𝐵𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜) [=] (kcal/g)  
The weight gained by the broiler is calculated by dividing the energy of deposition by the weight 
gain factor per equation (7). The cumulative weight of the bird is then updated by adding the 
differential weight gain from the current timestep to the cumulative weight of the bird from the 
last timestep.  
(7) weight gained = ED
fWG
 [=] (g)  
Simulating heat released from the broilers is crucial for accurately representing the 
energy flows in the barn. The amount of body heat released in the barn impacts the level of 
heating, cooling, and ventilation required. The function CalcHeatPrdctnMethod() is used to 
estimate body heat release using body weight and the quantity of ingested energy. The ingested 
energy is calculated using the feed energy intake regressions (Tbl. 8) from the prior section. The 
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energy of maintenance and the deposited energy are calculated using equations (2) and (5), 
respectively. The following pseudocode outlines the algorithm used to estimate heat release from 
an average broiler during production.  
CalcHeatPrdctnMethod(initial weight, energy consumed) 
1. Calculate calories needed for the broiler to survive with no weight gained or lost 
2. Calculate the calories available for weight gain, after maintenance needs have been met 
3. Estimate the fraction of energy available for weight gain that is converted to body weight 
4. Calculate heat released by subtracting maintenance and deposition from ingested energy 
5. The remainder of ingested energy is converted from kilocalories to Joules and returned 
End function 
The assumption is that any energy not used to meet maintenance needs or weight gain is 
converted to heat and released into the barn. The INAVI model uses energy units of kilocalories, 
but units of Joules are required for the heat transfer algorithm. Equation (8) is the definition used 
to calculate heat released from a broiler, Qbird. 
(8) Qbird = �4184 Jkcal� ∗ (EI − EM − ED) [=] (J/hr) 
Genetic Calibration  
A core function of this model is the ability to calibrate the growth model to account for 
genetic differences in broiler metabolism. The model is calibrated by using reference feed intake 
(from the reference growth data) as the input for the bird growth model. In theory, if the 
adjustable parameters are properly selected for each breed, then at reference feed intake the 
simulated growth should be equivalent to the growth observed in the reference data set. Since 
empirical equations will be subject to experimental error, the two data sets will never match 
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completely. The approach to this problem is to select parameters in empirical growth equations 
that are subject to debate in literature, determine the range of values presented in literature, and 
choose values of these parameters that minimize the error between reference and simulated data 
sets. Breeding companies claim that the reference growth data is the benchmark for the 
performance of the respective breed; the rearing conditions used to collect the reference data are 
considered optimal, resulting in maximum growth performance. Hence, the assumption of the 
calibration subroutine is that minimizing the error between the reference data and the simulated 
growth data, by adjusting calibration parameters, yields a set of parameters descriptive of a 
specific broiler breed. The calibration work was completed using the Solver add-in . Each of the 
equations presented in the Energy Partitioning section were programmed into a separate column. 
Each row of the spreadsheet represents an hour timestep in production. Figure 4 below is a 
screen shot of the spreadsheet model for the Cobb 500 breed calibration.  
 
Figure 4. Genetic calibration spreadsheet 
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The objective function is the sum of the squared error (SSE) between the average, hourly 
reference weight gain for the whole feeding phase (RWGp) and hourly, simulated weight gains 
(SWGp) for each feeding phase (p). The feeding phases include the starter, grower 1, grower 2, 
and finisher diets. The length of time each ration is fed to the broilers is based on the 
recommendations from the breeding industry. Equations (9) through (12) are the definitions of 
the SSE between the observed and simulated data sets for each feeding phase. The SSE for the 
whole production cycle is simply the sum of all four phase specific SSE values. Equation (13) is 
the definition of the SSE for the whole production cycle. 
(9) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 = ∑ �𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟��������������� − 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟,ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟�2ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=240ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=0  
      (10) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟1 = ∑ �𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟1���������������� − 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟1,ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟�2ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=528ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=241   
(11) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟2 = ∑ �𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟2���������������� − 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟2,ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟�2ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=1008ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=529  
      (12) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 = ∑ �𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟���������������� − 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟�2ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤ℎℎ𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟=1009   
      (13)  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 =  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 +  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟1 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟2 +  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 
 
The decision variables (i.e. calibration parameters) are the unknown values which are 
adjusted to minimize the SSE between the reference and simulated growth curves. The decision 
variables include the metabolic power, the maintenance conversion,  the deposition efficiency, 
and the genotype factor. Except for the genotype factor, each parameter is bounded by observed 
values in literature. According to Lopez and Leeson (2005), the metabolic body weight is an 
empirically derived value with true values ranging from 0.6 to 0.75. According to the review of 
broiler weight gain models by Sakomura (2004), the maintenance conversion is constrained 
between 1.42 and 6.46 joules
gram bodyweight∗hour. According to Robbins and Ballew (1984) the 
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efficiency of energy utilization above maintenance requirements does not change with age, but a 
standard range of values have been derived. Hence, the deposition efficiency is used as an 
adjustable parameter constrained within the reported range of 57% to 69%. As in the INAVI 
model, the genotype factor is constrained only to be a positive value. The calibration parameters 
are summarized below in Tbl. 9.  
Table 9. Calibration parameters 
Parameter name Equation shorthand Minimum bound Maximum bound Units 
Genotype factor fG 0 ∞ Unitless 
Maintenance 
conversion CM 1.43 6.46 kcalBWM 
Metabolic power mp 0.6 0.75 Unitless 
Deposition 
efficiency εD 57 69 % 
 
The Excel Solver tool requires initial input values of the calibration parameters. The 
bounded calibration parameters were initialized with the value in the middle of the established 
range. The genotype factor was initialized with the value of 0.1. Multiple genotype factor initial 
values were tested to investigate the effect of the initial value on the results of the calibration. 
There was little variation in the final values of the calibration parameters as the initial genotype 
factor was varied.  
Excreta 
The excreta production algorithm is based on the calculations of manure production 
presented in Tbl. 5.55 from the Commercial Poultry Nutrition handbook (Leeson and Summers, 
2008). The calculation is based on a basis of 10,000 broiler chickens eating 45,000 kg of feed. 
The authors propose that 20,000 kg of “as is excreta” is produced per 45,000 kg of feed ingested. 
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The phrase “as is excreta” is the composition of the excreta as it leaves the broiler and before it is 
mixed with bedding material. The annual mass of bedding added to the barns is an input required 
by the user. Litter is defined as the mixture of excreta and bedding material. The mass of excreta 
is divided by the mass of feed ingested to produce a constant factor of 0.444 kg of as is excreta
kg of feed consumed. 
The function AsIsExcretaProduced() takes the mass of feed intake as the input and returns the 
mass of excreta produced. The pseudocode below illustrates how the function works.  
AsIsExcretaProduced(mass of feed ingested per hour) 
4. Define the constant factor relating excreta production to feed intake 
a. double pooToFeedRatio = 20,000 kg as is excreta
45,000 kg feed ingested = 0.444 kg excretakg feed  
5. Calculate hourly excreta production 
a. excreta produced = 0.444 kg excreta
kg feed intake ∗ (kg feed intake) 
6. Store the current hour excreta production in the appropriate array for later calculations 
End Function 
This function is called into the time progression algorithm, StartTime(), for each hour of 
production. The total mass of excreta produced is used for environmental footprint calculations. 
The details of these calculations will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
The nutrient composition of the litter refers to the mass of nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P), 
and potassium (K) ingested and excreted in the litter. The nutrient profile in excreta is modeled 
using the Manure Production and Characteristics Standard for broilers (ASABE, 2005). The 
nitrogen excretion equation converts the mass of crude protein in feed to mass of nitrogen and is 
multiplied by the fraction of nitrogen excreted. The proposed equation for modeling nitrogen 
excretion (NE), is defined below by equation (14).   
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(14) 𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 = 0.01 ∗ [𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃] ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁) [=] (kilograms of N) 
The mass of feed ingested (𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼), in grams per hour, is multiplied by the concentration �g proteing feed � 
of crude protein (CCP) in the ration. The mass of crude protein is converted to mass of nitrogen 
using the crude protein to nitrogen conversion factor, CN = 0.16 grams Ngrams protein. The amount of 
nitrogen excreted is calculated using the nitrogen retention factor (NRF), the fraction of nitrogen 
used by metabolic tissue. The value for NRF does not change as the broiler matures. The structure 
of the equations for calculating the mass of P and K is the same as equation (14), but without an 
additional variable that is analogous to the crude protein to nitrogen factor. Equations (15) and 
(16) below are the definitions for calculating phosphorous and potassium excretion, respectively.  (15) 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 = 0.1 ∗ [𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃] ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃) [=] (kilograms of P) (16) 𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐾 = 0.1 ∗ [𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐾𝐾] ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐾𝐾) [=] (kilograms of K) 
The mass of feed ingested is calculated by converting the age dependent feed energy 
intake (kcal/hour), using the regressions in Tbl. 8, to mass of feed ingested (kg/hour). The hourly 
energy intake is converted to mass of feed intake using the metabolizable energy content of the 
ration. The values for metabolizable energy, crude protein content, phosphorous content, and 
potassium content of the ration prior to ingestion were set according to recommended minimum 
nutrition specifications provided by Cobb-Vantress (2018, 2012) and Aviagen (2014, 2014). If a 
nutritional recommendation is provided as a range, the average of the range is used. The 
retention factors for nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium were retrieved from the Manure 
Production and Characteristics Standard. The retention factors and the nutritional profile of the 
rations are summarized in Tbls. 10 and 11, respectively. 
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Table 10. Nutrient retention factors for broiler chickens 
- Nitrogen Retention Factor (NRF) Phosphorous Retention Factor (PRF) Potassium Retention Factor (KRF) 
Broiler < 32 days old 
0.602 
0.493 
0.182 
Broiler ≥ 32 days old 0.4102 
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Table 11. Nutritional breakdown of model rations 
Breed  
Specific 
Ration 
Metabolizable 
Energy 
(kcal/kg feed) 
Crude Protein 
Content  
(mass %) 
Phosphorous 
Content  
(mass %) 
Potassium 
Content  
(mass %) 
Starter Diet 
Cobb 500 3035 21.5 0.45 0.775 
Cobb 700 3035 22 0.45 0.775 
Ross 308 3025 23 0.48 0.7 
Ross 708 3000 23 0.48 0.7 
Grower Diet 
Cobb 500 3108 19.5 0.42 0.725 
Cobb 700 3108 20 0.42 0.725 
Ross 308 3150 21.5 0.435 0.65 
Ross 708 3100 21.5 0.435 0.65 
Finisher Diet 
Cobb 500 3180 18.5 0.38 0.7 
Cobb 700 3180 19 0.38 0.7 
Ross 308 3200 19.5 0.39 0.65 
Ross 708 3200 19.5 0.39 0.65 
Withdrawal Diet 
Cobb 500 3203 17.5 0.38 0.7 
Cobb 700 3203 18 0.38 0.7 
Ross 308 3225 18.5 0.365 0.65 
Ross 708 3225 18.5 0.365 0.65 
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Broilers have age specific nutritional requirements, as illustrated by the feeding phases in 
Tbls. 11. This requires age sensitive logic in the algorithms used to simulate nutrient ingestion 
and excretion. The functions NitrogenExcretion(), PhosphorousExcretion(), and 
PotassiumExcretion() are used to calculate the mass (kg) of nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P), and 
potassium (K) in the excreta. All three functions require the current hour of production and the 
mass of feed ingested during the current hour as inputs. The structure for all three of these 
equations is the same; the pseudocode below illustrates how the mass of nutrients in excreta are 
calculated. 
NitrogenExcretion(), PhosphorousExcretion(), and PotassiumExcretion()  
1. Check the current hour of production 
a. If hour ≥ 0 AND hour ≤ 240, load the starter phase ration data 
i. Use equations (13 - 15) to calculate the nutrient composition of excreta 
b. If hour > 240 AND hour ≤ 552, load the grower phase ration data 
i. Use equations (13 - 15) to calculate the nutrient composition of excreta 
c. If hour > 552 AND hour ≤ 984, load the finisher phase ration data 
i. Use equations (13 - 15) to calculate the nutrient composition of excreta 
d. If hour > 984, load the withdrawal phase ration data 
i. Use equations (13 - 15) to calculate the nutrient composition of excreta 
2. Return the mass of the target nutrient and store in the respective array 
End function 
At the end of the simulation, the mass of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are summed and 
used to calculate the mass fraction of each nutrient in the litter. The N, P, and K mass 
composition values of the litter are presented on the Broiler Performance output page.  
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Emissions  
Emissions from broiler litter is a major concern for broiler welfare and environmental 
impacts, due to greenhouse gasses. Emissions originating from reactive nitrogen in the litter are 
exclusively considered in this section. The models used to estimate nitrogenous emissions were 
retrieved from the “Emissions from Livestock and Manure Management Guidelines” published 
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2006).  
In this section, the following nitrogenous emissions will be considered: direct nitrogen 
emissions, ammonia nitrogen emissions, nitrogen retained in manure, and indirect nitrogen 
emissions. Direct nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions refers to N2O that is released to the environment 
directly from the source (Nevison, 2013). Indirect N2O emissions refer to emissions that move 
from the source to other locations via volatilization, leaching, or runoff. Ammonia (NH3) 
nitrogen emissions refer to reactive nitrogen in the litter that is converted to volatile ammonia 
and is released to the environment. Nitrogen retained in the litter refers to the remainder of the 
nitrogen that is not lost to emissions. 
Direct N2O emissions are calculated using equation (17), which is defined below. (17) N2ODE = fN,N2O ∗ EF3 ∗ N [=] kg nitrous oxide 
The nitrogen to nitrous oxide conversion factor, fN,N2O, is the molecular weight ratio of nitrous 
oxide, 44 g
gmol
, to diatomic nitrogen, 28 g
gmol
. The factor is used to estimate the mass of reactive 
nitrogen that is converted to nitrous oxide. The direct N2O emission factor from poultry manure 
with litter, EF3 = 0.001, is a dimensionless factor proposed by IPPC. The value for reactive 
nitrogen is calculated using equation (14) from the Excreta section of this chapter.  
Indirect N2O emissions are calculated using equation (18), which is defined below. 
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(18) N2OIE = fN,N2O ∗ fracgas ∗ EF4 ∗ N [=] kg nitrous oxide  
The nitrous oxide conversion factor is used the same way as in equation (17). The variable fracgas is the fraction of nitrogen in the manure that volatilizes as N2O and NH3. Like the 
emission factors, the value for fracgas is proposed by IPPC, for poultry manure management 
systems with litter, as 0.4. The emission factor for N2O emissions after initial deposition in the 
environment is defined as EF4 with a value of 0.01. The value for reactive nitrogen is calculated 
using equation (14) from the Excreta section of this chapter. 
Ammonia emissions are calculated using equation (19), which is defined below. (19) NH3E = fN,NH3 ∗ fracgas ∗ N [=] kg ammonia  
The variable fracgas is the fraction of nitrogen in the manure that volatilizes as N2O and NH3 and 
is the same parameter used in equation (18). The nitrogen to ammonia conversion factor, fN,NH3, 
is the molecular weight ratio of ammonia, 17 g
gmol
, to monatomic nitrogen, 14 g
gmol
. The value for 
reactive nitrogen is calculated using equation (14) from the Excreta section of this chapter. 
The fraction of nitrogen retained in the manure is calculated as the difference between the 
nitrogen excreted by the bird and the fraction of nitrogen that is volatilized. Equation (20) is used 
to calculate the fraction of nitrogen retained in the litter. (20) 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 = fracR ∗ 𝑁𝑁 = (1 − 0.4) ∗ 𝑁𝑁 [=] kg nitrogen retained in litter  
The value for fracR is defined as unity minus the fraction of nitrogen that volatilizes as N2O and NH3, yielding a value of 0.6. The values for emissions are not calculated until the end of the 
simulation. Equations (17 - 20) require the total mass of nitrogen excreted as the input to each 
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function. The emission values are transferred to the environmental footprint sub-model via the 
JSON inventory file.  
Flock Fatalities 
Mortality in the flock is modeled using a regression of estimate daily mortality fraction of 
the flock as a function of broiler age proposed by Taber et al. (2004). The article provides a 
prebuilt scatter plot of daily mortality fraction, so the raw data was manually extracted and added 
to an Excel spreadsheet. The day number was converted to an equivalent hour of production; the 
daily mortality fraction is converted to an hourly mortality fraction by dividing the day number 
by the factor 24 hours
day
. Originally, the polynomial regression tool was used to generate a model 
for the whole life of the bird. The shape of the scatterplot resulted in a regression equation with a 
poor fit, due to the initial spike in mortalities occurring when the flock is young. The data was 
split into two age ranges (1) less than or equal to ten days (240 hours) of age and (2) greater than 
ten days of age. Note that the regression is not specific to a certain breed and is used for each of 
the breed select options. Table 12 contains the regressions used to model flock mortality, 
including the associated R2 values.  
Table 12. Hourly mortality regressions 
Age Cutoffs Hourly Mortality R2 
Mortality ≤ 240 hours y = -8.5E-13x4 + 5.2E-10x3 - 1.1E-07x2 + 7.3E-06x + 7.3E-06 0.985 
Mortality > 240 hours y = 9.9E-16x4 - 2.8E-12x3 + 2.8E-09x2 - 1.2E-06x + 1.8E-04 0.877 
 
Mortality in the flock is modeled using a regression of estimate daily mortality fraction of the 
flock as a function of broiler age proposed by Taber et al. (2004). The article provides a prebuilt 
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scatter plot of daily mortality fraction, so the raw data was manually extracted and added to an 
Excel spreadsheet.  
The function NumberOfFatalities() takes the hour of production and the number of 
broilers alive at the beginning of the hour as the inputs. The function NumberOfFatalities() is 
used in the time progression for-loop in the function StartTime(); the function is implemented at 
the top of the for-loop. The number of mortalities is subtracted from the number of broilers in the 
flock to adjust the flock size. The pseudocode used to simulate fatalities is presented below. 
NumberOfFatalities() 
1. Set the number of broilers alive at the beginning of the hour 
a. Number of broilers alive = number of broilers alive – number of broiler deaths 
i. Number of broilers dead is zero for the first timestep 
2. Calculate the number of mortalities during the current timestep 
a. If hour ≥ 0 AND hour ≤ 240, then use regression for hour ≤ 240 to estimate the 
mortal fraction 
b. If hour > 240, then use regression for hour > 240 to estimate the mortal fraction 
3. Multiply the mortal fraction by the number of broilers in the flock  
4. Return the number of broiler deaths to update the size of the flock; also store the number 
of mortalities in the appropriate array. 
End function 
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Chapter 3: Simulating broiler barn climate control and resource consumption. 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the algorithms used to simulate the processes required to simulate 
how the barn operates to provide a suitable environment for producing broilers. The algorithm 
used to simulate the progression of events in the barn, including each growing cycle and the 
whole three-year simulation, will be discussed. The climate control algorithm controls the 
heating and cooling routines used to modify the growth environment based on current, location-
specific weather and flock heat production. The heat transfer equation is used to calculate the 
temperature in the barn based on current conditions. The assumptions applied to the energy 
balance and the modes of heat transfer will be discussed in order to develop a usable equation for 
estimating temperature change during each hour of production. The heating algorithm, used to 
increase temperature in the barn, will be discussed. The ventilation and cooling algorithms, used 
to maintain air quality and decrease the barn temperature, will be discussed. The purpose of this 
chapter is to present the theory and algorithms used to simulate barn conditions and climate 
remediation.  
Time simulation algorithm 
Simulating physical systems, such as a broiler production facility, require the translation 
of physical systems into simplified mathematical representations. The production of a meat 
bearing animal requires time for the animal to convert feed into consumable tissue. As such, the 
simulation is embedded in a time simulating for-loop. A for-loop is a coding tool that executes 
encapsulated code a predefined number of times. The size of the for-loop corresponds to the 
length of the weather files. Each weather file contains hourly data for a three-year time period, so 
the main loop of the simulation is programmed to run a total of 26,280 hours (i.e. steps).  
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The function StartTime() is responsible for simulating the progression of events on the 
farm. During the simulation, the barn will either be operating under production or clean-out 
conditions. Production conditions refer to the state of the barn when broilers are being raised to 
maturity; this translates to all heating, cooling, and ventilation processes operating to maintain 
quality growing conditions. Clean-out conditions refer to the down time between flocks that is 
required for litter maintenance and cleaning. The algorithm was designed to have two separate 
time counting variables (i.e. a variable that is updated with the current step number and is used to 
keep track of farm processes). The first variable, named “hour”, continuously counts from hour 0 
to hour 26,280. The variable “hour” is used to load hourly weather data and control the multiyear 
simulation timesteps. The second variable, named “growTime”, is used to count the hourly age 
of the bird and is reset at the beginning of each production cycle. The variable “growTime” was 
implemented for the age dependent regressions discussed in Chapter 2. The function StartTime() 
takes Inputs.cs as the only input. The pseudocode presented below outlines the general logic 
structure used in the function StartTime() to check the age of the flock. 
StartTime(inputs.cs): time simulation algorithm 
1. Instantiate for-loop for hour ≥ 0 to hour < 26,280 
a. If average flock weight < target weight (production phase) 
i. Simulate feed intake, weight gain, and heat production (see Ch. 3) 
ii. Check the current barn conditions against set points 
iii. Remediate deviations from setpoints and record resource use 
b. If average flock weight > target (cleanout phase) 
i. Do NOT simulate feed intake and weight gain 
ii. Set the hourly resource usage to zero 
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iii. Set feed intake, excreta production, and fatalities to zero 
iv. Reset starting weight, “growTime”, and flock size to initial values 
2. If hour > 26,280 
a. Process the production data for result generation 
3. Return the JSON containing output data to the UI 
End function 
Climate control algorithm 
The goal of this section is to discuss the algorithm that simulates how the climate control 
systems work together to provide a suitable growing environment for broilers; climate control 
systems include ventilation, heating, and cooling equipment. The functions and algorithms  for 
each climate control system will be discussed in the following sections. The base production 
scenario involves adherence to industry standard minimum ventilation practices. Using the 
current hour’s weather data, flock heat production, and minimum ventilation flowrate as inputs 
to the heat transfer algorithms, the temperature and humidity change over the hour is simulated. 
If the resulting conditions are not within tolerance, relative to the setpoint, then incremental 
heating, cooling, or ventilation interventions are made until the hour end conditions are suitable.   
The climate control algorithm is a series of logic statements within a for-loop that is 
nested within the three-year production for-loop. Initially, the climate control logic statements 
were nested directly inside the three-year production for-loop. It was observed that a step-size of 
one hour was too large at higher ventilation rates (i.e. for older flocks requiring greater minimum 
ventilation rates and peak summer temperatures). Properly designed ventilation systems are 
designed to achieve complete air turnover in fractions of an hour, so a smaller step size was 
implemented to avoid overshooting setpoints and incorrectly estimating ventilation electricity 
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usage. A step size of 1
100
th of an hour is used to simulate the barn climate and any setpoint 
intervention that is necessary, regardless of the conditions in the barn; this includes times of peak 
temperatures and when little intervention is needed. The climate control algorithm is simply the 
logic structure that determines when and how long each climate control system needs to operate. 
The climate control algorithm is only in use during production cycles and never between flocks, 
so the pseudocode assumes the production phase logic statement is true (see statement 1a from 
the time simulation algorithm pseudocode). All climate intervention (heating, cooling, and 
ventilation) calculations use a shooting method to simulate the hypothetical end of step 
conditions in the barn under the current intervention regime. The shooting method is used to 
calculate the boundary values (end of timestep temperature) of the system by adjusting the initial 
conditions (required ventilation rate, evaporative cooler operation time, or heater operation time) 
repeatedly during a single hour time step, until the setpoint has been reached or no more 
intervention can occur. This method is widely used in modeling heat transfer, fluid mechanics, 
and momentum transfer phenomenon (Krishnamurthy et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2015; Ahmed et al. 
2016). The pseudocode for the climate control algorithm is presented below. 
StartTime(inputs.cs): climate control algorithm 
1. Update current hour weather and flock heat production  
2. Update current hour minimum ventilation rates 
3. Instantiate climate control for loop for step = 0 to step < 100 
a. Calculate step end temperature under minimum ventilation conditions with 
function BarnTempMethod().  
i. IF stepEndTemp is ± 1.5 °C of the tempSetPoint THEN save ventilation 
electricity usage and update the next hour’s starting temperature 
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ii. ELSE IF stepEndTemp < tempSetPoint THEN use the heating algorithm 
to reach the setpoint or max possible temperature and save the resources 
used during the current step 
iii. ELSE stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint THEN increment tunnel ventilation 
until the setpoint or ventilation capacity is reached and save the resources 
used during the current step 
1. IF stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint at maximum tunnel ventilation 
THEN use the evaporative cooling algorithm until the setpoint is 
reached or air saturation occurs and save step resource use 
b. If the calculated, step-end temperature is ± 1.5 °C of the temperature setpoint, 
then set the next hour starting temperature to this value. If the intervention 
procedures could not bring the step-end temperature within tolerance of the 
temperature setpoint, then save the temperature that the intervention was able to 
achieve. Store the estimated hourly resource usage in the respective array.  
End Function 
Heat transfer equation 
The function BarnTempMethod() contains the differential equation used to estimate heat 
transfer rates between the barn and the environment and calculate the temperature change in the 
barn over each time-step. This equation is used in each remediation algorithm (see steps 3.a.i – 
3.a.iii in the climate control algorithm pseudocode) to check if the temperature setpoint has been 
reached. Heat transfer rates are transient on the timescale in actual broiler production barns; 
however, a quasi-steady state assumption is applied to each of the 1
100
th
of an hour (36 seconds) 
timesteps in the climate control algorithms. This means that during each 36 second timestep, the 
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rates of heat transfer, including broiler heat release, conduction, and advection are constant 
values until the end of the timestep. This assumption is applied because the ventilation rate is 
constant for each step in the climate control algorithm, process control actions are assumed to 
occur between time-steps, and the rate flowrate of air into the barn and out of the barn are 
equivalent. The control volume of air is defined as the volume of air in the barn at any instant 
(see SetBarnVolume() pseudocode in Ch. 1). The control volume is modeled as a continuously 
stirred tank reactor (CSTR). This assumption is applied to the system because broiler production 
barns are designed to maximize air mixing for the sake of uniform air temperature and air 
quality. Based on these assumptions, the general energy balance for the steady-flow system is 
included below. 
(21) Q̇net =  m ∗ Cp ∗ dTdt  
Separation of variables and integration of equation (21) is used to obtain an equation that can be 
used to solve for the hour end temperature (T2). The net heat transfer between the system and 
surroundings, Q̇net, is the total heat transfer rate for all modes of heat transport and is integrated 
with respect to time (t). The limits of integration for net heat transfer rate (t1 to t2) is a constant 
value of 0.01 hours. The integrated variable for time (t) is represented in the equations below by 
Δt. The right-hand side of the equation, representing the control volume of air, is integrated with 
respect to temperature. The limits of integration for the control volume of air (T1 to T2) represent 
the change in temperature of the system. The integration and isolation of T2 is completed below.  
(22) Q̇net ∗ dt =  m ∗ Cp ∗ dT 
(23) ∫ �Q̇net�t2t1 dt =  ∫ �m ∗ Cp�T2T1 dT 
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(24) �Q̇net� ∗ (t2 − t1) = �Q̇net� ∗ Δt =  �m ∗ Cp� ∗ (T2 − T1) 
(25) 𝑇𝑇2 = � Q̇netm∗Cp𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎� ∗ Δt + T1 
The modes of heat transport between the system and surroundings include advective heat transfer 
due to ventilation (Q̇vent), conductive heat transfer through the walls and ceiling (Q̇cnd), heating 
due to solar radiation (Q̇rad), and heat generation within the barn. The generation term is the sum 
of heat released from the flock (Q̇flock) and heat from combustion fuel (Q̇fuel), during the hours 
requiring heating. The sum of these heat flows defines the net heat transfer of the system.  
(26) Q̇net = Q̇vent + Q̇cnd + Q̇rad + Q̇gen  
(27) Q̇gen = Q̇flock + Q̇fuel 
The convection term assumes that the air in the barn is instantly and perfectly mixed. The flow 
rate of the air entering and exiting the barn is equal to the current hour ventilation rate (q̇). The 
values of air density and heat capacity are constant values for air at 25 °C and sea level. The 
incoming and outgoing air stream temperatures (°C) are defined as T∞, the hourly ambient 
temperature of the outside air retrieved from the weather files, and Tbarn, respectively. The 
equation used to estimate heat transfer due to ventilation is defined below. 
(28) Q̇vent =  q̇ ∗ ρair ∗ Cpair ∗ (T∞ − Tbarn)  
The conduction term is calculated by modeling the barn walls and roof as a resistance network 
with a single layer of insulative material. This is approach is valid due to the quasi-steady state 
assumption applied to each of the 36 second climate control timesteps. The user provides the R-
values for the walls and roof, so the respective heat transfer coefficients may be calculated 
according to the equations below. The rate of heat transfer between the structure and the outside 
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air is calculated by multiplying the total heat transfer coefficient by the temperature differential 
between the hour start barn temperature and the outside air temperature.  
(29) Uwall = (wall surface area) ∗ � 1Rwall� 
(30) Uroof = (roof surface area) ∗ � 1Rroof� 
(31) Utotal = Uwall + Uroof 
(32) Q̇cnd = Utotal ∗ (T∞ − Tbarn) 
A model of steady-state solar heat flux into a metal roof, proposed by Suehrcke et al. 
(2008), was adopted to simulate heating of the barn due to solar radiation. All the values used to 
define solar heat flux are sourced from the Suehrcke study. The steady-state solar heat flux is 
defined by Eq (33) below. 
(33) Q̇rad = Uroof ∗ �α∗Gho � 
The constant Uroof is the overall heat transfer coefficient of the roof with units 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚2∗𝐾𝐾; it is 
assumed that most of the sunlight contacts the roof, so the walls are neglected. The roof material 
is assumed to be a zinc-aluminum coated steel with an absorptance, α, of 0.38. Absorptance is 
the proportion of radiation that is absorbed in the material to the radiation that is incident, or 
reflected. The parameter G is the solar flux, or the amount of solar radiation energy per unit area, 
W
m2
. Solar flux (G) is retrieved from the hourly weather files. Finally, the parameter ho, the 
outside heat transfer coefficient between the roof and ambient air, is calculated in the cited study 
using a constant, average wind speed of 3 m
s
 to yield a value of 25 W
m2∗K
. Wind speed data was not 
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included in the weather data set, so the constant heat transfer coefficient was adopted for this 
study.   
The generation term is the sum of heat released by the bird in the barn and heat added to 
the barn when the temperature is too low. Both values are constant during each 36 second 
timestep but vary between each hour. Heat released by the flock increases with the age of the 
broiler. Heat from combustion will only be added to the barn during hours when minimum 
ventilation drives the barn temperature below the setpoint, normally occurring when the flock is 
young and/or during cold weather. The heat from the flock is calculated according to Eq (8) from 
the energy partitioning section of Ch. 2 in Eq (33) below. The heat added to the barn from fuel is 
the volume of fuel combusted multiplied by the volumetric energy content of the selected fuel, 
see Eq (33). 
(Ch.2, Eq 8) Q̇bird = �4184 Jkcal� ∗ (EI − EM − ED) 
(33) Q̇fuel = (volume of fuel combusted) ∗ (fuel energy content)     
The equation used to calculate the temperature change over the time-step is defined by plugging 
in Eq (26) to Eq (25) and substituting the symbolic definitions for each mode of heat transfer. 
(34) 𝑇𝑇2 = T1  +  � Δtm∗Cp𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎� ∗ �Q̇vent + Q̇cnd + Q̇rad + Q̇gen�  
(35) T2 = T1 +  � Δtm∗Cpair� ∗
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡�q̇ ∗ ρair ∗ Cpair ∗ (T∞ − Tbarn) � +
�Utotal ∗ (T∞ − Tbarn)� +
�Uroof ∗ �α∗Gho �� +Q̇gen ⎦⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
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The function BarnTempMethod() takes the following parameters as inputs: overall heat transfer 
coefficient, hour start barn temperature, current hour outside temperature, current hour 
ventilation rate, current hour heat generated, the class inputs.cs, and the class constants.cs. The 
output is the barn temperature at the end of the hour.  
Heating Algorithm 
The heating algorithm is used when the estimated hourly end temperature, subject to 
minimum ventilation, drops below the temperature setpoint for the current hour (see step 3.a.ii 
from the climate control algorithm pseudocode). The algorithm uses a “while-loop” to increase 
the fuel increment used until the temperature setpoint or the fuel flowrate limits in the heaters are 
reached. The fuel increment is the marginal volumetric increase, in each step of the while-loop, 
of the combustion fuel used to reach the temperature setpoint. The volume of the fuel increments 
was selected by testing the effect of increment size on the fuel consumption results. The 
increments were decreased until the fuel consumption results stabilized. The first set of 
increment values were selected such that each increment added 10,000 J of energy to the air; the 
increments used in the model add 1,000 J of energy to the air. Not having a small enough 
increment leads to overestimation of fuel consumption. The final fuel increments for natural gas 
and LPG are 0.0009 ft3 and 0.0028 gallons, respectively. 
The algorithm uses the setpoint differential, defined as the difference between the hour 
end temperature and the temperature setpoint, to control the algorithm. The while loop increases 
the fuel used during the current step until the setpoint differential is less than the tolerance of 1.5 
°C. The pseudocode for the heating algorithm is presented below. 
StartTime(inputs.cs): heating algorithm 
1. If hour end temperature < current hour temperature set point 
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a. Set step fuel used to zero 
b. Set fuel increment based on fuel type selected using function SetFuelIncrement() 
c. While-loop is TRUE while |tempSetPoint – stepEndTemp| > 1.5 °C 
i. Increase the fuel used by one incremental value  
ii. IF fuel used < max fuel flow rate THEN use BarnTempMethod() to 
estimate the new hour end temperature with the additional fuel 
iii. ELSE break the while loop and begin the next time step because the max 
fuel flowrate cannot be exceeded  
d. While-loop is FALSE when |tempSetPoint – stepEndTemp| < 1.5 °C 
e. Save the fuel used during the step 
End function 
Ventilation cooling algorithm  
Ventilation protocols are used to maintain air quality and provide cooling for the birds. 
Air quality is maintained using industry standard practices for minimum ventilation; the 
operation schedule is controlled by a timer, is independent of environmental conditions, and is 
dependent on the current age of the flock. Based on these assumptions, the minimum ventilation 
rate is calculated at the beginning of each hour. The ventilation schedule is dependent on the age 
of the flock, increasing volumetric air flow as the flock ages. The timer schedule is set up to 
move the recommended volume of air in twelve, five-minute ventilation cycles over the course 
of an hour. The recommended air exchange volumes, per five-minute cycle, are presented below 
in Tbl. 13.  
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Table 13. Industry standard minimum volumetric air flow per broiler 
Flock Age 
(days) 1-7 8-14 15-21 22-28 29-35 36-42 43-49 >49 
Flock Age 
(hours) 0-168 169-336 337-504 505-672 673-840 
841-
1008 
1009-
1176 >1177 ftair3min ∗ bird 0.10 0.25 0.35 0.50 0.65 0.70 0.80 0.90 
 
The volume of air moved per ventilation cycle is used to calculate the fraction of each 
five-minute cycle that the exhaust fans run. The function SetMinVentTimeOn() is used to 
calculate the level of minimum ventilation for each hour of production. The following 
pseudocode illustrates how the minimum ventilation rate is calculated at the beginning of each 
hour. 
SetMinVentTimeOn(bird age, flock size, inputs.cs) 
1. Load the volume of air turnover per ventilation cycle using a series of if-statements 
a. Let qb be the minimum required air flowrate per bird 
b. If hour ≥ 0 and hour ≤ 168, then  qb =  0.10 ft3min∗bird 
c. If hour > 168 and hour ≤ 336, then qb = 0.25 ft3min∗bird 
d. See Tbl.13 for the remaining age ranges and associated minimum air turnover 
required for the remaining age brackets 
2. Calculate the fraction of the total ventilation capacity that is required for the current flock 
age: 
a. qb = air flow rate per bird � ft3min∗bird�, nb= number of birds in the flock,  nef = number of exhaust fans, qef = exhaust fan flow rating � ft3min� 
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b. cycle run fraction (cf) = (qb * nb) / (qef * nef) [=] fraction of ventilation cycle 
c. Note: this value is always greater than zero and less than one 
3. Calculate the fraction of the five-minute (300 seconds) ventilation cycle the exhaust fans 
must run to meet minimum ventilation requirements 
a. time exhaust fans are on (tef) = (cf) ∗ (300 seconds) 
4. Return the minimum time that all exhaust fans must run 
End Function 
The value returned by SetMinVentTimeOn() is the amount of time the exhaust fans will run in a 
single five-minute minimum ventilation cycle, for the current hour. This value is used to 
calculate the hourly minimum ventilation rate, a required input for the heat transfer algorithms. 
The ventilation rate for the whole hour is calculated using the function named 
MinimumVentilation(); the pseudocode below presents the how the function works. 
MinimumVentilation(minimum ventilation run time, inputs.cs) 
1. Calculate the current hourly ventilation rate: 
a. nef = number of exhaust fans, qef = exhaust fan flowrate �m3hr �, c = number of 
ventilation cycles per hour, tef = time exhaust fans are on per cycle � hrcycle�  
b. ventilation rate = c ∗ nef ∗ qef ∗ tef [=] m3hr  
2. Return the current hour ventilation rate for subsequent calculations 
End function 
The hourly, minimum ventilation rate is used as an input to BarnTempMethod() to 
calculate the temperature change of the barn air. If the temperature of the barn at the end of the 
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hour is below the setpoint, the heating algorithm is used to approach the setpoint (see previous 
section). If the temperature of the barn at the end of hour exceeds the temperature setpoint, then 
the cooling algorithm is used to approach the setpoint (see step 3.a.iii from the climate control 
algorithm pseudocode). Transitional ventilation is the first tier of the cooling strategy used in this 
model. Transitional ventilation is the process of increasing the number of tunnel fans operating 
in order to remove excess heat from the barn. The algorithm starts by simulating the temperature 
change in the barn if a single tunnel fan runs for the whole hour. A while-loop is used to increase 
the number of tunnel fans operating during the hour until the temperature setpoint is reached or 
there are no more tunnel fans to turn on. Pseudocode for the cooling algorithm is presented 
below. Let the number of tunnel fans turned on and the number of tunnel fans installed be 
represented by the variables numTunnelFansOn and numTunnelFans, respectively.  
StartTime(inputs.cs): ventilation cooling algorithm 
1. If hour end temperature > current hour temperature set point 
a. Turn on one tunnel fan 
b. While-loop is TRUE while stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint AND 
numTunnelFansOn < numTunnelFans  
i. Set ventilation rate to a single tunnel fan operating 
ii. Use the function BarnTempMethod() to estimate the new hour end 
temperature with current tunnel ventilation flowrate 
1. If stepEndTemp is ± 1.5 °C of tempSetPoint, THEN store 
ventilation electricity use and start the next time-step 
2. IF stepEndTemp < tempSetPoint, THEN use function 
DetermineTunnelFanTime() to determine the fraction of the hour 
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the current number of tunnel fans should operate, store ventilation 
electricity use, and start the next hour 
3. IF stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint, THEN turn on another tunnel fan 
and start the next hour 
c. While-loop is FALSE when the stepEndTemp = tempSetPoint or 
numTunnelFansOn > numTunnelFans 
2. Store stepEndTemp to start the next step of simulations 
3. IF additional cooling is needed, THEN start the evaporative cooling algorithm 
End function 
The function DetermineTunnelFanTime() is used to prevent over ventilating the barn; 
this prevents cooling below the temperature setpoint and overestimating ventilation electricity 
use. The function works by decreasing the fraction of the hour that the tunnel fans run and 
rechecking the energy balance, in a while-loop, until the temperature setpoint is reached. The 
fraction of the hour that the fans run is defined as the ventilation fraction (fractunnel). The 
function DetermineTunnelFanTime() uses a modified form of the function BarnTempMethod() 
(original function discussed in the heating algorithm section); the only modification to 
BarnTempMethod() is the addition of a fractional factor that is multiplied by the ventilation heat 
transfer term (Q̇vent). The pseudocode for DetermineTunnelFanTime() is presented below. 
DetermineTunnelFanTime()  
1. Set fractunnel equal to 1 
2. Calculate rates of heat transfer for each mode of energy transfer (Q̇vent, Q̇cnd, Q̇rad,and Q̇gen) 
3. While-loop is TRUE while stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint 
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a. Decrease fractunnel by 0.1 at the beginning of each step 
b.  Recheck the hour end temperature with the marginal decrease in tunnel fan 
operation time; see the modified equation below: 
i. 𝑇𝑇2 = T1  +  � Δtm∗Cp𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎� ∗ �fractunnel ∗ Q̇vent + Q̇cnd + Q̇rad + Q̇gen�  
4. While-loop is FALSE when stepEndTemp ≤ tempSetPoint 
5. The value of fractunnel is returned and used to calculate the current hour ventilation 
electricity consumption 
End function 
If all tunnel fans are operational for the whole hour, but the temperature setpoint has not 
been achieved, the evaporative (swamp) cooler routine will be initiated. The logic structure for 
the evaporative cooling routine is nested within the cooling bracket of the climate control routine 
(see step 3.a.iii.1 of the climate control algorithm pseudocode). A swamp cooler works by 
moving air through a high surface area, wetted material. Water is evaporated from the wetted 
surface into the incoming air stream; this provides a cool, humid air stream. It is important to 
note that the level of evaporative cooling that is achievable is directly dependent on the humidity 
of the outside air. The algorithm works by calculating the lowest achievable temperature of the 
air stream leaving the evaporative cooler (Tevap) and calculating the resulting end of hour 
temperature in the barn. If the resulting hour end air temperature is below the set point, then a 
while-loop is used to decrease the fraction of time the evaporative cooling procedure is used to 
avoid over cooling. The pseudocode for the algorithm is included below. 
StartTime(inputs.cs): evaporative cooling algorithm 
1. IF all tunnel fans are on and the barn is still too hot, THEN turn on evaporative cooler 
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a. Set ventilation rate to all tunnel fans turned on for the whole hour 
b. Calculate the relative humidity of the outside air with function 
CalcRelativeHumidityMethod() 
c. Calculate the wet bulb temperature of the outside air with function 
CalcWetBulbTempMethod() 
d. Calculate the temperature of the air exiting the evaporative cooler with function 
CalcEvapCooledAirTemp() 
e. Calculate the stepEndTemp of the barn if the evaporative cooler operates the 
whole step using function BarnTempMethod() 
f. IF stepEndTemp is ± 1.5 °C of tempSetPoint, THEN save the mass of water 
evaporated and set the next hour start temperature to stepEndTemp 
g. IF stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint then save the mass of water evaporated during 
this timestep and set the next hour start temperature to stepEndTemp 
h. IF stepEndTemp < tempSetPoint, THEN decrease the fraction of the time-step the 
evaporative cooler operates 
i. While-loop is TRUE while |tempSetPoint-stepEndTemp| > 1.5 °C 
1. Decrease the fraction of the step the evaporative cooler is on by 0.1 
2. Recheck stepEndTemp using the function 
BarnTempMethodEvap()  
3. Recheck while-loop conditions 
ii. While-loop is FALSE when the stepEndTemp is +/- 1.5 °C of 
tempSetPoint 
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iii. Calculate the mass of water evaporated into the airstream for cooling 
using the function CalcCoolWaterEvapMethod() 
2. Save resource consumption and start the next step of the simulation  
End function 
The function CalcRelativeHumidityMethod() is used to convert the hourly specific humidity to 
relative humidity. The equation used to convert specific humidity (xs) to relative humidity (RH) 
was retrieved from Snyder (2005); see the definition below. 
         (36) RH = 0.263 ∗ Patm ∗ xs ∗ �e17.67∗(T−T0)T−29.65 �−1  
The atmospheric pressure (Patm) is kept constant for all simulations with a value of 101,325 
Pascals. Differences in atmospheric pressure due to altitude differences is not accounted. The 
variables T and T0 are the dry bulb temperature (K) and reference temperature (273.16 K), 
respectively. The relative humidity of the outside air is an input for the function 
CalcWetBulbTempMethod(); the equation used to calculate wet bulb temperature (Twb) of the 
outside air is defined below as proposed by Stull (2011).  
        (37) 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 ∗ atan(0.151977 ∗ (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 8.313659)0.5) + atan(𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) −                      atan(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 1.676331) + 0.00391838 ∗ (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)1.5 ∗ atan(0.023101 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) −                      4.686035  
The algorithm used to calculate the temperature of the cooled air is based around the concept of 
the saturation efficiency/effectiveness (ɛevap), the percentage of total saturation that can be 
achieved based on the current hour air temperature, current hour air humidity, and swamp cooler 
operation practices. The actual efficiency in an evaporative cooler is dependent on the degree 
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and quality of maintenance. Riangvilaikul and Kumar (2011) propose the equation used to 
estimate the efficiency of a direct contact evaporative cooler; see the equation below. 
(38) ɛevap = Tdb,e−Tdb,lTdb,e−Twb,e 
The subscripts “db” and “wb” denote dry bulb temperature and wet bulb temperature, 
respectively. The subscripts “l” and “e” refer to the air stream “leaving” the evaporative cooler 
and the air stream “entering” the evaporative cooler, respectively. If a standard value is assumed 
for the effectiveness of an average evaporative cooler, the temperature of the cooled air stream 
can be calculated by rearranging Eq. (38). An assumption for this algorithm is that, on average, 
the evaporative cooling systems of a quality production facility are maintained properly. 
Knowing that there will be variations in maintenance quality and design differences, an 
efficiency for all simulations is set at 70% (College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, 
2014). Equation (38) is rearranged, in Eq. (39) below, to solve for the dry bulb temperature of 
the cooled air stream.   
(39) Tdb,l = Tdb,e − ɛevap ∗ �Tdb,e − Twb,e� 
The dry bulb temperature of the outside air entering the evaporative cooler (Tdb,e) is equal to the 
current hour temperature in the weather files. The wet bulb temperature of the air entering the 
evaporative cooler (Twb,e) is calculated using Eq. (37). Using the assumed effectiveness, all the 
right-hand side variables of Eq. (39) are known and the dry bulb temperature of the cooled air 
can be calculated.  
The function BarnTempMethod() was modified for use in the evaporative cooling 
algorithm. The ambient air temperature (T∞) in the convection term from Equation (17), see the 
Heat transfer equation section,  is replaced by the wet bulb temperature (Tbd,l ) of the cooled air 
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stream to calculate the evaporative cooling effect. The modified equation is displayed below. 
        (40) T2 = T1 +  � Δtm∗Cpair� ∗
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡�q̇ ∗ ρair ∗ Cpair ∗ �Tdb,l − Tbarn� � +
�Utotal ∗ (T∞ − Tbarn)� +
�Uroof ∗ �α∗Gho �� +Q̇gen ⎦⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 
At the end of each step in which the evaporative cooler was used, the mass of water used must be 
estimated. The function CalcCoolWaterEvapMethod() is used to calculate the mass of water 
evaporated into the incoming air stream. The energy removed from the incoming air stream is 
calculated by modeling the evaporative cooler as a black box with one inlet and one outlet; the 
only mode of heat transfer that is considered is convection. Equation (41), defined below, is used 
to calculate the energy removed from the incoming air stream. The latent heat of vaporization for 
water (Δhwater), in joules per kg of water, is used to calculate the mass of water evaporated to 
achieve the heat removal equivalent to Qevap.  
(41) Qevap =  q̇ ∗ ρair ∗ Cpair ∗ �Tdb,e − Tevap�  
(42) mwater,evap = QevapΔhwater 
The mass of water evaporated is stored in the appropriate array and saved for later processing. 
Evaporative cooling is the final remediation option when the barn temperature exceeds the target 
temperature setpoint. Temperatures that are too hot lead to poor feed conversion and broiler 
welfare. The current version of the model does not account for environmental effects on broiler 
performance. 
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Chapter 4: Estimation of environmental footprints from simulated broiler production. 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the procedure used to calculate the simulation specific carbon, land, 
and water footprints. The system of interest and the resulting life cycle inventory will be defined. 
A lifecycle inventory includes all the inputs and outputs associated with raising a flock to 
maturity. The calculations used to calculate environmental footprints for the inventory items will 
be discussed. The characterizations factors, used to estimate supply chain environmental impacts 
for each inventory item, will be presented with their source. The purpose of this chapter is to 
present how the environmental impacts for each production simulation are calculated.  
System and life cycle inventory 
In this section, the system of interest will be defined, and the methods used to estimate 
the associated environmental impacts will be discussed. The environmental impacts (carbon, 
land, and water footprints) of simulated broiler production systems are calculated for a cradle-to-
farm gate system. The units used to report the carbon, land, and water footprints are pounds of 
carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e) per reporting unit, acres of land-annum (acres*annum) per 
reporting unit, and gallons of water per reporting unit, respectively. Carbon dioxide equivalents 
is a standard measure of the global warming potential (GWP) that different greenhouse gasses 
(GHGs) have. Carbon dioxide, as the standard, has a CO2e of 1.0. Other common GHGs seen in 
broiler production systems such as methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) have equivalency 
values of 25 and 298, respectively (Brander and Davis, 2012). The unit acres*annum is used to 
account for time that a certain area of land is in use. This unit accounts for the number of acres 
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being used for a certain activity over the course of a year. The unit for reporting water footprints 
is simply the volume of water used in gallons.  
The environmental impacts for a cradle-to-farmgate system are calculated for the supply 
chain from natural resource extraction to when the live broilers leave the farm. Hence, post farm 
processes such as carcass processing and consumer use are not considered in the environmental 
footprints. The life cycle inventory for the broiler production systems simulated with this tool 
includes the material input and outputs used on the farm to raise each flock.  The life cycle 
inventory is used to calculate the supply chain environmental impacts of specific processes 
occurring in each broiler production scenario. The following table contains the inventory items 
that are currently considered in this system. 
Table 14. Inventory Items used for the calculation of environmental footprints 
Inventory Item Units 
Feed Kilogram of ration consumed by the flock 
Broiler carcasses Kilogram of broiler carcasses 
Electricity Kilowatt-hour 
Water Kilograms 
LPG Gallon 
Natural gas ft3 
Broiler chicks Number of broiler chicks 
Litter Kilograms of litter 
 
Each of the inventory items is multiplied by a characterization factor for estimating 
environmental footprints. A characterization factor is a mathematical constant used to estimate 
the supply chain carbon, land, and water footprints associated with an inventory item. The 
characterization factors are presented and discussed in the next section.  
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Environmental footprints of non-ration inventory items 
In this section, the methods used to calculate environmental footprints for all inventory 
items excluding rations will be discussed. The carbon, land, and water footprints are calculated 
for each inventory item (see Tbls. 15-17) Characterization and emission factors were adopted 
from an LCA model of the United States poultry industry developed by Putman et al. (2017). 
The model considers all the material and energy flows of crop production and on-farm poultry 
operations for one day old baby chicks from the grandparent generation, through the parent 
generation, and ending with market weight broilers at the farm gate. Broiler mortalities are also 
considered as part of the system’s impacts.   
The environmental footprints for non-ration inventory items are outlined in the tables 
below. The factors for calculating the carbon, land, and water footprints are presented in Tbl. 15. 
Tbl. 16, and Tbl. 17, respectively. The inventory item, emission or characterization factor value, 
and the units of the factor are included in each of the tables below for the emissions associated 
with each inventory item. 
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Table.15 Carbon footprint calculation factors 
Inventory item Characterization factor Factor units 
Incinerated carcasses 0.24408 
kilogram CO2kilogram carcass 
Rendered carcasses 0.21721 
kilogram CO2kilogram carcass 
Composted carcasses 0.00667 
kilogram CO2kilogram carcass 
Electricity 0.82244 kilogram CO2kilowatt hour 
   
Water 0.00045 
kilogram CO2kilogram water 
Liquified petroleum fuel 
(LPG) 0.41209 
kilogram CO2kilogram LPG 
Natural gas (NTG) 2.8455 
kilogram CO2kilogram NTG 
Broiler chicks 0.26692 kilogram CO2broiler chick  N2O emissions 265 kilogram CO2kilogram N2O 
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Table.16 Land footprint calculation factors 
Inventory item Characterization factor Factor units 
Incinerated carcasses 4.296 ∗ 10−4 meter2 ∗ annumkilogram carcass 
Rendered carcasses 0.0501 meter2 ∗ annumkilogram carcass 
Composted carcasses 7.8 ∗ 10−7 meter2 ∗ annumkilogram carcass 
Electricity 0.07434 meter2 ∗ annumkilowatt hour  
Water 3.554 ∗ 10−5 meter2 ∗ annumkilogram water  
Liquified petroleum fuel 
(LPG) 0.00846 
meter2 ∗ annumkilogram LPG  
Natural gas (NTG) 1.1052 
meter2 ∗ annumkilogram NTG  
Broiler chicks 0.27855 meter2 ∗ annumbroiler chick  
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Table.17 Water footprint calculation factors 
Inventory item Characterization factor Factor units 
Incinerated carcasses 1.8 ∗ 10−4 m3kilogram carcass 
Rendered carcasses 9.9 ∗ 10−4 m3kilogram carcass 
Composted carcasses 5.87 ∗ 10−8 m3kilogram carcass 
Electricity 0.00328 m3kilowatt hour 
Water 0.00113 
m3kilogram water 
Liquified petroleum fuel 
(LPG) 0.00275 
m3kilogram LPG 
Natural gas (NTG) 0.00035 
m3kilogram NTG 
Broiler chicks 0.0145 m3broiler chick 
 
Each of the inventory items calculated in the simulation is multiplied by the respective factor to 
estimate the respective contribution. The total footprints and contributions from individual 
inventory items are reported in the interactive output pages. 
Environmental footprints of feed rations  
In this section, the strategy used to calculate the footprints for broiler rations is discussed. 
The carbon, land, and water footprints for each component of the ration must be estimated and 
summed for the total impact of each ration. The emission factors used to calculate ingredient 
footprints were adopted from previous work in the research group. The spreadsheet contains 
environmental footprints and nutritional information for common ration ingredients. The data 
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used to calculate the carbon, land, and water footprints for each ration type are included in Tbl. 
below 18. 
Table 18. Ration footprint calculation factors 
Ingredient 
Dry matter 
content  
(dry fraction) 
Carbon Footprint 
Factors  
(kg CO2e /  
kg dry feed) 
Land Footprint 
Factors  
(m3 water /  
kg dry feed) 
Water Footprint 
Factors  
(m2*annum/  
kg dry feed) 
Corn DDG 0.9082 1.03 0.0067 0.63 
Wheat DDGS 0.9259 1.02 0.2436 1.30 
Sorghum 0.8939 0.4 0.1646 0.87 
Wheat shorts 0.879 0.24 0.0003 0.54 
Soybean meal - 
44% crude 
protein 
0.8879 0.4 0.0597 2.8 
Fat – beef tallow 1.0 4.38 0.623 9.7 
Dl-methionine 0.995 5.13 0.0546 4.09 
L-lysine HCL 0.995 6.18 0.0309 0.12 
Salt 1.0 0.27 0.0079 0.03 
Limestone - 
ground 0.98 0.03 0.0002 0.05 
Dicalcium 
phosphate 1.0 1.49 0.127 0.6 
Vitamin premix 1.0 5.45 0.0392 0.09 
 
The factors used to calculate each footprint are normalized per kilogram of dry feed. Each of the 
ingredient footprints is calculated by taking the product of the dry matter content (DMC), 
footprint factor (FF), mass of phase-specific ration consumed (Mp), and the mass fraction of an 
ingredient in the ration (fraci,p). see Eq. (43) below.  
(43) FPi = DMC ∗ FF ∗ Mp ∗ fraci,p 
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The footprints for each individual ingredient are added up and reported on the environmental 
footprint output page.  
 
Chapter 5: Sensitivity Analysis 
Introduction 
In this section, the effect of selected management variables on resource consumption and 
environmental footprints will be discussed. A one-at-a-time approach is used for the sensitivity 
analysis; this approach is used to calculate the effect of a single variable changing on the system 
results. First, a base case scenario, or set of inputs, must be chosen and used to run the 
simulation. The default values that populate the input fields upon starting the simulation defines 
the base case scenario (see Tbls. 1 - 5 in Ch. 1 for default simulation values). Next, a range of 
values for each variable being tested must be defined. Then each value for the current, test 
variable is changed and the simulation is executed. The results for resource consumption and 
environmental footprints are recorded. This is done for the whole range of values for each input. 
This provides insight about how input values affect the results. The selected input variables used 
in this analysis include weather files, finishing weight, and stocking density. 
Weather  
In this section, the effect of weather, due to facility location, on ventilation electricity use, 
heating fuel use, and evaporative cooler water use will be investigated. Two counties with higher 
average temperatures and two counties with lower average temperatures relative to the reference 
county were selected for the study. The reference county is Washington county, Arkansas. 
Selected high temperature counties include Cameron county, Texas and Colquitt county, 
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Georgia. Selected low temperature counties include Cass county, North Dakota and Lake of the 
Woods county, Minnesota. Note that the selected counties may not be major poultry producers 
and were selected for illustrating the effects of weather on resource consumption and 
environmental footprints. The average high and low temperatures for the reference county, hot 
counties, and cold counties are included in table 19 below.  
Table 19. Selected counties for evaluating effects of weather on resource consumption and 
environmental footprints of broiler production scenarios 
County, state County Type 
Average high 
temperature (°F) 
Average low 
temperature 
(°F) 
Washington, Arkansas Reference temperature 89 24 
Cameron, Texas High temperature 100 40 
Colquitt, Georgia High temperature 95 39 
Cass, North Dakota Low temperature 80 -1 
Lake of the Woods, Minnesota Low temperature 79 -5 
 
For all counties in this study, the average number of hours greater than 60°F (15.6°C) and 
the number of hours less than 60°F (15.6°C) were calculated using an hourly logic test and 
counting variable. The number of hours greater than or equal to 60°F and less than 60°F were 
summed for the whole three-year simulation; the sum of hours was then averaged for each year 
by dividing the total number of hours by three years. See the number of hours above and below 
60°F in the table below.  
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Table 20. Annual number of hours above and below 
60°F 
County Number of 
hours ≥ 60°F 
Number of 
hours < 60°F 
Washington, 
Arkansas 4322 4438 
Cameron,  
Texas 
8322 438 
Colquitt,  
Georgia 
6457 2303 
Cass,  
North Dakota 
3053 5707 
Lake of the 
Woods, 
Minnesota 
3117 5643 
 
The value of 60°F was chosen as the temperature cutoff because in this model, broiler 
house temperature set points range from 93°F (34°C) to 64°F (18°C), depending on the age of 
the bird. The temperature set point is lowered each week as the broilers age. Younger broilers’ 
thermal regulation systems are not fully developed the first few weeks of production, so the barn 
must be kept at higher temperatures to ensure their productivity. The temperature 60°F was 
chosen because it is just below the temperature setpoint range. When the ambient temperature is 
lower than 60°F, the barn will require heating fuel to keep the barn temperature suitable for 
chicks at younger ages. As the broilers age they produce more body heat; more heat release into 
the barn in conjunction with temperatures above 60°F will require ventilation and potentially 
evaporative cooling to reduce the heat load and maintain proper temperatures. Even as the 
broilers age and produce more body heat, the high ventilation rates in addition to temperatures 
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below 60°F will require the combustion of heating fuel to maintain proper barn temperatures. 
The choice of number of hours above or below 60°F should provide additional information about 
why certain counties consume certain amounts of ventilation electricity, heating fuel, or 
evaporative cooling water.  
The percent difference of the ventilation electricity use, heating fuel use, evaporative 
cooler water use, carbon footprint, land footprint, and water footprint for the high and low 
temperature counties are calculated relative to the reference county. All resource consumption 
values are reported per pound of live weight. The results are presented in the following two 
figures; the comparison of resource consumption is presented in Fig. 5. 
 
 
The recorded average highs for Cameron and Colquitt counties are 11°F and 6°F greater 
than the reference county, respectively. The number of hours with outdoor temperatures greater 
Figure 5. Resource consumption in select hot and cool U.S. counties 
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than 60°F (15.6°C) for Cameron and Colquitt counties are 8322 hours and 6457 hours, 
respectively. Cameron and Colquitt counties experience a 92.5% and 49.4%, respectively, 
greater occurrence of temperatures higher than 60°F (15.6°C), relative to the reference county. 
The recorded average highs for Cass and Lake of the Woods counties are 9°F and 10°F less than 
the reference county, respectively. The number of hours with outdoor temperatures greater than 
60°F (15.6°C) for Cass and Lake of the Woods counties are 3053 hours and 3117 hours, 
respectively. Cameron and Colquitt counties experience a 29.4% and 27.9%, respectively, lower 
occurrence of temperatures higher than 60°F (15.6°C), relative to the reference county. 
Ventilation electricity consumption is greater in hot counties relative to cold counties and 
the reference county; the opposite is true for electricity consumption in cold counties. Ventilation 
electricity consumption in Cameron and Colquitt counties (hot counties) is ~83% and ~33% 
greater than the reference county. Electricity consumption in Cass and Lake of the Woods (cold 
counties) is ~28% lower than the reference county. Broiler houses rely on a combination of 
ventilation and evaporative cooling. These cooling methods rely on the in-house ventilation 
systems. Electricity use from exhaust fans for minimum ventilation strategies is the same for all 
simulations since a single industry standard was programmed into the model. Differences in 
electricity use occur due to transitional and tunnel ventilation operation when cooling is required. 
The model successfully simulates the effects of weather variations on ventilation electricity use. 
Heating fuel consumption is lower in hot counties relative to cold counties and the 
reference county; the opposite is true for heating fuel consumption in hot counties. Heating fuel 
consumption in Cameron and Colquitt counties (hot counties) is ~59% and ~29% lower than the 
reference county. It was expected that heating fuel consumption is lower in counties with higher 
average temperatures and a greater number of days with warmer temperatures. Fuel consumption 
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is lower due to the lower average temperature gradient between the outdoor temperature and the 
temperature in the barn.  
  Heating fuel consumption in Cass and Lake of the Woods counties (cold counties) is 
~20% and ~23% higher than the reference county. As expected, the fuel use is greater in counties 
with lower average temperatures and a greater number of days with cooler temperatures. Fuel 
use is greater in cooler counties due to the large temperature gradient between the barn and 
outdoor temperatures. The sensitivity analysis provides evidence that the heat transfer models are 
sensitive to changes in weather conditions. The model successfully simulates the differences in 
the magnitude of heating fuel consumption between regions of higher and lower temperatures. 
Evaporative cooler water use is ~48%, ~18%, and ~1.5% greater in Cameron, Colquitt, 
and Cass counties, respectively, than the reference county. Cameron and Colquitt counties 
experience a 90.1% and 48.1%, respectively, lower occurrence of temperatures less than 60°F 
(15.6°C), relative to the reference county. Water use in Lake of the Wood county is ~18% less 
than the reference county. Cass and Lake of the Woods counties experience a 28.6% and  27.2%, 
respectively, greater occurrence of temperatures less than 60°F (15.6°C), relative to the reference 
county.  
It was expected that the warmer counties used greater amounts of evaporative cooling 
water than the reference county. The percentage difference between the reference and simulated 
water is proportional with the number of hours a temperature of 60°F or greater is observed. The 
magnitude of evaporative cooler water use is much lower than ventilation electricity because 
ventilation systems are the first remediation tool when cooling is needed. The evaporative 
cooling systems only turn on if full transitional ventilation cannot cool the barn to the 
temperature setpoint. Cameron county had the greatest occurrence of temperatures greater than 
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or equal to 60°F followed by Colquitt county, Lake of the Woods county, and Cass county, in 
order of descending values. Evaporative cooling water use was greatest in Cameron county 
followed by Colquitt county, Cass county, and Lake of the Woods county. If the ambient 
temperature stays hot for a longer period, the barn will not have time to cool down and require 
additional cooling from the evaporative cooler. The model successfully simulates the cooling 
strategies required to maintain the growth environment. 
The higher evaporative cooling water use in Cass county versus the reference county is 
unexpected. Additional data processing was used to determine if Cass county experienced peak 
temperatures greater than those observed in the reference county, in order to explain higher 
evaporative water use. Temperatures of 90°F (32.22°C), 95°F (35°C), 100°F (37.78°C), and 
105°F (40.56°C) were tested. The number of hours these temperatures were observed in both 
Cass and Washington county were counted. In all cases Washington county had a greater number 
of the selected temperatures. 
The carbon and land footprints of all four test counties are not included because feed 
production dominates all environmental impact categories and the same ration was used for the 
weather simulations. Also, ration choice doesn’t affect the amount of production resources 
consumed as usage is only dependent on temperature setpoint, current weather conditions, and 
broiler heat production. The only difference was a 1.2% higher water footprint in both Cameron 
and Colquitt counties, relative to the reference county. The only differences in environmental 
footprints between the reference and test counties was the water footprint for Cameron and 
Colquitt counties. The water footprints of Cameron and Colquitt counties were 1.2% greater than 
the reference county. The lack of differences between the test and reference scenario values, for 
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environmental footprints in this system, is present because the environmental impacts are 
dominated by the contributions from feed production.   
In the reference scenario (see Tbl. # for reference inputs), the carbon, land, and water 
footprints contributed by feed production are ~88%, ~95%, and ~85% of the total values. The 
contribution of electricity use, including both ventilation and light electricity, to the total carbon, 
land, and water footprints are ~3%, ~0.2%, and ~0.3%, respectively. The contribution of heating 
fuel use to the total carbon, land, and water footprints are ~8.2 ∗ 10−5%, ~2.2 ∗ 10−5%, and 
~2.4 ∗ 10−7%, respectively. The contribution of total water use, including drinking water and 
evaporative cooler water, to the total carbon, land, and water footprints are ~0.1%, ~5.9 ∗10−5%, and ~6.4%, respectively. Note that the footprints associated with ventilation electricity 
and evaporative cooling water are lower than the actual total electricity and water use.  
Even though the relative contribution of ventilation electricity and evaporative cooling 
water is low, it is in the best interest of the environment and economics to engage in best 
practices. The size of the meat producing poultry industry requires individuals involved in 
production to consider sustainable practices. Upgrading insulation could provide a distinct 
advantage in regions where extreme temperatures are common. While there is an environmental 
impact associated with insulation production (not included), the impacts will be allocated to the 
total lifetime of the insulation. There is a potential for decreasing the recurring impacts 
associated with remediating temperature deviations in the production environment. Responsible 
decision making regarding the location of a production facility should be considered by 
management. Significant improvements to the industry will only be witnessed if all individuals 
make a commitment to resource stewardship, rather than capitalistic gain. 
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Finishing weight  
The reference weight used in the following analysis is a 6.3 lb. live weight. The range of 
finishing, live weights is defined based on common, industry finishing weights from 2.2 lbs to 10 
lbs, corresponding to Cornish game hens and capons, respectively (Simpson et al., 1979, Darre, 
2019). The simulated finishing weights include 2.2 lbs, 4.2 lbs, 6.2 lbs (refence weight), 8.2 lbs, 
and 10 lbs. The results are presented as line graphs by plotting relative difference of resource 
consumption and environmental footprints between the reference and test scenarios on the y-axis 
and finishing weight on the x-axis. The results are presented in the following two figures; the 
comparison of resource consumption and environmental footprints are represented in Fig. 6 and 
7, respectively.   
 
 
Figure 6. Effects of finishing weight on resource consumption 
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The percent difference of ventilation electricity use relative to the reference weight 
decreases approximately linearly from 2.2 lbs to 8.2 lbs finished live weight. A ~28% increase in 
electricity use is observed between an 8.2 and 10 lb. live finish weight. The finishing weight of a 
flock is directly related to the length of time the flock spends on the farm during a production 
cycle. As the flock spends more time on the farm, more resources are consumed, more heat is 
produced per bird, and the daily weight gain decreases. Electricity use decreases linearly 
between a 2.2 lb. LW and 6.2 lb. LW. The electricity use for a 8.2 lb. LW is the same as a 6.2 lb. 
LW bird. A negative trend likely occurs because the marginal increase in electricity required to 
remove excess heat is outweighed by the fast weight gains of broiler genetics, hence a decreasing 
electricity use per lb. of LW gained.  
The same electricity consumption observed for a 6.2 and 8.2 lb. LW is likely due to lack 
of significant digits in the results. Also, the model does not employ error propagation or 
stochasticity, so the actual level of error associated with the results is unknown. However, the 
sensitivity of the model to differences in weather effects is sufficiently illustrated. Currently, the 
Figure 7. Effects of finishing weight on 
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tool is intended to provide directionally correct results and not actual predicted values one could 
expect at a production facility.  
The ~16% increase in ventilation electricity consumption associated with a 10 lb. LW is 
due to increased heat production and a decrease in daily gains. As the flock ages, the birds grow 
large and by default produce more metabolically active tissue. The result is greater amounts of 
heat released to the barn and an increased need for ventilation cooling. However, the daily 
weight gain deceases, so the marginal increase in electricity use is greater, relative to the daily 
weight gain, than in smaller birds. The results suggest that growing a smaller bird could result in 
lower production costs and environmental impacts per LW. However, if demand remains 
unchanged or continues to increase, a larger number of smaller birds will be required to satisfy 
the market. The total number of smaller birds required to meet the demand, if fewer large birds 
are produced, is not considered in this study. The total environmental impacts relative to some 
value of demand met by each finished LW is not considered. Thus, a conclusion cannot be drawn 
to which LW results in a lower total environmental impact.  
Heating fuel use for a 2.2 and 4.2 lb. LW is 64% and 25% greater than the reference LW 
of 6.3 lbs. Heating fuel use for 8.2 and 10 lb. LW is 13% and 16% lower than the reference LW. 
As the target LW increases, the heating fuel use decreases at a decreasing rate. The heating fuel 
use appears to approach an asymptote as the LW approaches 10 lbs. Heating fuel uses versus 
finished LW decreases at a decreasing rate and approaches what appears to be an asymptote. 
Larger birds release more heat into the production environment, resulting in heating without the 
combustion of fuel. The decreasing rate of fuel use is likely associated with the decreasing rate 
of weight gain and dependent heat production. Greater finished LWs were not simulated because 
growth curve data for larger birds was unavailable, so the presence of an asymptote cannot be 
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confirmed. Again, these results illustrate the utility relative to making management decisions. 
There is an obvious benefit to producing broilers with an 8.2 lb. LW versus others. While total 
resource consumption use will be greater than those observed for other LWs, the lower per lb. 
LW consumption will be offset by the greater market value. More of the demand will be met, 
i.e., less smaller chickens are required.  
Water use for a 2.2, 4.2, 8.2, and a 10 lb LW is ~64%, ~30%, ~3%, and ~15% greater 
than the reference case. Evaporative cooler water use decreases approximately linearly from a 
2.2 to 8.2 lb. LW. A ~15% increase in evaporative cooler water use is observed between an 8.2 
lb. and 10 lb. live finish weight. Like ventilation electricity, evaporative cooling water is required 
to remove heat from the barn in order to maintain a suitable growing environment. Water use 
follows a trend like electricity use, however, at lower finished LWs, the percentage difference in 
resource use relative to the reference scenario is much greater. Water use decreases as the 
finished LW increases because the marginal increase in heat production is dominated by the 
cooling capacity of a marginal volume of water. The percentage difference increases with LWs 
greater than 6.2 lbs. This is likely due to the decrease in the daily weight gains and heat 
production of older broilers, thus, the marginal increase in evaporative cooler water use is less 
dominated by marginal heat production. Based on these results an optimal LW is observed 
between a 6.2 and 8.2 lb. LW.  
The percentage difference of the carbon footprint relative to the reference scenario 
increases linearly from a 2.2 lb. LW to a 8.2 lb. LW. The rate of percentage difference increase 
from 8.2 lbs. LW to 10 lbs. LW increases from 6.25 %
lb.  LW to 14 %lb.  LW. The percentage difference of the 
land footprint relative to the reference scenario increases linearly from 2.2 lb. LW to a 8.2 lb. 
LW. The rate of percentage difference increase from 8.2 lbs. LW to 10 lbs. LW increases from 
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6.0 %
lb.  LW to 11 %lb.  LW. The water footprint increases at an increasing rate from a 2.2 lb. LW to a 10 lb. 
LW. The trend for all environmental impacts as LW increases is the same. The environmental 
impacts increase as the finished LW increases. The percentage differences for the carbon and 
land footprint have similar values and appear positively linear from a 2.2 lb. LW to an 8.2 lb. 
LW. However, between an 8.2 and 10 lb. LW the slope increases, corresponding with the 
increase in resource consumption, discussed in the previous sections. The water footprint appears 
to follow a parabolic trend. More time on the farm is required to produce broilers with a greater 
finished LW, hence the positive trend. The increasing rate of environmental impacts is due to 
lower daily gains of larger broilers. The increasing environmental impacts per lb. of LW suggest 
that slightly lower finished weights are better options in the scope of environmental impacts.  
Stocking density 
The broiler stocking density is the estimated, total, finishing weight of the flock relative 
to the area that the barn floor covers The broiler stocking density used as inputs include 5.7, 6.5, 
7.4, 8.2, and 9.8 lbs.  LW
ft2
; the range of stocking densities in a production setting was suggested to 
be 5.7 – 8.2 lbs.  LW
ft2
 according to Abidabos (2012). The stocking density of 9.8 lbs.  LW
ft2
 was 
selected to investigate the trend at higher stocking densities. The results are presented as line 
graphs by plotting electricity, heating fuel, and water use per lb. of LW on the y-axis and 
finishing weight on the x-axis. The results are presented in figures 8, 9, and 10 below. 
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Figure 8. The effects of broiler stocking density on electricity consumption 
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Figure 9. Effects of stocking density on heating fuel use 
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There were no changes in the environmental footprints as stocking density �lb.  LW
ft2
� is 
increased, hence, no figures are included. All resource consumption decreases as the stocking 
density is increased. The trend for electricity consumption � kWh
lb.LW� versus stocking density 
appears approximately linear with a negative trend, although, two well defined slopes appear to 
be present. The slope of the trend line from 5.7 to 7.4 lbs.  LW
ft2
 and 7.4 to 9.8 lbs.  LW
ft2
 are -0.0049 
and -0.0029. The trend for heating fuel use � ft
3
lb.  LW� versus stocking density is approximately 
linear with a negative trend. Using the “add trendline” function in excel for a linear trendline and 
a second power polynomial the R2 values are 0.9735 and 0.9983, respectively. The trend for 
water consumption �gallons
lb.  LW� versus stocking density can be approximated as negatively linear 
but is better modeled as a decreasing power function. Using the “add trendline” function in excel 
Figure 10. Effects of stocking density on water use 
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for a linear trendline and a power function the R2 values are 0.9694 and 0.9999, respectively. 
Resource consumption decreased as stocking density was increased.  
All three resource categories (ventilation electricity, heating fuel, and evaporative cooler 
water) decrease with an approximate, negative linear trend. However, evaporative cooler water 
use is more closely modeled as a negative power function. Since the finished LW is constant for 
stocking density simulations the length of time spent in the barn is not a variable. The trend is 
negative because as the stocking density increases the total, finished LW of the flock is greater. 
A larger finished LW results in the resource use being normalized to a greater mass, so the final 
resource consumption per weight is less than lower stocking densities. However, the model 
doesn’t consider the potential effects of higher stocking densities on welfare and mortality. 
Increased occurrence of mortality or morbidity lead lower numbers of birds that reach market. 
Depending on the age of the bird, large amounts of feed, production resources, and emissions 
may be contributed to birds that never make it to market. This will result higher environmental 
footprints associated with the flock, without the product providing utility.  
A secondary sensitivity analysis of stocking density was completed by keeping the 
stocking density constant. As discussed with a poultry scientist from the University of Arkansas, 
stocking density is generally kept constant at 8.35 lbs
ft2
 by varying the number of birds for different 
finish weights. In the following the analysis, both the finished LW and number of chicks added 
are varied, but the plots included will only list the LW on the x-axis. Table 21 includes the inputs 
used for this analysis and Figures 11 - 16 illustrate changes in ventilation electricity use, natural 
gas use, evaporative cooling water, carbon footprint, land footprint, and water footprint, 
respectively.  
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Table 21. Inputs for testing constant stocking density by varying finished liveweight and 
number of broiler chicks 
Finished LW (lbs.) Number of broiler chicks added 
2.2 60744 
4.2 31818 
6.33 21554 
8.2 16297 
10 13364 
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Figure 11. Effect of constant stocking density with increasing finished 
LW and decreasing number of birds added on ventilation electricity use 
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Figure 12. Effect of constant stocking density with increasing finished 
LW and decreasing number of birds added on heating fuel use 
 
 Figure 13. Effect of constant stocking density with increasing finished 
LW and decreasing number of birds added on heating fuel use 
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 Figure 15. Effect of constant stocking density with increasing finished 
LW and decreasing number of birds added on water footprint 
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 Figure 14. Effect of constant stocking density with increasing finished 
LW and decreasing number of birds added on carbon footprint 
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A constant stocking density is maintained by decreasing the number of birds added to the barn as 
the finished LW increases. All resource consumption increases approximately linearly with 
increasing finished LW and a decreasing number of birds added. Even though smaller flocks will 
produce less heat than larger flocks it appears that the length of time spent in the barn has the 
greatest effect on cumulative ventilation electricity use. Not only is more time required to raise 
birds to a greater finished LW, the exhaust ventilation time also increases with the age of the bird 
to maintain air quality. More heating fuel is used the longer the flock stays in the barn. Heating 
fuel use will also increase as the size of the flock decreases due to less body heat being released 
that then warms the barn, decreasing the need for heating fuel. Evaporative cooling water use 
increases with decreasing flock size and increasing finish LW due to the amount of time the 
flock spends in the barn to reach target maturity. All environmental footprint increases with 
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increasing finished LW and decreasing flock size due to greater cumulative feed intake required 
to raise larger birds. The increase in slope from a finished LW of 8.2 to 10 lbs. is due to the 
decrease in feed intake of older birds, thus the footprint is allocated to a lower marginal weight 
gain. 
 
Chapter 6 – Validation studies 
Introduction 
The goal of the validation studies is to identify how well the simulated results match the 
resource consumption on a farm with the same design and management practices. Validation 
studies of models require acquisition of an observed data set from a corresponding physical 
system. Commercial and research production facilities were contacted in order to gather actual 
production data that would match model inputs and the resulting resource consumption data for 
comparison. Two data sets of different quality were acquired for this study.  
The first data set was from the Applied Broiler Research Farm (ABRF), a research farm 
associated with the Poultry Science department of the University of Arkansas, was acquired and 
approved for use in this study. The data set includes production data, corresponding to the 
default model inputs (see Tbls. 1 – 5 from Ch. 1) and resource consumption outputs, including 
ventilation electricity use, heating fuel use, and evaporative cooler water use. The data set was 
gathered via discussion with the graduate student in charge of research at the facility. Any input 
that was unknown by the graduate student was set to the default input value (see Tbls. 1 – 5 from 
Ch. 1). The simulated, annual consumption is compared with the recorded, annual consumption 
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retrieved from the ABRF. The error of the simulated results relative to the gathered data are used 
to identify how closely the model operates to reality and test a hypothesis.  
 The second data set is energy audit data from commercial poultry production operations 
around Arkansas. The data were received from the Resilient Food Initiative and approved for use 
in this study. The data set contained limited information that could be translated to inputs 
required by The Poultry Calculator, so high levels of error between the observed and simulated 
data set are expected. The data set includes barn dimensions, ceiling type, the number and duty 
of heaters, and the number of broilers raised annually. The data set contained information 
congruent with 12 of the 33 required inputs. Three facilities were selected for comparison with 
simulated results for reasons that will be discussed in the respective section. 
Validation – On farm production data 
The validation study focuses on comparing resource consumption, including ventilation 
electricity, light electricity, natural gas, drinking water, and evaporative cooler water use, 
simulated by The Poultry Calculator and the observed data set. Via discussion with the graduate 
student managing the research farm, management data (model inputs) corresponding with the 
resource use was recorded for subsequent simulations. Industry standard values were used for 
input values that the graduate student was unable to provide (Cobb-Vantress, 2012). Table 22, 
below, includes the inputs used for the simulation. The column labeled source contains either the 
“facility” or “industry” key word, indicating information from the ABRF or industry standards, 
respectively. 
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Table 22. Simulation inputs from a production facility and industry standards 
Variable Source Default Value Unit 
State Facility Arkansas State name 
County Facility Washington County name 
Strain Facility Cobb 500 Broiler breed 
Start Weight Facility 45.8 Grams 
Finishing Weight Facility 6.33 Pounds 
Chicks added Facility 19,600 Number of chicks 
Days between flocks Facility 26 Number of days 
Barn Length Facility 400 Feet 
Barn Width Facility 40 Feet 
Ceiling peak height Facility 9.25 Feet 
Sidewall height Facility 4.83 Feet 
Wall insulation Facility 11 m2 ∗ K/W 
Roof insulation Facility 19 m2 ∗ K/W 
Number of  
light bulbs Industry 50 
Number of 
light bulbs 
Light bulb wattage Industry 40 Watts 
Presence of circulation fans Facility yes “Yes” or “No” 
Number of 
Circulation fans Facility 7 Number of circulation fans 
Circulation fan power Industry 0.01 Horsepower 
Number of exhaust fans Facility 4 Number of exhaust fans 
Exhaust fan power Facility 0.75 Horsepower 
Exhaust fan throughput Facility 12,000 ft3/min 
Number of tunnel fans Facility 8 Number of tunnel fans 
Tunnel fan power Facility 1 Horsepower 
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Table 22 continued. Simulation inputs from a production facility and industry standards 
Variable Source Default Value Unit 
Tunnel fan throughput Facility 21,000 ft3/min 
Number of heaters Facility 18 Number of heaters 
Heater rating Facility 25,000 BTU/hour 
Type of heating 
 fuel used Facility “Natural Gas” Heating fuel type 
Is an evaporative cooler installed? Facility “yes” “Yes” or “No” 
 
The production data set includes resource use for six flocks over the course of a year. 
Table 23 below outlines the flock specific data. The resource consumption of the flocks is 
summed for a total annual value. The total value for each resource that is consumed is compared 
to the annual, simulated total, produced by The Poultry Calculator.  
Table 23. Observed resource consumption from a year of production 
Flock 
ID 
Dates 
(month/day) 
Ventilation 
Electricity 
(kWh) 
Light 
Electricity 
(kWh) 
Natural 
Gas (ft3) Evaporative Cooler Water (gallons) 
148 4/11 - 5/24 2954 266 672 6715 
149 6/15 - 7/27 6221 333 181 28698 
150 8/31 - 10/12 3423 631 398 3744 
151 10/31 - 12/13 1151 431 1281 0 
152 1/10 - 2/21 1337 543 2047 0 
153 3/14 - 4/25 1995 586 858 194 
Annual totals 17081 2690 5437 39351 
 
The simulation was completed using the inputs outlined in Tbl. 22, and the annual totals for 
ventilation and light electricity, natural gas, and water use were recorded in an excel spreadsheet. 
The error of simulated production data was calculated relative to actual production data and was 
reported as a percentage difference. See the difference between actual and simulated data in Tbl. 
24, below.   
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Table 24. Actual versus simulated annual broiler production resource consumption data 
Resource Actual Production Data 
Simulated production 
data 
Error relative to 
production data (%) 
Ventilation electricity 
(kWh) 17081 19000 11.23 
Light electricity 
(kWh) 2690 3400 26.39 
Natural gas  
(ft3) 5437 4253 -21.78 
Evaporative Cooler 
Water (gallons) 39351 41000 4.19 
 
All the simulated results match the order of magnitude of resource consumption observed 
in the actual production data set. Simulated ventilation electricity consumption was 11.23 % 
greater than observed production data. Based on the construction of the algorithms, higher 
ventilation electricity use is a result of greater heat transfer rates into the barn which require 
additional cooling. The algorithm used to simulate heat released by the broilers into the barn 
assume instantaneous and complete mixing with the rest of the air in the barn. Heat parcels must 
move through feathers, into the air close to the barn floor, and move upward and mix with the 
rest of the air. Also, heat released from the undersides of the broilers may get trapped under the 
flock resulting in the heat moving up into the feathers and heating the substrate under the 
broilers. Heat transfer into the substrate will also lead to heat being transferred into ground 
below, acting as a heat sink. It is possible that the simulated heat transfer rates into the barn air 
from the broilers are greater than actual observable heat transfer rates. This would result in 
additional ventilation being required to maintain the temperature setpoints and subsequently 
greater ventilation electricity use.  
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The model doesn’t account for additional cooling effects that may occur on the outside 
surface of the barn. A potential mode of cooling could include convective cooling of the outside 
barn surface due to outside winds. Heat accumulates in solids due to solar radiation (included in 
the heat transfer model). Heat accumulated in outside surfaces would be balanced by convective 
cooling due to wind in actual systems. The model considers barn heating effects of solar 
radiation without the additional cooling due to outside winds. Additionally, the model doesn’t 
account for evaporative cooling on the outside of the barn structure due to precipitation or 
condensation. During times of high heat load inside the barn (older broilers and hot weather) heat 
will move from the inside of the barn, through the walls, and into the outside environment. 
Evaporative cooling will result in greater rates of heat transfer from the barn to the environment. 
Also, evaporative cooling from the substrate is not considered as a cooling mechanism. Moisture 
from broiler excreta will result in deposition of moisture in the substrate. Higher temperatures 
and higher ventilation rates will cause evaporation of the deposited moisture, resulting in 
cooling. The model doesn’t include an algorithm for simulating this cooling mechanism. The 
additional cooling mechanisms will result in greater cooling than in the simulated system. This 
will result in a greater need for ventilation cooling and ventilation electricity consumption.  
The model doesn’t account for boundary layer formation in different turbulent regimes 
and their effect on heat transfer rates. A boundary layer is a fluid layer that forms due to friction 
of a moving fluid past a surface. As the velocity of the fluid increases the shear force increases, 
resulting in a thickening of the boundary layer. The fluid in this system is the air moving due to 
ventilation. The Reynolds number is defined by equation (1) below, where Re is the Reynolds 
number, ρ is the air density, v�⃑  is the air velocity, L is the length of the surface the fluid is moving 
past, and μ is the dynamic viscosity of the moving air.  
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(1) Re = ρ∗v�⃑ ∗L
μ
   
As the velocity of the air increases with greater ventilation and parcels of air travel greater 
lengths of the barn, the Reynolds number will increase, indicating more turbulent flow. As 
turbulence increases so does the thickness of the boundary layer. As air velocity decreases so 
does the rate of convective heat transfer. During times of high heat load in the barn, air velocity 
will be increased. The formation of a thicker boundary layer may result in lower rate of heat 
transfer from the hot barn to the cooler external environment. The result could be accumulation 
of heat in the barn and a need for greater rates of ventilation, hence greater ventilation electricity 
usage. 
The observed and simulated light electricity usage values are 2690 kWh and 3400 kWh; 
the simulated usage is 26.4% higher than observed usage. The algorithm developed to simulate 
lighting schedules, based solely on finishing weight, for maturing broilers is based on generic 
recommendations by the primary breeding industry, for a single strain of broiler (Cobb-Vantress, 
2012). The model simply takes the number of bulbs and a wattage as the input for the lighting 
program. Realistically, there are variations in bulb efficiencies and lighting system design, the 
use of dimmers, power outages or bulb malfunctions, or variations in management practices. 
Different types of bulbs can produce greater amounts of light with lower energy input. 
The model doesn’t consider the luminosity of different bulbs relative to the needs of the flock. 
The types of bulbs and their energy consumption was not provided by ABRF. It is possible that 
the actual system employs more efficient bulbs to meet the lighting needs of the flock. It is well 
known that bulbs such as compact florescent bulbs and light emitting diodes provide the same 
light output with fractions of the energy use relative to older bulb types. In this case, the 
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electricity use of the actual system could be lower due to the specific bulb type being used. The 
materials and techniques used to construct the lighting systems were not considered. This is 
another potential source of greater efficiencies or superior electricity delivery to the lighting 
ballasts.  
The use of dimmers is a common practice employed in order to provide periods of lower 
light for broiler rest or better conditions for broiler chicks. The use of dimmers with light 
emitting diode bulbs results in a linear decrease of power consumption, unlike incandescent 
bulbs, in which a power consumption increase occurs (The Green Age, 2014). It is possible that 
dimmers were employed in the observed system, resulting in lower power use per light output. 
The result would be an increased power consumption in the simulated system. 
There are no algorithms in the model for simulating power outages or bulb malfunctions 
or failures. Assuming the model simulated lighting programs exactly like real systems but did 
not simulate outages or bulb malfunctions possible in real systems, the power consumption 
would be inherently greater in the simulated system. This is a possible source of error between 
the simulated and actual production systems.  
Management practices are a likely source of difference between simulated and actual 
systems. The effects of differing management practices provided by farm personal introduce 
significant amounts of difference between the simulated and actual systems. Capturing differing 
management practices of individuals is outside of the scope of this work and appears to be a 
significant amount of work to translate into code. Production professionals likely make 
management decisions based on personal experience and biases. Every professional will process 
information in a unique way, potentially arriving at unique conclusions which may affect how 
the system is managed. This requires professionals to make judgement calls that result in very 
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different management portfolios. It is likely that the management practices result in a system far 
more complex than a simulation can capture, resulting in error between the simulated and 
observed light electricity consumption. 
The observed and simulated heating fuel usage values are 5437 ft3 and 4253 ft^3; the 
simulated usage is 21.8% lower than observed usage. The model uses only the number of heaters 
and the heating capacity of each heater as the inputs for the heating algorithm. The model 
doesn’t utilizer algorithms for simulating the orientation of heaters and the resulting distribution 
of hot and cold spots in the barn. The model assumes a uniform distribution of heat from the 
heaters and instantaneous, total heating of the air in the barn. In actual systems, the heat 
distribution will not be uniform, resulting in cooler spots that require mixing and, potentially, 
additional operation of the heating equipment. The uniform heat delivery in the simulated system 
could result in more efficient heating and subsequently a lower fuel consumption relative to the 
actual system.  
The model doesn’t employ algorithms that simulate the heat delivery methods of different 
types of heaters (i.e. convective versus radiant) or the presence of different types of heaters in the 
same barn. Convective heaters force hot air into the production environment while radiant 
heaters directly heat the floor and broilers. Differences in equipment specifications could result 
in differences in fuel consumption. It is likely that there are differences in the startup times of 
different types of equipment. The model doesn’t simulate lag times in heat delivery during heater 
start up. If an actual heater requires five minutes of start-up time while still consuming fuel, the 
actual fuel consumption will be greater than the simulated heater which instantaneously provides 
the total heating capacity. Also, different heaters will use varying amounts of fuel relative to the 
heating capacity. The model doesn’t include the efficiencies of the heaters being simulated. 
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Since no heater exists that is perfectly efficient, as coded in the model, the actual heat 
consumption will always be higher than in simulated systems. The flow rate of fuel required by 
the simulated heaters is not considered in this simulation. The heating algorithm in the simulated 
system uses a while loop to increase the volume of heating fuel used until the temperature 
setpoint is reached or the equivalent heating capacity of the heater is reached. In actual system 
the heating capacity is also limited by the flow rate of the fuel. It is possible that the actual flow 
rate required to provide heating is greater than the simulate fuel use rate. This would result in 
greater fuel consumption rates in the actual system relative to the simulated system.  
The model does not contain algorithms for simulating differences in management 
practices or habits of production professionals. Different flocks likely have differences in 
specific needs. If a flock is growing at above or below average rates, then an adjustment to 
standard management structures may occur. This could result in differences in fuel consumption. 
The dates of production associated with the data received from the ABRF are unknown. 
Therefore, it is unknown if the weather files used correspond to the actual weather during data 
gathering. If the actual temperatures were lower on average relative to the weather files used in 
the simulation, the actual fuel consumption would be greater than simulated values. 
The observed and simulated heating fuel usage values are 39351 gallons and 41000 
gallons; the simulated usage is 4.2% greater than observed usage. This is the lowest error 
observed for all the resource use categories, but potential sources of error between simulated and 
actual systems will be discussed. The simulation assumes a constant evaporative cooler 
efficiency of 78% (University of Georgia, Poultry Science, 2017) in order to simulate 
evaporative cooling in the barn. The simulation uses a while loop to step up the volume of water 
evaporated while rechecking the end of step temperature to check if the temperature setpoint was 
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reached. The simulation doesn’t take the size of the evaporative cooler or equipment 
specifications as inputs. Differences in equipment design (i.e. internal contact surface area, 
contact surface morphology, or pump size ) could result in significantly different consumption of 
water. 
The model doesn’t contain algorithms for simulating the effects of care and equipment 
choice on cooling capacity. A likely source of area is differences in the saturation efficiencies of 
evaporative coolers. Efficiency is highly dependent on care and maintenance of the contact 
surface. A dirty surface will lead to significantly lower evaporation efficiencies and as a result 
lower cooling capacity. Differences in maintenance procedures is difficult to model due to the 
nature of human behavior.  
The actual weather experienced by the farm during data gathering could be different than 
the weather files used in the simulation. Evaporative cooler water use is highly dependent on the 
temperature and humidity of the incoming air. If the actual, average humidity is different than 
the average humidity in the weather files, there will be differences in the level of saturation that 
can be achieved. If the actual, average temperature is different than the average temperature in 
the weather files, there will be different cooling needs. The result of different weather patterns 
will yield differences in water consumption.  
Again, judgment calls by production professionals cannot be captured in the model. 
Emergency shutdown of cooling systems could be required for maintenance, resulting in lower 
water use. It is possible that differences in flocks will require professionals to deviate from 
standard practices for the health of the flock. Differences in management practices likely 
introduce error between simulated and actual systems. 
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Validation – Energy Audits 
 The second data set acquired for this validation study was retrieved from a state-wide 
energy audit of commercial broiler production facilities. The data set includes electricity and 
heating fuel consumption from farms in several Arkansas counties. The data congruent with the 
model inputs are outlined in Tbl. 24 below. It is important to note that many of the simulation’s 
inputs were set to be the default values because the actual farm data was not included in the 
energy audit data set. Only three of the counties were used in this study due to old designs not 
included in the model and lack of facility design or resource consumption data. The three farms 
included in this study had the most complete data sets and matched the model inputs most 
closely. The data used for inputs are included in Tbl. 25 below.  
Table 25. Facility information used as input data for simulating electricity and heating fuel use 
for comparison of actual and simulated systems 
Facility ID Facility 1  Facility 2 Facility 3 
State Arkansas Arkansas Arkansas 
County Benton Desha Washington 
Barn length  
(feet) 400 433.33 400 
Barn width  
(feet) 40 40 40 
Sidewall height  
(feet) 7 7 7 
Ceiling peak height  
(feet) 15 10.25 11 
Ceiling type Open Drop Drop 
Finished live weight  
(pounds) 8.25 6.25 5.9 
Number of houses 10 6 4 
Annual number of flocks 4.5 6 6 
Annual number of birds 756000 780000 489600 
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Table 25 continued. Facility information used as input data for simulating electricity and 
heating fuel use for comparison of actual and simulated systems 
Facility ID Facility 1  Facility 2 Facility 3 
Number of chicks per cycle 16800 21667 20400 
Heating fuel type Natural gas LPG LPG 
Number of heaters 3 12 18 
Heater capacity  
(BTU/hour) 125000 42000 40000 
 
The data set included total annual electricity and heating fuel consumption. The data were 
provided as annual resource consumption (Cr) totals for the whole production facility. The 
results were converted to consumption per pound of live weight (CLW). The data set for each 
facility contains the number of broiler houses (nhouses), the number of flocks per year (nflocks), 
the annual number of birds (nbirds), and the finishing live weight (LWfinished). Equation (44), 
below, defines the calculation used to normalize electricity and heating fuel use per pound of live 
weight.   
(44) CLW = Crnhouses ∗ nflocks ∗ nbirds ∗ LWfinished  
The comparison of simulated results against observed production data sets is presented in Tbl. 
26. 
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Table 26. Observed energy audit production data versus simulated resource consumption 
Facility 1 
 Actual Production Data 
Simulated production 
data 
Error relative to 
production data 
Electricity use  0.068  (kWh / lb-LW) 
0.035  
(kWh / lb-LW) -59.94 (%) 
Heating fuel use 0.0086  (ft3 / lb-LW) 0.0058  (ft3 / lb-LW) -32.83 (%) 
Facility 2 
Electricity use 0.034  (kWh / lb-LW) 
0.032  
(kWh / lb-LW) -9.37 (%) 
Heating fuel use 0.0027  (ft3 / lb-LW) 0.0033  (ft3 / lb-LW) 22.59 (%) 
Facility 3 
Electricity use  0.035  (kWh / lb-LW) 
0.029  
(kWh / lb-LW) -25.99 (%) 
Heating fuel use 0.0056  (ft3 / lb-LW) 0.0055  (ft3 / lb-LW) -1.29 (%) 
 
All the simulated results are on the order of magnitude of observed production data. 
Simulated electricity and heating fuel use for facility 1 is 60% and 33% lower than the observed 
production data set, respectively. Simulated electricity and heating fuel use for facility 2 is -9.4% 
and 23% different than the observed production data set, respectively. Simulated electricity and 
heating fuel use for facility 3 is 26% and 1.3% lower than the observed production data set, 
respectively. 
The data set used for this validation study was largely lacking in information required to 
complete the inputs of the simulation and is a likely source of error. Three houses were used in 
this study; the observed and simulated electricity and heating fuel usage was compared for each 
house. The magnitude of errors ranged from 1.3% to 60%. The large variation in errors is 
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attributed to the lack of data required for the inputs. It is important to note that all simulated 
results are on the same order of magnitude as the observed resource use.  
For House 1, the errors of electricity and heating fuel use between the observed and 
simulated scenarios are -60% and -32.8%. It is possible that additional or larger circulation fans 
are installed in the actual system in order to combat this. The result would be greater ventilation 
electricity consumption in the actual system. It is also unknown what type of ventilation system 
is in place. The fans installed in this location could be less efficient due to age or design, again, 
resulting in higher ventilation electricity use. Differences in heating fuel use could potentially be 
due to the installed equipment. The open ceiling type could present a significant source of error. 
An open ceiling means there is no ceiling at where the pitch of the roof starts. The model 
assumes instantaneous and complete mixing of air and instantaneous distribution of hot and cool 
air with the air in the barn. The model does not simulate the temperature gradient between the air 
at floor and ceiling level or the mixing of the different air packets. While the model does 
simulate an open ceiling type, the model only treats this design as an additional volume of air 
that needs to be heated or cooled. In actual systems, the accumulation of heat towards the ceiling 
must be managed, requiring additional resources, to maintain the growing environment. The 
differences in heating fuel use could also be attributed to the accumulation of heat towards the 
ceiling. Hot air residing close to the ceiling will heat the ceiling surfaces and move to the 
environment, resulting in a need for additional heating. Also consider that insulation values were 
not included in the data set. The default R-values are used (Tbl. 4, Ch. 1) but could be different 
in the actual systems resulting in significant differences in resource consumption.  
For House 2, the errors of electricity and heating fuel use between the observed and 
simulated scenarios are -9.4% and 22.6%. For House 3, the errors of electricity and heating fuel 
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use between the observed and simulated scenarios are -26% and -1.3%. The error values are like 
those observed in the farm data validation study (error ranging from 4.2% to 26.4%). 
Considering that Houses 2 and 3 have drop ceilings, unlike House 1, but like the barn in the 
validation study this is a likely source of error, for the reasons discussed above.  
Hypotheses  
In this section, the hypotheses presented in the proposal for this work will be discussed relative 
to the broiler growth model in Ch. 2 and the validation studies presented in Ch. 5. The 
hypotheses, the approach to testing them, and the conclusions are included below. Each 
hypothesis is evaluated in its own section. The discussion of hypothesis 1 is included below.  
• Hypothesis One:   
o 𝑯𝑯𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏: The breed calibrated broiler production model can 
simulate broiler growth within ±5% of an observed data set. 
o 𝑯𝑯𝒂𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂: 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆 𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏.   
 
• Approach to testing hypothesis one:  
o Data, including feed intake, weight gain, and the operation variables, 
from actual production systems can be used to test the validity of the 
growth model. The operation variables should include the environmental 
set points desired by farm management. Using the environmental set 
points and operation variables the simulation can be executed to model 
the specific growth cycle, from which the data was sourced. At this 
point, the simulated weight gain can be compared with the observed 
weight gain. If the average error between the observed weight gain and 
the simulated weight gain is less than or equal to ±5%, then do NOT 
reject the null hypothesis.   
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Production facilities were unwilling to share feed intake and weight gain production 
data. Hence, this discussion uses the observed data sets provided by the primary breeding 
industry. Instead of simulated weight gain being compared against an independent data set, 
the simulated weight gains will be compared to the data set used to calibrate the growth 
model. Error of final, simulated weight gain relative to the final, observed finish weight 
and the R2 value between the simulated and observed growth curves are calculated in order 
to approach accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis. Table 27 below outlines both 
methods of error calculations for each broiler breed. 
Table 27. Simulated broiler weight gain error relative to observed data sets 
Broiler Breed Finished BW Error R2 
Cobb 500 0.553 % 0.93 
Cobb 700 1.40 % 0.94 
Ross 308 4.67 % 0.92 
Ross 708 0.09 % 0.95 
 
All error values for the simulated, finished BW relative to the observed finished BW are 
less than the magnitude of 5 % error. The R2 value provides additional information about 
how well the calibration fits simulated to observed data sets for the life of the bird in the 
barn. All the R2 values are greater than 0.90, indicating that the calibration procedure 
generates a simulated growth curve that is representative of the observed data set. Based on 
this analysis the null hypothesis can be accepted, indicating that broiler growth can be 
simulated with the current algorithms.  
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Hypothesis two will be discussed by testing the hypothesis against the error values for the 
simulated resource use produced in the farm data and energy audit validation studies. 
• Hypothesis Two:   
o 𝑯𝑯𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏: 𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆 𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆 
𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏 within ±5% of an observed data set.  
o 𝑯𝑯𝒂𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂: 𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆 𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆  𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏. 
  
• Approach to testing hypothesis two:  
o Environmental control systems comparable in dimensions and 
performance to those used in the barn sub-model can be sourced from 
available resources. The simulation results will include data regarding 
the duration and intensity at which the environmental control systems 
operated. Following manufacturing guidelines, manual calculations can 
be performed to estimate the electricity and/or fuel requirements for 
specific pieces of equipment. Assuming the manufacturing guidelines 
are valid, the electricity and fuel use for all equipment can be summed 
for the lifetime of the production cycle for an “observed” resource use 
estimation. The manually estimated resource use can then be compared 
to the simulated, cumulative resource use. If the error between the 
simulated and observed resource use is less than or equal to ±5%, then 
do NOT reject the null hypothesis.   
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Tables 28 and 29, included below, were pulled from the validation studies in Ch. 5 in order 
to test hypothesis two. See the tables below. 
 
Table 28. Actual versus simulated annual broiler production resource consumption data 
Resource Actual Production Data 
Simulated production 
data 
Error relative to 
production data (%) 
Ventilation electricity 
(kWh) 17081 19000 11.23 
Light electricity 
(kWh) 2690 3400 26.39 
Natural gas  
(ft3) 5437 4253 -21.78 
Evaporative Cooler 
Water (gallons) 39351 41000 4.19 
 
Table 29. Observed energy audit production data versus simulated resource consumption 
Facility 1 
 Actual Production Data 
Simulated production 
data 
Error relative to 
production data 
Electricity use  0.068  (kWh / lb-LW) 
0.035  
(kWh / lb-LW) -59.94 (%) 
Heating fuel use 0.0086  (ft3 / lb-LW) 0.0058  (ft3 / lb-LW) -32.83 (%) 
Facility 2 
Electricity use 0.034  (kWh / lb-LW) 
0.032  
(kWh / lb-LW) -9.37 (%) 
Heating fuel use 0.0027  (ft3 / lb-LW) 0.0033  (ft3 / lb-LW) 22.59 (%) 
Facility 3 
Electricity use  0.035  (kWh / lb-LW) 
0.029  
(kWh / lb-LW) -25.99 (%) 
Heating fuel use 0.0056  (ft3 / lb-LW) 0.0055  (ft3 / lb-LW) -1.29 (%) 
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The only error values less than the magnitude of 5 % between observed and simulated 
resource use are evaporative cooler water from the production data validation (4.19 %) and 
heating use of house 3 from the energy audit validation (-1.29 %). Eight of the ten error 
values for simulated resource use are greater than the 5 % magnitude. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis must be rejected; this means that using the current algorithms the model cannot 
successfully simulate resource use of broiler production operations. This is not to say that 
the model is not useful.  
The sensitivity analysis illustrates that the model is directionally correct in its 
response to changes in the system. Specific discussions can be referenced in the sensitivity 
analysis section of this chapter. As discussed in previous sections, there are many 
assumptions used to develop the model to its current state. There are also many unknown 
input variables, especially in the energy audit validation study. The production data 
validation study had many more known variables than the energy audit validation; note that 
the average error magnitude in the production data validation and the energy audit 
validation studies are 15.9 % and 25.3 %, respectively. The modeling procedure could be 
improved by receiving a greater number of more complete data sets. This would allow for 
the identification of potential sources of error and allow more focused improvements of the 
algorithms. Potential future work will be discussed in the next chapter.  
 
Future Work 
The purpose of this section is to discuss changes that could be made in the future to 
improve functionality or inform new research questions. Changes to certain input data will 
provide a tool that more realistically models broiler production systems. New algorithms will 
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tether new and existing algorithms to model interactions in broiler production systems more 
closely to actual physical phenomena.  
 Report generation functionality will be added to provide the user with a resource for 
reviewing the inputs and associated outputs. Report generation will include the production of an 
Excel file and a PDF and/or a word file with a summary user inputs, notes, and simulation result.  
Report generation will also make it easier to perform additional data processing and share data 
with individuals who are not using The Poultry Calculator.  
 Higher quality weather files could replace the existing weather files to perform more 
characteristic simulations. The weather files should simulate a greater number of years and 
should be the most recent years available. Better weather files will provide higher quality data 
for the climate, heating, and cooling algorithms. This will lead to resource consumption that is 
more representative of what actual systems have observed in recent years. Using a greater 
number of years will provide results more representative of average annual resource 
consumption. 
 Some of the user inputs could be modified to reflect, more closely, how broiler 
production systems work. The inputs requiring the wall and roof insulation R-values could be 
converted into a material selection tool that allows the user to design the roof and wall layers that 
are installed in the barn. This should be coupled with a lookup tool that retrieves the R-value for 
each material and calculates the total R-value of the walls and roof, using resistance theory. The 
heat transfer algorithms would require minimal debugging to accept this input. Most of the effort 
lies in changing the user input page, to build layers of materials, and coding the lookup table 
with all the material R-values. The lighting program inputs could be changed to allow the user to 
have different types of lights in the barn at once. The program should also be modified to turn on 
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different types/numbers of lights and allow the use of light dimming at different times in 
production. When the growth algorithms are responsive to changes in lighting programs this will 
simulate broiler growth rates more realistically. Changing the lighting programs will also 
simulate light electricity use more realistically.  
 The broiler growth algorithms could be edited to simulate the effects of environmental 
changes on broiler feed intake and mortality/morbidity. Environmental parameters of interest 
include barn temperature, barn humidity, barn ammonia concentrations, and lighting intensity in 
the barn. As outlined in the literature review, these parameters influence broiler health that result 
in broilers eating more or less feed than recommended at a certain age. Feed intake has a direct 
impact on heat production and is the greatest contributor to environmental footprints. Heat 
production will affect the level of heating or cooling needed, based on the current outdoor 
weather conditions. Allowing the broiler to respond to its environment may result in more 
representative environmental footprints and resource consumption values.  
 The current process control algorithms could be updated to simulate actual process 
control systems used in production barns. Process control algorithms refer to the processes used 
to heat, cool, and ventilate production barns. The current algorithms use a simple guess and 
check method to identify the type and amount of remediation needed. Using actual process 
control models, the resource consumption may be more representative of actual systems. 
 The current, simplified models of the modes of heat transfer being considered in the heat 
transfer equation could be improved. The current models are highly simplified, and all the modes 
of heat transfer are not considered. Heat lost to the environment by conduction through the litter 
layer could be considered. Evaporative cooling of the moisture produced by the broilers at the 
litter layer could be considered. The resistance model of the walls and roof could be modified to 
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consider convective resistances, cooling due to wind, and resistance due to dead airspace in the 
attic space if a drop ceiling is considered. Improving the heat transfer equations will result in a 
heat transfer model that results in more representative rates of heat transfer and as a result more 
realistic resource consumption values.  
 Extra effort should be taken to make the poultry calculator more of a decision tool. This 
can be achieved by conducting more sensitivity tests. The purpose is to understand how changing 
each input affects the results. Additionally, it is important to ensure the results have a realistic 
response to input changes; this provides confidence in the model’s abilities to simulate the 
process occurring at an actual production facility. Additional studies on the insulation R-values 
and stocking density �lb.
ft2
� will be conducted.  
 Finally, effort should be taken to conduct more validation studies. Data collection poses 
the greatest problem, as producers are hesitant to share complete data sets. Conducting more 
validation studies will provide more information on which algorithms need improvement. 
Improving confidence in the model will allow the user to answer questions about actual physical 
systems with greater confidence.  
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Appendix A: The User Interface and User Experience. 
Introduction 
The user experience (UEX) will be discussed first, in order to contextualize the technical content 
of this dissertation. The UEX refers to any interaction of the user with the Poultry Calculator 
application, including: download and installation, use of the application, and analysis of the 
results. Instructions for downloading the Poultry Calculator application and a detailed user’s 
manual are publicly available at the following URL: https://resilientfood.uark.edu/poultry-
calculator/. In this chapter, the download and installation of the Poultry Calculator will be 
discussed first. Next, the navigation and content of the input pages will be reviewed. Finally, the 
navigation and interpretation of the result pages will be discussed. Being familiar with the inputs 
and seeing the simulated results will provide a frame of reference for the later chapters where 
algorithm development is discussed.  
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Download and Installation  
Development of the Poultry Calculator was funded by the United States Poultry & Egg 
Association, and, as such, is publicly available. The instructions for download and use are 
available by navigating to https://resilientfood.uark.edu/poultry-calculator/. The URL should 
redirect you to webpage displayed below (Fig. A1); if you do not see the webpage included in  
 
Fig. A1, the URL may be entered incorrectly or modifications to page may have occurred. Once 
you successfully navigate to the correct webpage, review the summary and locate the text that 
reads, “FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW”. The user should start with action item 
number one. Follow the instructions to download and extract the application to a computer 
desktop. 
 
 
Figure A1. Poultry Calculator 
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Download and Extraction Instructions 
Step One: Click on the hyperlinked text “HERE”. You should see the following page (the 
message simply means that there is not an icon associated with executable files):  
  
Step Two: After clicking the “Download” button, a file save dialog box will appear. Save the file 
to your desktop or other convenient directory.   
 
Figure A2. Poultry Calculator Download Page   
Figure A3. Zip File Extraction Location   
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Step Three: Navigate to the download directory and double click “PoultryModel V3.exe” to start 
the installation process. The screen shown (Fig. A3) will open.   
Step Four: Choose the location where you wish to install the application. The recommended and 
default location is your desktop (a new folder named PoultryModel V3 will be created).   
Step Five: Open the new folder.  
Step Six: The contents of the directory should look like the image below:  
 
Step Seven: Double click on the file “broilerProduction – CLICK ME” (the file highlighted in 
blue in Fig. #)  
Step Eight: At this point, the application should open in your default internet browser.  
Step Nine: Use the navigation buttons to progress through the simulation; be sure to follow all 
explicit instructions. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A4. Top Level Application Directory   
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Poultry Calculator User Interface 
The user interface (UI) for the Poultry Calculator was developed using React, a JavaScript 
library for building UIs (Facebook Open Source, 2018). The UI is designed to be intuitive and 
simple to use, regardless of the user. The UI is button navigable and all input fields have a 
default input value. All default values were set according to recommendation by experts at the 
Applied Broiler Research Farm – University of Arkansas. Their recommendations were based on 
facility design, experience, and industry practices. The following screen will be displayed if the 
program is operating properly. Click the ‘Start Simulation’ button to begin the simulation.  If  
 
there is a previous simulation saved, then the ‘Upload Data’ option will load those inputs into the 
program. The process for saving inputs is discussed later in this document.  
 
 
Figure 6. Poultry Calculator Splash Screen 
Figure A5. Poultry Calculator Splash Screen 
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General Inputs 
Once the ‘Start Simulation’ button is clicked, the program opens the ‘General’ input page (Fig. 
6). The ‘breadcrumbs’ across the top enable rapid navigation through the input pages. 
 
The user can enter their name and the name of their simulation in the ‘User Name’ and 
‘Simulation Name’ input fields, respectively. Next, the user may select the state and county in 
which their broiler operation is located from the ‘Farm Location: State’ and ‘Farm Location: 
County’ drop-down menus. The purpose of this selection is to load location-specific weather 
Figure A6. General Inputs 
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files used to simulate the environment that the broiler barns experience regarding calculation of 
heating and cooling loads. The counties in the ‘Farm Location: County’ drop-down menus will 
update based on the state that is selected. The input sections labeled as ‘Note’ are intended for 
noting any relevant information. In a future release, the user will be able to generate a summary 
report of the simulation that includes the notes, inputs, and results. After the data have been 
entered, the ‘Next’ button navigates to the ‘Broiler’ input page. 
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Broiler Inputs  
The ‘Broiler’ input page provides options related to the type of bird that is grown and how they 
are managed. The screen shot of the ‘Broiler’ input page is shown below (Fig. 7): 
Figure A7. Broiler Inputs 
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The user may choose between the Cobb 500, Cobb 700, Ross 308, and the Ross 708 from the 
broiler breed / strain drop-down menu. The broiler growth model is calibrated to account for 
genetic differences between these breeds. The allowable range for the average weight of each 
chick when placed in the barn is between 30 and 50 grams. The allowable range for the average 
finishing weight of the mature chickens is between 2 and 10 pounds. Barns can be defined with 
between 10,000 and 25,000 chicks. The assumption is that the user will understand the 
relationship between the desired final weight and the maximum number of birds that should be 
added. The input for the brooding period can be between 7 and 21 days. The clean-out period 
between flocks can be between 0 and 30 days. The drop-down menu for carcass management 
practices includes options for incineration, rendering, and composting. The ‘Next’ button, opens 
the ‘Feed Ration’ input page. 
Feed Ration  
There are three standard ration formulations. The rations include a corn-, a sorghum-, and a 
wheat-based ration adopted from the Commercial Poultry Nutrition handbook. The current 
version of this tool does not contain a ration formulation tool. The primary reason for this is that 
most growers act as independent contractors and use the feed formulation provided by their 
integrator, and thus may not know the exact formulation and generally do not have control of 
changes to the ration.  
The following tables present the composition of the rations available in simulation: including the 
starter diet, grower diet, finisher diet, and withdrawal diet. Each column in the tables is a specific 
formulation; the difference between the column pairs is primarily based on differences in protein 
sources. Columns 1 & 2 are the corn-based rations, columns 3 & 4 are the sorghum-based 
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rations, and columns 5 & 6 are the wheat-based rations. The tabulated values are the weight of 
each ingredient per 1000 kg of the ration. 
 
 
 
 
Table A1. Broiler Starter Diet Formulations (Commercial Poultry Nutrition) 
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Table A2. Broiler Grower Diet Formulations (Commercial Poultry Nutrition) 
 
Table A3. Broiler Finisher Diet Formulations (Commercial Poultry Nutrition) 
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Table A4. Broiler Withdrawal Diet Formulations (Commercial Poultry Nutrition) 
 
Again, column 1 corresponds to the ‘corn based’ ration, column 3 corresponds to the ‘sorghum 
based’ ration, and column 5 corresponds to the ‘wheat based’ ration. 
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Barn 
A screenshot of the ration select drop-down menu is included below (Fig. 8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A8. Feed Ration Select 
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The barn input page supports design of a multi-barn production facility (Fig. 9). The simulation 
accounts for house dimensions, types of lighting, heating and cooling equipment. The plus sign 
outlined in the orange circle in Figure 6 is used to add another type of barn for editing, the trash 
can icon outlined in green is used to delete a barn, and the pencil icon outlined in red is used for 
editing the inputs for each barn.  
 
 
The pencil icon opens the page for designing a broiler barn. Note that some of the input pages 
are too long to capture in one screen shot, so the inputs and the related discussion is divided into 
sections. Each barn design can be given a specific name using the ‘Barn Name’ input.  
 
 
 
 
Figure A9. Barn Design Input Page 
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The length and width, in feet, of the broiler barn can be entered in the ‘Barn Length’ and ‘Barn 
Width’ fields, respectively.  
 
 
The user can enter the barn sidewall height. If the barn has an open ceiling, then the option to 
define the height from the floor to the ceiling peak is provided. Enter the R-value of the  
 
Figure A10. Barn Dimensions/Construction 
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insulation in the roof and walls on this page (Fig. 11). The user can also enter the type, number, 
and wattage of light bulbs (Fig. 12).  
Figure A11. Barn Dimensions / Construction Inputs 
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Figure A12. Lighting 
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If circulation, or stir fans, are installed, the user is promted to enter the number of circulation 
fans and the rated horsepower of each fan.  
 
 
 
 
Figure A13. Ventilation / Cooling: 
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Enter the number of exhaust fans that are installed, the exhaust fan throughput, and the power 
rating. The model assumes that modern broiler production facilities are equipped with exhaust 
fans, thus industry standard exhaust fans are used as the default case (user input is not required).  
 
 
 
Figure A14. Ventilation / Cooling: Minimum 
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The number of tunnel fans, the throughput of each tunnel fan and the power rating of each tunnel 
fan can be entered on the following page.  
 
 
 
 
Figure A15. Ventilation / Cooling: Tunnel Fans 
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Specifications for an evaporative swamp cooler can be edited by scrolling down the page 
 
 
 
 
Figure A16. Ventilation / Cooling: Evaporative Cooling 
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The user can enter the number of heaters and their rated heating capacity in BTU/hr. Natural gas 
or liquid propane as heater fuel can be selected from the drop-down menu.  
 
 
 
 
Figure A17. Heater and Fuel 
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The temperature setpoints in the barn are based on recommended temperatures from the Cobb 
Broiler Management Guide (Cobb-Vantress, 2012). The table below presents the recommended 
temperature setpoints based on the age of the flock. In a future release, the temperature setpoint 
schedule will be more customizable. 
Table A5. Age Dependent  
Temperature Setpoints 
Flock Age 
(days) 
Recommended 
Temperature 
Setpoint (°C) [°F] 
0 (34) [93] 
7 (31) [88] 
14 (27) [81] 
21 (24) [75] 
28 (21) [70] 
35 (19) [66] 
42 (18) [64] 
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The ‘Flock Management’ input data is fully implemented in the simulations but is included to 
illustrate the types of input options anticipated in future releases. The brooding strategy 
dropdown menu allows the user to select if they use whole house brooding, one third house 
brooding, or half house brooding. This will affect the resource consumption during brooding. 
The weight, in pounds, of fresh bedding material that is added to the barn per year is entered 
here. The mass of excreta produced during production is added to the annual amount of bedding 
produced each year to estimate the total annual litter produced.  
 
Once the input data have been entered, there is an option to save the inputs or submit the inputs 
for simulation. The ‘Save Input’ button writes the inputs to a file that can be loaded for later use. 
Figure A18. Flock Management 
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The ‘Submit’ button sends the inputs to the computational engine where the simulation is 
executed.  
Output Page Navigation  
The ‘Facility Overview’ page allows the user to select the results for each barn that was created 
on the barn editor page (Fig. 9). Clicking the ‘View Barn’ button located underneath a barn on 
the ‘Facility Overview’ page (Fig. 21) will display the results page for that barn. Each of the barn 
types that were created has its own results page and requires the user to click on the respective 
‘View Barn’ button.  
 
Figure A19. Facility Overview 
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After clicking the ‘View Barn’ button, the top of the resulting screen will look like Fig. 22. This 
screen shot does not include the whole output page, due to the length of the page and has been 
selected for discussing how to navigate the output pages.    
 
The ‘Facilities Overview’ button returns to the ‘Facility Overview’ page where the user can 
select which barn results to view. The ‘Return to Inputs’ button returns to the ‘General Inputs’ 
page where the entries may be edited, and the simulation may be run again (see Figure 3. 
General Inputs Page). The five buttons on the lower row including: ‘Broiler Performance’, 
‘Resource Consumption’, ‘Carbon Footprint, ‘Land Footprint’, and ‘Water Footprint’ open the 
respective results page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A20. Simulation Results Navigation 
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Broiler Performance Output Page 
The ‘Broiler Performance’ page reports the average daily gain (ADG) and the feed conversion 
ratio (FCR), see Fig. 23. The ADG is a performance metric used to compare the average rate of 
weight gain between flocks. The broiler growth algorithm is based on empirical, performance 
data for each type of bird. The FCR is a performance metric used to estimate how efficiently a 
flock converts feed into body weight. FCR does not differentiate between the type of weight 
gained (i.e. fat, bone, water, or muscle). The FCR is calculated by dividing the total feed 
consumed by a flock, including animals that die prior to harvest, by the total live harvested flock 
weight.  
 
Figure A21. Performance Metrics  
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The quantity of feed consumed is reported, as shown in Fig. 24, based on a full year’s operation, 
per bird, and per kg liveweight. Feed consumption is calculated based on the bird growth and 
performance characteristics published by Cobb-Vantress (Cobb 500 and Cobb 700) and Aviagen 
(Ross 308 and Ross 708) (Cobb-Vantress, 2018; Aviagen Group, 2014). Currently, the model 
does not simulate changes in feed consumption based on environmental stress (e.g., temperature 
or humidity). The underlying assumption is that the climate control equipment has been sized 
properly, the climate control sensors and control system are working properly, and the farm 
professionals are well trained in maintaining optimal conditions.  
 
 
Figure A22. Feed Consumption 
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Next, an interactive plot of the cumulative weight gain for an average broiler in the flock is 
included. Tracing the mouse over the graph displays the cumulative weight gain. The numbers in 
the highlighted boxes, 32 in grey and 4.05in blue, correspond to the day number and the 
cumulative weight of an average broiler; see Fig. 25 below.  
 
Litter production and composition data are reported in the ‘Litter Data’ section. The litter 
produced includes excreta and bedding materials. The mass of excreta is based on calculations of 
manure production and composition from the Commercial Poultry Nutrition handbook (Table 
Figure A23. Interactive Weight Gain Plot 
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5.55, page 29) (Leeson and Summers, 2008). The mass of bedding material added per year is a 
user-defined input that is added to the excreta. The total litter managed is reported per year, per 
bird, and per lb of liveweight. The mass percentages of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium are 
reported in the litter composition table. The chemical composition values (N,P, and K) are 
calculated based on the ASAE Manure Production Characteristics standards doument D384.2 
(ASAE, 2005). 
 
Mortality data is reported on an annual basis. The annual number of broiler chicks added to the 
barn and the annual number of live broilers at  catch are reported first, followed by the annual 
Figure A24. Litter Production and Composition 
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number of mortalities. The annual mass of mortalities are reported next; note that this number 
includes mortalites of young birds and older birds alike. Finally, the percent mortality for the 
year is reported. The mortality is calculated based on data collected at the Univeristy of Arkansas 
Applied Broiler Research Unit (Tabler et al., 2004). 
  
Figure A25. Broiler Mortality 
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Resource Consumption Output Page 
The ‘Resource Consumption’ page (Fig. 28) includes a total electricity, fuel, and water usage and 
the contribution of activities to each resource’s overall consumption. Both the total and 
breakdown values are reported for the year, per bird, and per pound of live weight. Electricity 
consumption is reported first and includes total electricity consumption reported as the 
summation of electricity used by circulation fans, exhaust fans, tunnel fans, and lights (Fig. 29). 
The fuel consumption section presents fuel consumption of propane (ft3) or natural gas (gallons)-
with the user-specified fuel type, and the volumetric fuel consumption per year, per bird, and per 
pound of LW(Fig. 30).  Water consumption includes the total water used, the water consumed by 
broilers as drinking water, and the water used by the evaporative cooler. Each water usage 
category is reported per year, per bird, and per pound of LW(Fig.31). ‘Water Consumption’ is 
the final section on the ‘Resource Consumption’ output page.  
Figure A26. Resource Consumption Output Page 
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Figure A27. Electricity Consumption 
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Figure A28. Water Consumption  
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Carbon, Land, and Water Footprint Output Pages 
When the user clicks the ‘Carbon Footprint’ button, the image in Fig. 32 will be displayed. The  
 
carbon footprint includes the total, annual carbon footprint and a breakdown of the contributing 
processes, in lbs CO2 equivalents. The environmental footprints reported are a cradle-to-farm 
gate assessment that includes emissions associated with the production of all resources consumed 
on the farm. Specifically, the emissions associated with production and delivery of fuel and 
electricity as well as the feed rations are accounted. The total carbon footprint, lbs CO2 
equivalents, is reported on an annual facility-level, per bird, and per pound of LWbasis (Fig. 33). 
The annual total is calculated by summing up all the contributions for a single year of operation. 
The per-bird total is calculated by dividing the total carbon foot print by the total number of birds 
sent to market. The per LWtotal is calculated by dividing the total carbon foot print by the total 
weight of the birds sent to market. Each of the contributing operations to the total are also 
reported as an annual facility total, a per bird total, and per LWtotal. The contributions of feed 
production, carcass disposal, electricity use, water use, and fuel use are included in the following 
figure. The remaining contributions to the total carbon footprint, broiler chick rearing and barn 
Figure A29. Carbon Footprint Output Page 
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emissions, are included in the following figure. The results are also reported in an interactive pie 
chart as percentages of the total contribution. The user can hover over a section of the pie chart 
to see the percentage contribution and the mass of CO2 equivalents of contributor. See the pie 
chart reporting in Fig. 36.  
Figure A30. Total Carbon Footprint 
Figure A31. Carbon Footprint 
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The ‘Land Footprint’ button displays the following page (Fig. 37). The land footprint includes 
the total land footprint and a breakdown of the contributing factors and is reported on a per bird 
and per LWbasis in acres per bird and acres per pound of live weight, respectively (Figs. 38 & 
39). The reporting structure is analogous to the carbon footprint. The total is reported, followed 
Figure A32. Carbon Footprint Contribution Pie 
 
Figure A33. Land Footprint Output Page 
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by the relative contributions, and completed with an interactive pie chart. To avoid redundancy, 
the screen shots are included below without further explanation. See the pie chart reporting in 
Fig. 40.  
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Figure A34. Land Footprint Total and Contribution 
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Figure A35. Land Footprint Contribution Breakdown 
C ti d  
Figure A36. Land Footprint Contribution Pie 
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The water footprint output page in Fig. 41 is displayed when the ‘Water Footprint’ button is 
clicked. The water footprint output page includes the total consumption (Fig. 42) and a 
breakdown of the contributing sources (Fig. 42 & 43). Both total consumption and the 
breakdown of contributions are reported as an annual total, per bird total, and per LWtotal in 
gallons per year, gallons per bird, and gallons per pound live weight, respectively. The pie chart 
of the contributions to the water footprint is pictured in Fig. 44. To avoid redundancy, the screen 
shots will be included below without further explanation.   
 
 
 
  
Figure A37. Water Footprint Output 
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Figure A38. Water Footprint Total and Contribution 
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Figure A39. Water Footprint Contribution Breakdown Continued  
Figure A40. Water Footprint Contribution Pie Chart 
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Appendix B: Source Code  
“Bird.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text.RegularExpressions; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Bird 
    { 
        /// <summary> 
        ///  
        /// The reference model is used to tune the calibration parameters using growth data  
        /// collected, in a highly controlled setting under optimized conditions, by professional 
        /// breeders. Emperical models are used to simulate weight gain under the same conditions; 
        /// the calibration parameters are changed to minimize the difference between simulated  
        /// values and the published data collected in optimal conditions.   
        ///  
        /// </summary> 
 
        // CLASS FIELDS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 
 
        // Calibration Parameters 
        private double genotypeFactor;        // Genotype factor; an adjustable parameter for broilers 
with very unique body compositions. 
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        private double maintenanceConversion; // Index of maintenance; an adjustable parameter 
representative of broiler growing shape 
        private double metabolicPower;        // This is the power that the BW value is raised to for 
calculating the metabolic body weight 
        private double depositionEfficiency;  // Efficiency of energy conversion to physiological 
proteins and lipids 
 
        // Breed parameter arrays 
        //// Cobb 500 
        private double[] cobb500ClbrtnPmtrs     = { 0.03732, 2.02201, 0.6, 0.59161 }; // Array 
containing the calibration parameters for the cobb 500 growth curve matching  
        private double[] cobb500FeedIntakePmtrs = { 8.476E-12, -4.012E-8, 4.711E-5, 0.01195, 
1.1 }; // Array containg parameters for cubic equation used to predict cobb 500 feed intake   
        private double[] cobb500PhaseME         = { 3035, 3108, 3180, 3203 }; // minimum 
recommended metabolizeable energy as per nutrition guide (kcal/kg) 
        private double[] cobb500PhaseCP         = { 21.5, 19.5, 18.5, 17.5 }; // minimum 
recommended crude protein as per nutrition guide (%) *** must be perentages for the later 
functions to work properly *** 
        private double[] cobb500PhasePhph       = { 0.45, 0.42, 0.38, 0.38 }; // minimum 
recommended avaliable phosphorous as per the nutrition guide (%) *** must be perentages for 
the later functions to work properly *** 
        private double[] cobb500PhaseK          = { 0.775, 0.725, 0.7, 0.7}; // minimum 
recommended avaliable potassium as per the nutrition guide (cobb500 performance recs) (%) 
*** must be perentages for the later functions to work properly *** 
        //// Cobb 700 
        private double[] cobb700ClbrtnPmtrs     = { .04127, 1.42346, 0.6, 0.58435 };                // "^^ 
Cobb 700 ^^" 
        private double[] cobb700FeedIntakePmtrs = { 2.89E-11, -1.052E-7, 1.132E-4, -0.0109, 2.22 
};  
        private double[] cobb700PhaseME         = { 3035, 3108, 3180, 3203 }; 
        private double[] cobb700PhaseCP         = { 22, 20, 19, 18 }; 
        private double[] cobb700PhasePhph       = { 0.45, 0.42, 0.38, 0.38 }; 
        private double[] cobb700PhaseK          = { 0.775, 0.725, 0.7, 0.7 };  
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        //// Ross 308 
        private double[] ross308ClbrtnPmtrs     = { 0.04903, 1.42346, 0.6, 0.69 };                    // "^^ 
Ross 308 ^^" 
        private double[] ross308FeedIntakePmtrs = { 8.361E-12, -3.921E-8, 4.538E-5, 0.0128, 
1.0296 };  
        private double[] ross308PhaseME         = { 3025, 3150, 3200, 3225 }; 
        private double[] ross308PhaseCP         = { 23, 21.5, 19.5, 18.5 }; 
        private double[] ross308PhasePhph       = { 0.48, 0.435, 0.39, 0.365 }; 
        private double[] ross308PhaseK          = { 0.7, 0.65, 0.65, 0.65};  
        //// Ross 708 
        private double[] ross708ClbrtnPmtrs     = { 0.04715, 1.42346, 0.62558, 0.66398 };              
// "^^ Ross 708 ^^" 
        private double[] ross708FeedIntakePmtrs = { 7.452E-12, -3.703E-8, 4.588E-5, 9.953E-3, 
1.044 };  
        private double[] ross708PhaseME         = { 3000, 3100, 3200, 3225 }; 
        private double[] ross708PhaseCP         = { 23, 21.5, 19.5, 18.5 }; 
        private double[] ross708PhasePhph       = { 0.48, 0.435, 0.39, 0.365 }; 
        private double[] ross708PhaseK          = { 0.7, 0.65, 0.65, 0.65 };  
        //// Generic parameter array placeholder for the loaded breed 
        private double[] calibrationParameters  = new double[4]; // Generic array that is filled with 
the appropriate parameter set based on the chosen breed 
        private double[] energyIntakeParameters = new double[5];  
        private double[] phaseME                = new double[4];  
        private double[] phaseCP                = new double[4];  
        private double[] phasePhph              = new double[4]; 
        private double[] phaseK                 = new double[4]; // ^^^ " ^^^ 
 
        ////  
 
        // Consumption variables 
        private double phase1CP, phase2CP, phase3CP, phase4CP; 
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        private double phase1ME, phase2ME, phase3ME, phase4ME; 
        // Emission Variables 
        private double phase1Phph, phase2Phph, phase3Phph, phase4Phph; 
        private double phase1K, phase2K, phase3K, phase4K; 
 
        // Broiler variables 
        public double[] avgBirdEnergyIntake = new double[26280]; // The energy required by the 
bird  
        public double[] avgBirdWeightGain = new double[26280]; // The hourly weight gain of the 
average bird 
        public double[] avgBirdFeedIntake = new double[26280]; // The mass of feed consumed by 
the avg bird in the flock (kg/hr) 
        public double[] feedConversionRatio = new double[26280]; // The feed conversion ratio of 
the average broiler in the flock (kg feed/kg gain) 
        public double[] flockFeedIntake = new double[26280]; // The mass of feed consumed by the 
flock (kg/hr) 
        public double[] flockWaterIntake = new double[26280]; // The volume of water consumed 
by the flock (L/hr) 
        public double[] flockExcreta = new double[26280]; // The mass of "as is" excreta produced 
by tht flock (kg/hr) 
        //public double[] flockLitter = new double[8760]; // The mass of litter added to the barn 
each hour (kg/hr) 
        public double[] flockPhosphorus = new double[26280]; // The mass of phosphorous 
excreted by the flock (kg/hr) 
        public double[] flockNitrogen = new double[26280]; // The mass of nitrogen excreted by 
the flock(kg/hr) 
        public double[] flockPotassium = new double[26280]; // The mass of potassium excreted by 
the flock(kg/hr) 
        public double[] ammoniaRelease = new double[26280]; // The amount of ammonia released 
(kg/hr)  
        public List<double> flockStarterIntake = new List<double>(); // total intake of starter 
rations 
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        public List<double> flockGrowerIntake = new List<double>(); // total intake of grower 
rations 
        public List<double> flockFinisherIntake = new List<double>(); // total intake of finisher 
rations 
        public List<double> flockWithdrawlIntake = new List<double>(); // total intake of 
withdrawl rations 
 
        // DATA CONTROL ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        // Custom constructor initializing required input variables  
        public Bird(string loadBreed) 
        { 
            string formattedBreed = GetBreedString(loadBreed); // remove capital letters and 
whitespace 
            GetBreedParameters(formattedBreed); // get the breed's calibration/feed parameter set 
            SetBreedParameters(); // set the calibration parameters to their respective variables 
        } 
 
 
        // CONSTRUCTOR METHODS ----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 
 
        // Make sure the breed string is free of whitespaces and uppercase chars 
        public string GetBreedString(string breedString) 
        { 
            if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(breedString)) 
            { 
                breedString = breedString.ToLower(); // remove upper case chars 
                breedString = Regex.Replace(breedString, @"\s", ""); // remove whitespace 
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                return breedString; // properly formatted breed string 
            } 
            else return null; 
        } 
 
        // Select the proper parameter set for the chosen breed 
        private void GetBreedParameters(string broilerBreed) 
        { 
            if (broilerBreed == "cobb500") 
            { 
                calibrationParameters = cobb500ClbrtnPmtrs; 
                energyIntakeParameters = cobb500FeedIntakePmtrs; 
                phaseME = cobb500PhaseME; 
                phaseCP = cobb500PhaseCP; 
                phasePhph = cobb500PhasePhph; 
                phaseK = cobb500PhaseK; 
            } 
            else if (broilerBreed == "cobb700") 
            { 
                calibrationParameters = cobb700ClbrtnPmtrs; 
                energyIntakeParameters = cobb700FeedIntakePmtrs; 
                phaseME = cobb700PhaseME; 
                phaseCP = cobb700PhaseCP; 
                phasePhph = cobb700PhasePhph; 
                phaseK = cobb700PhaseK; 
            } 
            else if (broilerBreed == "ross308") 
            { 
                calibrationParameters = ross308ClbrtnPmtrs; 
                energyIntakeParameters = ross308FeedIntakePmtrs; 
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                phaseME = ross308PhaseME; 
                phaseCP = ross308PhaseCP; 
                phasePhph = ross308PhasePhph; 
                phaseK = ross308PhaseK; 
            } 
            else if (broilerBreed == "ross708") 
            { 
                calibrationParameters = ross708ClbrtnPmtrs; 
                energyIntakeParameters = ross708FeedIntakePmtrs; 
                phaseME = ross708PhaseME; 
                phaseCP = ross708PhaseCP; 
                phasePhph = ross708PhasePhph; 
                phaseK = ross708PhaseK; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("\n\t Check that a valid breed was chosen and/or spelling/case is 
correct."); 
                return; 
            } 
        } 
 
        // Set the breed specific calibration parameters to respective variables 
        private void SetBreedParameters() 
        { 
            // Calibration parameters 
            genotypeFactor = calibrationParameters[0]; maintenanceConversion = 
calibrationParameters[1]; 
            metabolicPower = calibrationParameters[2]; depositionEfficiency = 
calibrationParameters[3]; 
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            // Set phase metabolizeable energy 
            phase1ME = phaseME[0]; phase2ME = phaseME[1]; phase3ME = phaseME[2]; 
phase4ME = phaseME[3]; 
            // Set phase crude protein composition 
            phase1CP = phaseCP[0]; phase2CP = phaseCP[1]; phase3CP = phaseCP[2]; phase4CP = 
phaseCP[3]; 
            // Set phase phosphorous composition 
            phase1Phph = phasePhph[0]; phase2Phph = phasePhph[1]; phase3Phph = phasePhph[2]; 
phase4Phph = phasePhph[3]; 
            // Set phase phosphorous composition 
            phase1K = phaseK[0]; phase2K = phaseK[1]; phase3K = phaseK[2]; phase4K = 
phaseK[3]; 
        } 
 
 
        // BIRD GROWTH METHODS -----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------- 
 
        // Energy required to maintain the current physiological state of the bird (kcal) (MEm in 
INAVI) // 
        private double MaintenanceEnergyMethod(double maintenanceConversion, double weight, 
double metabolicPower) 
        { 
            return (maintenanceConversion * Math.Pow(weight, metabolicPower))/24; 
        } 
 
        // Energy avaliable for weight gain after physical and maintenance expenditures (kcal) 
(MEdc in INAVI) // 
        private double GrowthEnergyMethod(double consumedEnergy, double 
maintenanceEnergy) 
        { 
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            return consumedEnergy - maintenanceEnergy; 
        } 
 
        // Amount of ingested energy depositied as proteins and lipids (kcal) (NED in INAVI) // 
        private double DepositedEnergyMethod(double growthEnergy, double 
depositionEfficiency) 
        { 
 
            return growthEnergy * depositionEfficiency; 
        } 
 
        // Equivalency factor for converting ingested energy into weight (kcal/g) (Ved in INAVI) //  
        private double EnergyOfWeightGainMethod(double genotypeFactor, double weight) 
        { 
            return genotypeFactor * (1.56 + (0.63 * Math.Pow(weight, 0.6)));  
        } 
 
        // Daily broiler weight gain calculated using literature models (grams) // 
        private double CalculatedDailyGainMethod(double depositedEnergy, double 
energyOfWeightGain) 
        { 
            return depositedEnergy / energyOfWeightGain; 
        } 
 
        // Lifetime, cumulative weight gain of broilers summed from calculated daily gain; updated 
at the end of a growing day (grams) // 
        private double CalculatedBodyWeightMethod(double weight, double gain) 
        { 
            return weight + gain; 
        } 
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        // Heat produced by the bird (kcal) (HP in INAVI) //  
        private double HeatProductionMethod(double consumedEnergy, double depositedEnergy, 
double maintenanceEnergy) 
        { 
            if (maintenanceEnergy < consumedEnergy) 
                return consumedEnergy - depositedEnergy; 
            else return maintenanceEnergy; 
        } 
 
        // Calculate feed conversion ratio (FCR) 
        public double FeedConversionRatio(double feedIntake, double weightGain) 
        { 
            return feedIntake / weightGain; 
        } 
 
        // Calculate average daily gain (ADG) 
        public double AverageDailyGain(double weightGain, double days) 
        { 
            return weightGain / days; 
        } 
        
 
        // ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
        // LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY METHODS ---------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
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        // Feed intake  
        // Calculated as per the nutrition/performance recommendations from each breeder company 
        private double MassFeedIntake(int hour, double energyIntake) 
        { 
            // The mass (kg) of feed is returned 
            if (hour >= 0 && hour <= 240) // Days 1 - 10 
            { 
                return energyIntake / phase1ME; // (kg) 
            } 
            else if(hour > 240 && hour <= 552 ) // Days 11 - 23 
            { 
                return energyIntake / phase2ME; // (kg) 
            } 
            else if(hour > 552 && hour <= 984) // Days 24 - 41 
            { 
                return energyIntake / phase3ME; // (kg) 
            } 
            else // Days > 41 
            { 
                return energyIntake / phase4ME; // (kg) 
            } 
        } 
 
        // Water consumption 
        // According to the Cobb management manual  
        private double WaterConsumed(double massFeedIntake) 
        { 
            double waterFactor = 2.0; // The ratio of water to feed consumed by mass (Cobb mgmt 
manual; high end estimate) 
            return waterFactor * massFeedIntake; // kg water 
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        } 
 
        // As is excreta from (Commercial Poultry Nutrition; pg 190) 
         private double AsIsExcretaProduced(double massFeedIntake) 
        { 
            double pooToFeedRatio = 0.444; // (kg "as is" excreta / kg feed consumed) 
            return pooToFeedRatio * massFeedIntake; 
        } 
 
        // Nitrogen excretion 
        // ASABE manure production standard; Broiler equation #3; pg 11 
        private double NitrogenExcretion(int hour, double massFeedIntake) 
        { 
            double phaseCrudeProtein; 
            // Set proper phase protein content 
            if (hour >= 0 && hour <= 240) // Days 1 - 10 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phaseCrudeProtein = phase1CP / 100;  
            } 
            else if (hour > 240 && hour <= 552) // Days 11 - 23 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phaseCrudeProtein = phase2CP / 100;  
            } 
            else if (hour > 552 && hour <= 984) // Days 24 - 41 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phaseCrudeProtein = phase3CP / 100;  
            } 
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            else // Days > 41 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phaseCrudeProtein = phase4CP / 100;  
            } 
 
            return (massFeedIntake * (phaseCrudeProtein / 6.25)) * (1 - 0.602); // (kg of nitrogen) 
        } 
 
        // Phosphorous excretion 
        // ASABE manure production standard; Broiler equation #5; pg 11 
        private double PhosphorousExcretion(int hour, double massFeedIntake) 
        { 
            double phasePhosphorousContent; 
            // Set proper phase protein content 
            if (hour >= 0 && hour <= 240) // Days 1 - 10 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phasePhosphorousContent = phase1Phph / 100; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 240 && hour <= 552) // Days 11 - 23 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phasePhosphorousContent = phase2Phph / 100; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 552 && hour <= 984) // Days 24 - 41 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phasePhosphorousContent = phase3Phph / 100; 
            } 
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            else // Days > 41 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phasePhosphorousContent = phase4Phph / 100; 
            } 
 
            if (hour >= 0 && hour < 32*24) 
                return  (massFeedIntake * phasePhosphorousContent) * (1 - 0.493); 
            else return (massFeedIntake * phasePhosphorousContent) * (1 - 0.4102); 
        } 
 
        // Pottasium excretion 
        // ASABE manure production standard; Broiler equation #8; pg 11 
        private double PotassiumExcretion(int hour, double massFeedIntake) 
        { 
            double phaseKContent; 
            // Set proper phase protein content 
            if (hour >= 0 && hour <= 240) // Days 1 - 10 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phaseKContent = phase1K / 100; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 240 && hour <= 552) // Days 11 - 23 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phaseKContent = phase2K / 100; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 552 && hour <= 984) // Days 24 - 41 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
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                phaseKContent = phase3K / 100; 
            } 
            else // Days > 41 
            { 
                // (mass % protein) --> kg protein / kg feed wet basis 
                phaseKContent = phase4K / 100; 
            } 
 
                return (massFeedIntake * phaseKContent) * (1 - 0.182); 
        } 
 
        // Weekly Fatality estimates 
        // http://www.thepoultrysite.com/articles/253/mortality-patterns-associated-with-
commercial-broiler-production/ 
        // Regression completed for younger than 10 days and older than 10 days 
        public double NumberOfFatalities(int hour, double numBroilers) 
        { 
            // Returns the number of dead broilers during that hour 
            if(hour >= 0 && hour <= 240) 
            { 
                double frac = -8.48975E-13 * Math.Pow(hour, 4) + 5.1695E-10 * Math.Pow(hour, 3) - 
1.05211E-7 * Math.Pow(hour, 2) + 7.26989E-6 * hour + 7.31311E-6; 
                return frac * numBroilers;  
            } 
            else 
            { 
                double frac = 9.86284E-16 * Math.Pow(hour, 4) - 2.79775E-12 * Math.Pow(hour, 3) + 
2.84502E-9 * Math.Pow(hour, 2) - 1.15802E-6 * hour + 1.78089E-4; 
                return frac * numBroilers; 
            } 
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        } 
 
 
        // EMPERICAL METHODS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------- 
 
        // Estimation of optimal feed intake; fourth order regression of feed intake on day number; 
data from the Cobb 500 performance manual 
        public double RefEnergyIntakeMethod(double hour) 
        { 
            hour = hour + 1; // The regression starts at hour 1 
            double a = energyIntakeParameters[0]; double b = energyIntakeParameters[1]; double c = 
energyIntakeParameters[2]; 
            double d = energyIntakeParameters[3]; double e = energyIntakeParameters[4];  
            return  a * Math.Pow(hour,4) + b * Math.Pow(hour, 3) + c * Math.Pow(hour, 2) + d * 
hour + e; 
        } 
 
        // Estimation of the percieved temperature 
        //private double PrcvdTempMethod(double dryBulbTemp, double stockDensity, double 
relativeHumidity/*, double airVelocity*/) 
       // { 
         //   double airSpeedCoeff; // Marginal change in percived temperature as a function of dry 
bulb temperature and air velocity 
 
            // Making sure that the proper coefficient is assigned based on the environmental 
conditions 
            // Yahav et al. 2001; Poultry Science (80) pgs. 724-726 
            /*if ((dryBulbTemp <= 26) && (airVelocity < 3.0)) 
                airSpeedCoeff = -3.3; 
            else if ((dryBulbTemp <= 26) && (airVelocity >= 3.0)) 
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                airSpeedCoeff = -2.2; 
            else airSpeedCoeff = -5.0; */ 
 
            // No effect if stocking density is less than 20 kg/m^2 
           // double LStockDensity; 
           // LStockDensity = stockDensity; 
           // if (LStockDensity <= 20) LStockDensity = 0; 
             
            // Yahav et al. 2000; British Poultry Science (41) pgs. 94-100 
            //return dryBulbTemp + 0.18 * LStockDensity + 0.095 * relativeHumidity /*+ 
airSpeedCoeff * airVelocity*/; 
       // }  
 
        // Emperical model that calculates temperature adjusted feed intake, relative to an optimal 
temperature of 21 C 
        //This will do for now, but is a relative model to 21 C....... this needs to improve. 
        //Currently assuming that the optimal temperature of each phase is the refernece point. Will 
adjust in the future as needed.  
        // *** this is not currently in use *** // 
        /*private double FeedIntakeMethod(double refFeedIntake, double prcvdTemp) 
        { 
            // Howlider and Rose; Temperature and the growth of broilers 
            double feedCorrectFactor = 0.01 * (105.52 + 0.74 * prcvdTemp - 0.05 * 
Math.Pow(prcvdTemp, 2)); 
 
            // The bird eats or it doesnt; negative intake not allowed 
            if (feedCorrectFactor <= 0) 
                return 0; 
            else return feedCorrectFactor * refFeedIntake; 
        }*/ 
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        // Broiler Density (kg/m^2) 
        /* 
        private double BirdDensityMethod(double flockWeight) 
        { 
            return flockWeight / ((0.092903) * (barnLength * barnWidth)); // (kg/ft^2) --> (kg/m^2) 
        } 
        */ 
 
        // RUN METHODS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- 
 
        // Calculate feed/water consumed and the excretions resulting 
        public void ConsumptionExcretionMethod(int hour, int growTime, double numBroilers) 
        { 
            // Calculate/store the amount of energy intake 
            avgBirdEnergyIntake[hour] = RefEnergyIntakeMethod(growTime); // (kcal/hour/avg 
bird) 
 
            // Calculate/store mass of feed consumed by avg bird 
            avgBirdFeedIntake[hour] = MassFeedIntake(growTime, 
avgBirdEnergyIntake[growTime]); // (kg feed/hour/avg bird) 
 
            // Calculate/store mass of feed consumed by the flock 
            flockFeedIntake[hour] = numBroilers * avgBirdFeedIntake[growTime]; // (kg 
feed/hour/flock) 
 
            if (growTime >= 0 && growTime <= 240) // Days 1 - 10 
            { 
                flockStarterIntake.Add(numBroilers * avgBirdFeedIntake[growTime]); 
            } 
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            else if (growTime > 240 && growTime <= 552) // Days 11 - 23 
            { 
                flockGrowerIntake.Add(numBroilers * avgBirdFeedIntake[growTime]); 
            } 
            else if (growTime > 552 && growTime <= 984) // Days 24 - 41 
            { 
                flockFinisherIntake.Add(numBroilers * avgBirdFeedIntake[growTime]); 
            } 
            else // Days > 41 
            { 
                flockWithdrawlIntake.Add(numBroilers * avgBirdFeedIntake[growTime]); 
            } 
 
            // Calculate/store mass of water consumed by the flock 
            flockWaterIntake[hour] = WaterConsumed(flockFeedIntake[growTime]); // (kg 
water/hour/flock) 
 
            // Calculate/store mass of dry matter excretion 
            flockExcreta[hour] = AsIsExcretaProduced(flockFeedIntake[growTime]); // (kg dry 
matter/hour/flock)  
 
            // Calculate/store mass of nitrogen excretion  
            flockNitrogen[hour] = NitrogenExcretion(growTime, flockFeedIntake[growTime]); // (kg 
nitrogen/hour/flock) 
 
            // Calculate/store mass of phosphorous excretion 
            flockPhosphorus[hour] = PhosphorousExcretion(growTime, 
flockFeedIntake[growTime]); // (kg phosphorous/hour/flock) 
 
            // Calculate/store mass of potassium excretion 
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            flockPotassium[hour] = PotassiumExcretion(growTime, flockFeedIntake[growTime]); // 
(kg phosphorous/hour/flock) 
        } 
 
        // Method for calculating then returning daily feed intake to the Flock class 
        public double calcEnergyIntake(int hour /*, double dryBulbTemp, double stockDensity, 
double relativeHumidity, double airVelocity*/) 
        { 
            // Calculate the reference feed intake 
            double energyIntake = RefEnergyIntakeMethod(hour); 
 
            // Calculate the percieved temperature 
            //double percievedTemp = PrcvdTempMethod(dryBulbTemp, stockDensity, 
relativeHumidity/*, airVelocity*/); 
 
            // Calculate the feed intake adjusted based on environmental conditions 
            //double correctedIntake = FeedIntakeMethod(energyIntake, percievedTemp); 
 
            return energyIntake; 
        } 
 
        // Method for calculating then returning daily gain to the Flock class 
        public double CalcBirdGain(double initialWeight, double ingestedEnergy) 
        { 
            // Calculate energy required for physiological maintenance 
            double maintenanceEnergy = MaintenanceEnergyMethod(maintenanceConversion, 
initialWeight, metabolicPower); 
 
            // Calculate energy avaliable for weight gain 
            double growthEnergy = GrowthEnergyMethod(ingestedEnergy, maintenanceEnergy); 
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            // Calculate the energy required for protein and lipid deposition 
            double depositedEnergy = DepositedEnergyMethod(growthEnergy, 
depositionEfficiency); 
 
            // Calculate the equivalency factor; converts ingested energy into equivalent weight gain 
            double energyOfWeightGain = EnergyOfWeightGainMethod(genotypeFactor, 
initialWeight); 
 
            // Calculate the broiler's daily gain and load the result in array 
            return CalculatedDailyGainMethod(depositedEnergy, energyOfWeightGain); // weight 
gained during hour (grams/bird) 
        } 
 
        // Method for calculating then returning daily gain to the Flock class 
        public double CalcHeatPrdctnMethod(double initialWeight, double ingestedEnergy) 
        { 
            // Calculate energy required for physiological maintenance 
            double maintenanceEnergy = MaintenanceEnergyMethod(maintenanceConversion, 
initialWeight, metabolicPower); 
 
            // Calculate energy avaliable for weight gain 
            double growthEnergy = GrowthEnergyMethod(ingestedEnergy, maintenanceEnergy); 
 
            // Calculate the energy required for protein and lipid deposition 
            double depositedEnergy = DepositedEnergyMethod(growthEnergy, 
depositionEfficiency); 
 
            // Return the calculated heat production 
            return 4184 * HeatProductionMethod(ingestedEnergy, depositedEnergy, 
maintenanceEnergy); // Converted from kcal/hr to J/hr  
        } 
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        // ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
    } // END Bird Class 
} // END Namespace 
“Constants.cs” 
using System; 
 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Constants 
    { 
        /// <summary> 
        ///  
        /// This class is devoted to constants used in the simulation. The constants are physical, 
thermodynamic, and operational properties (i.e. fuel type selection).  
        ///  
        /// </summary> 
 
        // Physical Constants 
        public const float airCp = 1006; // Specific heat of dry air ( J/(kg*K) ) 
        public const double airDensity = 1.226; // Density of air at 25 C, 50% RH, sea level 
(kg/m^3) 
        public const double latentHeatEvap = 2.257e6; // Latent heat of evaporation for water ( J/kg 
) 
        public const double lpgEnergyContent = 359680; // Energy content per gallon of gaseous 
propane and liquid propane ( J/gal ); https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/energy-content-
d_868.html 
        public const double natGasEnergyContent = 1107813; // natural gas energy content ( J/ft3 ); 
https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/energy-content-d_868.html 
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        //Simulation Constants 
        public const int hoursPerYear = 8760; // The number of hours in a year 
        public const int numYearsWeather = 3; // The number of years in the weather files 
        public const double timeStep = 0.01; // Time step for the simulation in hours 
 
        // Calculated  
         
        // Setting the correct weather file 
        public string GetWeatherFilePath(Inputs i) 
        { 
            string baseFilePath; 
#if DEBUG 
            baseFilePath = 
@"C:\Users\machrist\Desktop\dev\poultrycalculator\broilerProduction\weatherRecords\"; 
            string workingDirectory = System.IO.Directory.GetCurrentDirectory(); 
            string parentDirectory = 
System.IO.Directory.GetParent(workingDirectory).Parent.FullName; 
            baseFilePath = parentDirectory + @"\weatherRecords\"; 
#else 
            baseFilePath = System.IO.Directory.GetCurrentDirectory() + "/weatherRecords/"; 
#endif 
            return baseFilePath + i.state + " " + i.county + ".txt"; 
        } 
 
        // Calculating barn volume 
        public double BarnVolumeMethod(Inputs i) 
        { 
            double barnVol = i.barnLength * i.barnWidth * i.sidewallHeight; 
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            // If the barn is open-ceiling then reassign the return var with new volume 
            if (i.isOpenCeiling == "Yes") 
            { 
                barnVol = i.barnLength * i.barnWidth * (i.sidewallHeight + 0.5 * (i.ceilingPeakHeight 
- i.sidewallHeight)); 
            } 
 
            return (0.0283168) * barnVol; // (ft^3) --> (m^3) 
        } 
 
        // Set the fuel constant according to selected fuel type 
        public double SetFuelConstant(Inputs i) 
        { 
            if (i.fuelType == "Propane") 
            { 
                return lpgEnergyContent; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                return natGasEnergyContent; 
            } 
 
        } 
 
        // Set the fuel increment based on the fuel selected 
        public double SetFuelIncrement(Inputs i) 
        { 
            if (i.fuelType == "Natural Gas") 
            { 
                //return 0.01; // ft3 of natural gas 
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                return 0.0009; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                //return 0.0001; // gallon of LPG 
                return 0.0028; 
            } 
 
        } 
 
        // Wall surface area (m^2) 
        public double WallSurfaceAreaMethod(Inputs i) 
        { 
            return (0.092903) * (2 * i.barnWidth * i.sidewallHeight + 2 * i.barnLength * 
i.sidewallHeight); // (ft^2) --> (m^2) 
        } 
 
        // Roof surface area (m^2) 
        public double RoofSurfaceAreaMethod(Inputs i) 
        { 
             
            if (i.isOpenCeiling == "Yes") 
            { 
                // Symbolic stuff to make the equations more bitesized.  
                double l = i.barnLength; double a = i.ceilingPeakHeight - i.sidewallHeight; double b = 
0.5 * i.barnWidth; 
                // The area of the two triangular faces on the widht dimension 
                double triFaces = 2 * a * b; 
                // THe area of the two panels on the length dimension 
                double panels = 2 * l * Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(a, 2) + Math.Pow(b, 2)); 
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                // Total area for open ceiling roof 
                return (0.092903) * (panels + triFaces); // ft2 -> m2 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                // Total area for drop ceiling 
                return 0.092903 * i.barnLength * i.barnWidth; // ft2 -> m2 
            } 
        } 
 
        // Get the heat capacity of humid air 
        // https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/humid_heat 
        public double GetIsobaricHeatCapacity(double absoluteHumidity) 
        { 
            return 1005 + 1820*absoluteHumidity; // J/(kg*C) 
        } 
 
    } 
} 
 “Emissions.cs” 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Emissions 
    { 
 
        // EMISSIONS METHODS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------- 
 
        // Direct N2O emissions 
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        public double DirectN2OEmission(double reactiveNitrogen) 
        { 
            // Emission factor table 10.21; Poultry manure with litter management system 
            double EF_3s = 0.001; 
            // Eq 10.25 from IPCC; (44/28) converts nitrogen to nitrous oxide 
            return (44 / 28) * EF_3s * reactiveNitrogen; 
        } 
 
        // Volitalized nitrogen (Ammonia) emissions 
        public double AmmoniaNitrogen(double reactiveNitrogen) 
        { 
            // Fraction of nitrogen that volitalizes as NH3; we assume N2O is negligable; (table 
10.22) poultry with litter 
            double FracGasMS = 0.4; 
            // Eq 10.26 from IPCC; (17.03/14) converts nitrogen to ammonia ** why do we neglect 
N2O ??? ** 
            return (17.03 / 14) * FracGasMS * reactiveNitrogen; 
        } 
 
        // Nitrogen left in the manure 
        public double NitrogenInManure(double reactiveNitrogen) 
        { 
            // Fraction of nitrogen that does not volitalize as NH3; (table 10.22) poultry with litter 
(100-fracGasMS) = 60% 
            double fracInPoo = 0.6; 
            // Simply reactive nitrogen; *** is a molecular weight conversion required ? *** 
            return fracInPoo * reactiveNitrogen; 
        } 
 
        // Indirect N2O emissions 
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        public double IndirectN2OEmission(double reactiveNitrogen) 
        { 
            // Emission factor table 11.3 and (table 10.22) poultry with litter 
            double EF4 = 0.01; double fracGasMS = 0.4; 
            return (44 / 28) * fracGasMS * EF4 * reactiveNitrogen; 
        } 
 
        // Sum both sources of nitrogen emissions 
        public double TotalN20Emissions(double directN2O, double indirectN20) 
        { 
            return directN2O + indirectN20; 
        } 
 
    } 
} 
“HeatTransfer.cs” 
using System; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class HeatTransfer 
    { 
        // METHODS USED FOR THE HEAT TRANSFER ALGORITHM 
 
        // Structure heat transfer coefficient 
        public double BarnHXFRCoeffMethod(Inputs i, Constants c) 
        { 
            // Calculate the heat transfer (HXFR) coefficients (W/m^2/K) 
            // R-values: https://energy.gov/energysaver/insulation 
            // *** Need to make sure units are proper here *** 
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            double wallHXFRCoeff = 1 / i.wallRValue; // W/(m^2*K) 
            double roofHXFRCoeff = 1 / i.roofRValue; // W/(m^2*K) 
            return wallHXFRCoeff * c.WallSurfaceAreaMethod(i) + roofHXFRCoeff * 
c.RoofSurfaceAreaMethod(i); // (W/K) 
        } 
 
        //// Set the desired temperature of the barn 
        //  *** Based on recommendations from breeder handbooks *** // 
        public int SetOptimalBarnTemp(int hour) 
        { 
            // Recommended temperatures for broiler rearing 
            // Temperature similar to those published by Ross - Aviagen 
            // Assuming genetic selection is so similar to achieve comparable performance.. 
            // .. that using similar temps results in similar performance 
 
            if (hour >= 0 && hour <= 191) // days 1 - 7 
            { 
                return 34; 
            } 
            else if (hour >= 192 && hour <= 359)  // days 8 - 14 
            { 
                return 31; 
            } 
            else if (hour >= 360 && hour <= 527)  // days 15 - 21 
            { 
                return 27; 
            } 
            else if (hour >= 528 && hour <= 695) // days 22 - 28 
            { 
                return 24; 
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            } 
            else if (hour >= 696 && hour <= 863)  // days 29 - 35 
            { 
                return 21; 
            } 
            else if (hour >= 864 && hour <= 1031) // days 36 - 42 
            { 
                return 19; 
            } 
            else // days >= 43 
            { 
                return 18; 
            } 
        } 
 
        //// Return the heat generated by the lighting system 
        public double GetLightHeat(int numLightBulbs, double lightBulbWattage) 
        { 
            return 3600 * lightBulbWattage * numLightBulbs; // (J/hr) 
        } 
 
        //// Heat transfered via conduction through the roof and walls of the structure 
        public double StructureHeatTransfer(double heatTransferCoeff, double outsideTemp, 
double insideTemp) 
        { 
            return 3600 * heatTransferCoeff * (outsideTemp - insideTemp); // (J/hr) 
        } 
 
        //// Heat exchange via the ventilation system 
        // **** later add a regression of temp effect on density and Cp **** // 
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        public double VentHeatExchange(double outsideTemp, double insideTemp, double 
ventilationRate) 
        { 
            return Constants.airCp * Constants.airDensity * ventilationRate * (outsideTemp - 
insideTemp); // (J/hr) 
        } 
 
        //// Calculate and return the amount of heat required to maintain the temperature set point 
        public double NetHeatTransfer(double genHeat, double structureHeat, double ventHeat) 
        { 
            return genHeat + structureHeat + ventHeat; 
        } 
 
        //// Calculate the temperature inside the barn 
        public double BarnTempMethod(double overallHXFRCoeff, double barnStartTemp, double 
outsideTemp, double ventRate, double genHeat, Inputs i, Constants c) 
        { 
            double Tinf = outsideTemp; // Ambient air temperature (C) 
            double T1 = barnStartTemp; // barn air temp at the begining of the hour (C) 
            double rho = Constants.airDensity; // air density (kg/m^3) 
            double Cp = Constants.airCp; // constant pressure heat capacity (J/(kg*K)) 
            double m = rho * c.BarnVolumeMethod(i); // air mass in barn at any time (kg) 
            double U = overallHXFRCoeff; // overall heat transfer coefficient (W/K) 
            double timeStep = 0.01; // length of the timestep; 0.01 hr chosen currently` 
 
            // Heat contribution terms calculated for the 0.01 hr timestep 
            double Qcnd = 3600 * U * (Tinf - T1); // conduction term 
            double Qvent = ventRate * rho * Cp * (Tinf-T1); // heat entering barn in inlet air 
            double Qgen = genHeat; // generation term including bird heat and light heat 
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            // Temperature at the end of the timestep 
            double Tf = T1 + (timeStep / (m * Cp)) * (Qcnd + Qvent + Qgen); 
 
            return Tf;  
        } 
 
        //// Calculate the temperature inside the barn when the evaporative cooler is running  
        public double BarnTempMethodEvap(double overallHXFRCoeff, double barnStartTemp, 
double outsideTemp, double evapTemp, double ventRate, double genHeat, Inputs i, Constants c) 
        { 
            double Tinf = outsideTemp; // Ambient air temperature (C) 
            double T1 = barnStartTemp; // barn air temp at the begining of the hour (C) 
            double Tevap = evapTemp; // temperature of the evaporatively cooled air stream (C) 
            double rho = Constants.airDensity; // air density (kg/m^3) 
            double Cp = Constants.airCp; // constant pressure heat capacity (J/(kg*K)) 
            double m = rho * c.BarnVolumeMethod(i); // air mass in barn at any time (kg) 
            double U = overallHXFRCoeff; // overall heat transfer coefficient (W/K) 
            double timeStep = 0.01; // length of the timestep; 0.01 hr chosen currently` 
 
            // Heat contribution terms calculated for the 0.01 hr timestep 
            double Qcnd = 3600 * U * (Tinf - T1); // conduction term 
            double Qvent = ventRate * rho * Cp * (Tevap - T1); // heat entering barn in inlet air 
            double Qgen = genHeat; // generation term including bird heat and light heat 
 
            // Temperature at the end of the timestep 
            double Tf = T1 + (timeStep / (m * Cp)) * (Qcnd + Qvent + Qgen); 
 
            return Tf; 
        } 
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        //// Function used to determine heating fuel required for the current step 
        public double DeterminHeatingFuelNeeded() 
        { 
            return 0; 
        } 
 
        //// Calcualte the heating dudty avaliable based on inputs 
        public double AvaliableHeaterHeating(Inputs i) 
        { 
            return 1055.06 * i.numHeaters * i.heaterRating; // BTU/hr -> J/hr 
        } 
 
        //// Calcualte the brooder capacity avaliable based on inputs 
        public double AvaliableBrooderHeating(double brooderRating, int numBrooders) 
        { 
            return 1055.06 * numBrooders * brooderRating; // BTU/hr -> J/hr 
        } 
 
        // The maximum fuel flowrate per 0.01 hr timestep 
        // This is the physical constraint on fuel usage 
        public double MaxFuelConsumption(Inputs i) 
        { 
            // The max flowrate of fuel based on current setup 
            // The rating in BTU/hr divided by a factor of 1,000 is an estimate of natural gas flow rate 
in ft3/hr 
            // The rating in BTU/hr divided by a factor of 100,000 is an estimate of LPG flow rate in 
gallons/hr 
            // Source for these factors: Common Specifications for Radiant and Forced-Air Space 
Heaters table from: 
https://extension.msstate.edu/sites/default/files/publications/publications/p3034.pdf  
            if (i.fuelType == "Natural Gas") 
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            { 
                return (Constants.timeStep * i.numHeaters * i.heaterRating) / 1000; // (ft3 natural 
gas/timestep) 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                return (Constants.timeStep * i.numHeaters * i.heaterRating) / 100000; // (gallons 
LPG/timestep) 
            } 
        } 
 
    } 
} 
“ImpactCategories.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class ImpactCategories 
    { 
        /// <summary> 
        /// This class is used to calculate the impacts from broiler production operations. OpenLCA 
was used to collect emission/ characterization factors. 
        /// The factors used along with associated information are contained within the excel 
spreadsheet impacts_inventory. 
        /// </summary> 
 
        // These are the current list of inventory items being passed by the jsonOutput class 
        private double mortalities, electricity, water, fuel, numChicks, n2oFromLitter; 
        private string mortalityMethod, fuelType; 
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        // Constructor importing the inventory  items 
        public ImpactCategories(double loadMortalities, string loadMortalityMethod, double 
loadElectricity, 
            double loadWater, double loadFuel, string loadFuelType, double loadNumChicks, double 
loadN2OFromLitter) 
        { 
            mortalities = loadMortalities; 
            mortalityMethod = loadMortalityMethod; 
            electricity = loadElectricity; 
            water = loadWater; 
            fuel = loadFuel; 
            fuelType = loadFuelType; 
            numChicks = loadNumChicks; 
            n2oFromLitter = loadN2OFromLitter; 
        } 
 
        // Properties 
        public double Mortalities 
        { 
            get { return mortalities; } 
            private set { mortalities = value; } 
        } 
        public string MortalityMethod 
        { 
            get { return mortalityMethod; } 
            private set { mortalityMethod = value; } 
        } 
        public double Electricity 
        { 
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            get { return electricity; } 
            private set { electricity = value; } 
        } 
        public double Water 
        { 
            get { return water; } 
            private set { water = value; } 
        } 
        public double Fuel 
        { 
            get { return fuel; } 
            private set { fuel = value; } 
        } 
        public string FuelType 
        { 
            get { return fuelType; } 
            private set { fuelType = value; } 
        } 
        public double NumChicks 
        { 
            get { return numChicks; } 
            private set { numChicks = value; } 
        } 
        public double N2OFromLitter 
        { 
            get { return n2oFromLitter; } 
            private set { n2oFromLitter = value; } 
        } 
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        //// GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIAL //// --------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 
        // carcass Incineration 
        public double GWP_Incineration() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.24408;     // (kg CO2 / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (kg CO2 eqvs) 
        } 
 
        // carcass rendering 
        public double GWP_Rendering() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.21721;     // (kg CO2 / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (kg CO2 eqvs) 
        } 
 
        // carcass composting 
        public double GWP_Composting() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00667;     // (kg CO2 / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (kg CO2 eqvs) 
        } 
 
        // electricity generation 
        public double GWP_Electricity() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.82244;     // (kg CO2 / kWh) 
            return EF * electricity; // (kg CO2 eqvs) 
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        } 
 
        // water 
        public double GWP_Water() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00045; // (kg CO2 / kg water) 
            return EF * water;     // (kg CO2 eqvs) 
        } 
 
        // LPG  
        public double GWP_LPG() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.41209; // (kg CO2 / kg LPG) 
            double conversion = 1.983; // (kg LPG/gal) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel;    // (kg CO2 eqvs) 
        } 
 
        // natural gas 
        public double GWP_NatGas() 
        { 
            double EF = 2.84546; // (kg CO2 / m^3 natural gas) 
            double conversion = 0.003785; // (m^3 / gallon) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel;    // (kg CO2 eqvs) 
        } 
 
        // broiler chick rearing 
        public double GWP_BroilerChicks() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.26692;  // (kg CO2 / broiler chick) 
            return EF * numChicks;// (kg CO2 eqvs) 
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        } 
 
        // Emissions from litter 
        public double GWP_Litter() 
        { 
            // N2O volitalization 
            double CF_N = 265; // (kg CO2 eqv. / kg N2O) 
            // double CF_M = 30.5; // (kg CO2 eqv / kg CH4) 
            return CF_N * N2OFromLitter /*+ CF_M * CH4FromLitter*/; // (kg CO2 eqv.) 
        } 
 
 
 
        //// LAND USE //// ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
        // Agricultural land use; carcass incineration 
        public double Agricultural_Land_Incineration() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00021478;  // (m^2*annum / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; carcass incineration  
        public double Urban_Land_Incineration() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00021478;  // (m^2*annum / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
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        // Agricultural land use; carcass rendering 
        public double Agricultural_Land_Rendering() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.02505; // (m^2*annum / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; carcass rendering  
        public double Urban_Land_Rendering() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.02505; // (m^2*annum / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Agricultural land use; carcass composting 
        public double Agricultural_Land_Composting() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00000039; // (m^2*annum / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; carcass composting  
        public double Urban_Land_Composting() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00000039; // (m^2*annum / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Agricultural land use; electricity generation 
        public double Agricultural_Land_Electricity() 
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        { 
            double EF = 0.03717; // (m^2*annum / kWh) 
            return EF * electricity; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; electricity generation 
        public double Urban_Land_Electricity() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.03717; // (m^2*annum / kWh) 
            return EF * electricity; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Agricultural land use; water 
        public double Agricultural_Land_Water() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00001777; // (m^2*annum / kg water) 
            return EF * water; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; water 
        public double Urban_Land_Water() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00001777; // (m^2*annum / kg water) 
            return EF * water; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Agricultural land use; propane combustion  
        public double Agricultural_Land_LPG() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00423; // (m^2*annum / kg LPG) 
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            double conversion = 1.983; // (kg LPG/gal) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; propane combustion 
        public double Urban_Land_LPG() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00423; // (m^2*annum / kg LPG) 
            double conversion = 1.983; // (kg LPG/gal) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Agricultural land use; natural gas combustion 
        public double Agricultural_Land_NatGas() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.55258; // (m^2*annum / m^3 natural gas) 
            double conversion = 0.003785; // (m^3 / gallon) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; natural gas combustion 
        public double Urban_Land_NatGas() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.55258; // (m^2*annum / m^3 natural gas) 
            double conversion = 0.003785; // (m^3 / gallon) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Agricultural land use; broiler chicks 
        public double Agricultural_Land_BroilerChicks() 
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        { 
            double EF = 0.27111;   // (m^2*annum / broiler chick) 
            return EF * numChicks; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
        // Urban land use; broiler chicks 
        public double Urban_Land_BroilerChicks() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00744;   // (m^2*annum / broiler chick) 
            return EF * numChicks; // (m^2*annum land use) 
        } 
 
 
 
        //// WATER DEPLETION //// --------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        // Water depletion; carcass incineration 
        public double Water_Incineration() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00018;     // (m^3 water / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^3 water) 
        } 
 
        // Water depletion; carcass rendering  
        public double Water_Rendering() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00099;     // (m^3 water / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^3 water) 
        } 
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        // Water depletion; carcass composting 
        public double Water_Composting() 
        { 
            double EF = 5.87454E-8;  // (m^3 water / kg carcass) 
            return 0.001 * EF * mortalities; // (m^3 water) 
        } 
 
        // Water depletion; electricity generation 
        public double Water_Electricity() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00328;     // (m^3 water / kWh) 
            return EF * electricity; // (m^3 water)  
        } 
 
        // Water depletion; water use 
        public double Water_Water() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00113; // (m^3 water / kg water) 
            return EF * water;   // (m^3 water)  
        } 
 
        // Water depletion; LPG use 
        public double Water_LPG() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00275; // (m^3 water / kg LPG) 
            double conversion = 1.983; // (kg LPG/gal) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel; 
        } 
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        // Water depletion; natural gas use 
        public double Water_NatGas() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.00035; // (m^3 water / m^3 natural gas) 
            double conversion = 0.003785; // (m^3 / gallon) 
            return conversion * EF * fuel; // (m^3 water) 
        } 
 
        // Water depletion; broiler chicks 
        public double Water_BroilerChicks() 
        { 
            double EF = 0.0145; 
                //0.06922;   // (m^3 water / broiler chick) 
            return EF * numChicks; // (m^3 water) 
        } 
 
 
    } // END IMPACT CATEGORIES CLASS 
} // END NAMESPACE 
“Inputs.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Inputs 
    { 
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        // // // Properties; values populated by the user inputs.   
 
        // Input page 1: "General" 
        public string userName { get; set; } // The user's name  
        public string simulationName { get; set; } // The name of the simulation case 
        public static int numDays { get; set; } // The maximum number of days allowed for a grow 
out 
        public string state { get; set; } // State where the farm is located 
        public string county { get; set; } // State county where the farm is located 
        //public int numYearsToSim { get; set; } // THe number of production years that will be 
simulated 
 
        // Input page 2: "Broiler" 
        public string broilerBreed { get; set; } // The name of our story's poultry protagonist 
        public double startWeight { get; set; } // The average weight of the broiler chicks (grams) 
        public double targetWeight { get; set; } // Desired, final, average weight of the broilers at 
the end of the production cycle ( grams ) 
        public double numBroilersAdded { get; set; } // The number of broilers added to the barn at 
the beginning of the production cycle ( integer value ) 
        public double numCleanDays { get; set; } // Number of days reserved between production 
cycles for barn cleaning ( days ) 
        public string manageCarcass { get; set; } // The method used to dispose of broiler carcasses 
 
        // Input page 3: "Feed Ration" *** need a better feed algorithm *** 
        public string feedType { get; set; } // The feed ration being supplied to the broilers 
 
        // Input page 4: "Barn Design" 
        public string name { get; set; } // Get barn's name to include in output page 
        public double barnLength { get; set; } // length (400 ft)( meters ) 
        public double barnWidth { get; set; } // Width (40 ft) ( meters ) 
        public string wallType { get; set; } // The type of wall used (curtain or solid) 
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        public string isOpenCeiling { get; set; } // The type of ceiling used (open or dropped) 
        public double sidewallHeight { get; set; } // Height of the sidewalls  
        public double ceilingPeakHeight { get; set; } // Height to the center pitch of the building 
        public double wallRValue { get; set; } // R value for barn wall; R-21 and R-7 in both the 
ceiling and walls http://www.roysfarm.com/broiler-poultry-housing/ 
        public double roofRValue { get; set; } // ^^^^^    see above    ^^^^^ { m^2*K/W } 
 
        // Input page 5: "Lighting" *** we need to develop an algorithm for a lighting program *** 
        public string lightBulbType { get; set; } // Type of light bulb being used in the house 
        public int numLightBulbs { get; set; } // Number of light bulbs 
        public double lightBulbWattage { get; set; } // Power rating of the light bulbs (W) 
 
        // Input page 6: "Ventilation" 
        public string isCircFanUsed { get; set; } // Are circulation fans used in the facility 
        public int numCircFans { get; set; } // How many circulation fans are being used 
        public double circFanPower { get; set; } // What is the power rating of the circ fans 
(horsepower) 
        public int numMinVentFans { get; set; } // How many minimum ventilation fans are being 
used 
        public double minVentFanFlow { get; set; } // What is the flow rate of the minimum 
ventilation fans? (CFM) 
        public double minVentFanPower { get; set; } // What is the power rating of the minimum 
ventilation fans (horsepower) 
        public string areTunnelFansUsed { get; set; } // Are tunnel ventilation fans used in the 
facility 
        public int numTunnelFans { get; set; } // How many transitional ventilation fans are being 
used 
        public double tunnelFanFlow { get; set; } // What is the flow rate of the transitional 
ventilation fans? (CFM) 
        public double tunnelFanPower { get; set; } // What is the power rating of the transitional 
ventilation fans (horsepower) 
        public string areSprinklersFoggersUsed { get; set; } // Are sprinklers or foggers used  
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        public int numSprinklersFoggers { get; set; } // How many of these sprinklers or foggers are 
used 
        public double flowSprinklersFoggers { get; set; } // Flow rate of these sprinklers or foggers 
(gpm) 
        public string isCoolingPadUsed { get; set; } // Are swamp coolers used in the facility 
        public double coolingPadFlowRate { get; set; } // What is the water usage rate of the swamp 
cooler (gpm) 
        public double coolPadPumpPower { get; set; } // What is the power rating of the pump 
supply of the swamp cooler (horsepower) 
 
        // Input page 7: "Heating / Cooling" 
        public int numBrooders { get; set; } // number of brooder heaters 
        public double brooderRating { get; set; } // The rated capacity on each brooder heater  
        public string heaterType { get; set; } // What type of heaters are used in the facility 
        public double heaterRating { get; set; } // Heating capacity of selected heater (BTU/hr) 
        public int numHeaters { get; set; } // How many heaters are installed 
        public string fuelType { get; set; } // What type of fuel is used in the heaters 
 
        // Input page 8: "Flock Management" 
        public string broodingStrategy { get; set; } // Full house, 1/2 house, 1/3 house brooding? 
        public int beddingAddedPerYear { get; set; } // The number of times per year the litter is 
changed 
    } 
} 
“jsonOutputs.cs” 
using System; 
using Newtonsoft.Json.Linq; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.IO; 
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using Newtonsoft.Json; 
 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class jsonOutput 
    { 
 
        // FIELDS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
        // Inventory Impacts 
        private static double GWP_Total, GWP_Feed, GWP_Incineration, GWP_Rendering, 
GWP_Composting, GWP_Electricity, GWP_Water, GWP_LPG, GWP_NatGas, 
GWP_BroilerChicks, GWP_Litter; 
        private static double Land_Total, Land_Feed, Land_Incineration, Land_Rendering, 
Land_Composting, Land_Electricity, Land_Water, Land_LPG, Land_NatGas, 
Land_BroilerChicks; 
        private static double Water_Total, Water_Feed, Water_Incineration, Water_Rendering, 
Water_Composting, Water_Electricity, Water_Water, Water_LPG, Water_NatGas, 
Water_BroilerChicks; 
        private static double totalCarbonFeed, totalWaterFeed, totalLandFeed; 
 
        // Properties 
        public string name { get; set; } 
        public List<double> time { get; set; } 
        public List<double> weight { get; set; } 
        public string feedType { get; set; } 
        public double flockStarterIntake { get; set; } 
        public double flockGrowerIntake { get; set; } 
        public double flockFinisherIntake { get; set; } 
        public double flockWithdrawlIntake { get; set; } 
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        public double totalFeedIntake { get; set; } 
        public double totalWaterIntake { get; set; } 
        public double flockNitrousOxide { get; set; } 
        public double manureNitrogen { get; set; } 
        public double flockAmmonia { get; set; } 
        public double flockPhosphorous { get; set; } 
        public double flockPotassium { get; set; } 
        public double coolingWater { get; set; } 
        public double natGas { get; set; } 
        public double propane { get; set; } 
        public double totalBirdsAdded { get; set; } 
        public double totalBirdsCaught { get; set; } 
        public double totalBirdsDead { get; set; } 
        public double totalMassBirdsDead { get; set; } 
        public double avgDailyGain { get; set; } 
        public double feedConversion { get; set; } 
        public string carcassMethod { get; set; } 
        public string fuelType { get; set; } 
        public int numYearsToSim { get; set; } 
        public double fanElectricity { get; set; } 
        public double lightElectricity { get; set; } 
        public int numCycles { get; set; } 
        public double totalBedding { get; set; } 
        public double totalExcreta { get; set; } 
 
 
        // Constructor with inventory items for impact category calculations 
        public jsonOutput( 
            string loadName, 
            List<double> loadTime, 
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            List<double> loadWeight, 
            string loadFeedType, 
            double loadFlockStarterIntake, 
            double loadFlockGrowerIntake, 
            double loadFlockFinisherIntake, 
            double loadFlockWithdrawlIntake, 
            double loadTotalFeedIntake, 
            double loadDrinkingWater, 
            double loadFlockNitrousOxide, 
            double loadManureNitrogen, 
            double loadFlockAmmonia, 
            double loadFlockPhosphorous, 
            double loadFlockPotassium, 
            double loadCoolingWater, 
            double loadNatGas, 
            double loadPropane, 
            double loadTotalBirdsAdded, 
            double loadTotalBirdsCaught, 
            double loadTotalBirdsDead, 
            double loadTotalMassBirdsDead, 
            double loadAvgDailyGain, 
            double loadFeedConversion, 
            string loadCarcassMethod, 
            string loadFuelType, 
            int loadNumYearsToSim, 
            double loadFanElectricity, 
            double loadLightElectricity, 
            int numCycles, 
            double loadTotalExcreta, 
            double loadTotalBedding 
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            ) 
        { 
            name = loadName; 
            time = loadTime; 
            weight = loadWeight; 
            feedType = loadFeedType; 
            flockStarterIntake = loadFlockStarterIntake; 
            flockGrowerIntake = loadFlockGrowerIntake; 
            flockFinisherIntake = loadFlockFinisherIntake; 
            flockWithdrawlIntake = loadFlockWithdrawlIntake; 
            totalFeedIntake = loadTotalFeedIntake; 
            totalWaterIntake = loadDrinkingWater; 
            flockNitrousOxide = loadFlockNitrousOxide; 
            manureNitrogen = loadManureNitrogen; 
            flockAmmonia = loadFlockAmmonia; 
            flockPhosphorous = loadFlockPhosphorous; 
            flockPotassium = loadFlockPotassium;  
            coolingWater = loadCoolingWater; 
            natGas = loadNatGas; 
            propane = loadPropane; 
            totalBirdsAdded = loadTotalBirdsAdded; 
            totalBirdsCaught = loadTotalBirdsCaught; 
            totalBirdsDead = loadTotalBirdsDead; 
            totalMassBirdsDead = loadTotalMassBirdsDead; 
            avgDailyGain = loadAvgDailyGain; 
            feedConversion = loadFeedConversion; 
            carcassMethod = loadCarcassMethod; 
            fuelType = loadFuelType; 
            numYearsToSim = loadNumYearsToSim; 
            fanElectricity = loadFanElectricity; 
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            lightElectricity = loadLightElectricity; 
            totalExcreta = loadTotalExcreta; 
            totalBedding = loadTotalBedding; 
 
            // Instantiate constant class 
            //Constants c = new Constants(); 
 
 
            // Run the function to create the json object and save the file 
            SetImpacts(); 
            SaveOutputFileMethod(); 
        } 
 
 
        // METHODS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
        // Calculate impacts here 
        private void SetImpacts() 
        { 
            double electricity = fanElectricity + lightElectricity; 
            double water = coolingWater + totalWaterIntake; 
            double fuel = propane + natGas; 
            // Calculate Impact Categories 
            ImpactCategories impacts = new ImpactCategories(totalMassBirdsDead, carcassMethod, 
electricity, water, fuel, fuelType, totalBirdsAdded, flockNitrousOxide); 
            // Calculate the impacts from rations  
            RationImpacts ration = new RationImpacts(); 
            totalCarbonFeed = 0; 
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            totalWaterFeed = 0; 
            totalLandFeed = 0; 
            // Carbon from feed 
            Dictionary<string, double> carbonFootprint = ration.GetRationFootprint("carbon", 
feedType, flockStarterIntake, flockGrowerIntake, flockFinisherIntake, flockWithdrawlIntake); 
            foreach(var item in carbonFootprint) 
            { 
                totalCarbonFeed = totalCarbonFeed + item.Value; 
            } 
            // Water from feed 
            Dictionary<string, double> waterFootprint = ration.GetRationFootprint("water", 
feedType, flockStarterIntake, flockGrowerIntake, flockFinisherIntake, flockWithdrawlIntake); 
            foreach (var item in waterFootprint) 
            { 
                totalWaterFeed = totalWaterFeed + item.Value; 
            } 
            // Land from feed 
            Dictionary<string, double> landFootprint = ration.GetRationFootprint("land", feedType, 
flockStarterIntake, flockGrowerIntake, flockFinisherIntake, flockWithdrawlIntake); 
            foreach (var item in landFootprint) 
            { 
                totalLandFeed = totalLandFeed + item.Value; 
            } 
 
            GWP_Feed = totalCarbonFeed; 
            Land_Feed = totalLandFeed; 
            Water_Feed = totalWaterFeed;  
 
 
            // Impacts from Mortality Management  
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            if (carcassMethod == "Incineration") 
            { 
                // GWP 
                GWP_Incineration = impacts.GWP_Incineration(); 
                GWP_Rendering = 0; 
                GWP_Composting = 0; 
                // Land Occupation 
                Land_Incineration = impacts.Agricultural_Land_Incineration() + 
impacts.Urban_Land_Incineration(); 
                Land_Rendering = 0; 
                Land_Composting = 0; 
                // Water depletion 
                Water_Incineration = impacts.Water_Incineration(); 
                Water_Rendering = 0; 
                Water_Composting = 0; 
 
            } 
            else if (carcassMethod == "Rendering") 
            { 
                // GWP 
                GWP_Incineration = 0; 
                GWP_Rendering = impacts.GWP_Rendering(); 
                GWP_Composting = 0; 
                // Land Occupation 
                Land_Incineration = 0; 
                Land_Rendering = impacts.Agricultural_Land_Rendering() + 
impacts.Urban_Land_Rendering(); 
                Land_Composting = 0; 
                // Water depletion 
                Water_Incineration = 0; 
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                Water_Rendering = impacts.Water_Rendering(); 
                Water_Composting = 0; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                // GWP 
                GWP_Incineration = 0; 
                GWP_Rendering = 0; 
                GWP_Composting = impacts.GWP_Composting(); 
                // Land Occupation 
                Land_Incineration = 0; 
                Land_Rendering = 0;  
                Land_Composting = impacts.Agricultural_Land_Composting() + 
impacts.Urban_Land_Composting(); 
                // Water depletion 
                Water_Incineration = 0; 
                Water_Rendering = 0; 
                Water_Composting = impacts.Water_Composting(); 
            } 
 
            // Impacts from Fuel 
            if(fuelType == "Propane") 
            { 
                // GWP 
                GWP_LPG = impacts.GWP_LPG(); 
                GWP_NatGas = 0; 
                // Land occupation 
                Land_LPG = impacts.Agricultural_Land_LPG() + impacts.Urban_Land_LPG(); 
                Land_NatGas = 0; 
                // Water depletion 
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                Water_LPG = impacts.Water_LPG(); 
                Water_NatGas = 0; 
            } 
            else if(fuelType == "Natural Gas") 
            { 
                // GWP 
                GWP_LPG = 0; 
                GWP_NatGas = impacts.GWP_NatGas(); 
                // Land occupation 
                Land_LPG = 0; 
                Land_NatGas = impacts.Agricultural_Land_NatGas() + 
impacts.Urban_Land_NatGas(); 
                // Water depletion 
                Water_LPG = 0; 
                Water_NatGas = impacts.Water_NatGas(); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                throw new Exception("\n\t Invalid fuel type; select valid fuel."); 
            } 
 
            // Impacts from electricity 
            GWP_Electricity = impacts.GWP_Electricity(); 
            Land_Electricity = impacts.Agricultural_Land_Electricity() + 
impacts.Urban_Land_Electricity(); 
            Water_Electricity = impacts.Water_Electricity(); 
 
            //  Impacts from Water 
            GWP_Water = impacts.GWP_Water(); 
            Land_Water = impacts.Agricultural_Land_Water() + impacts.Urban_Land_Water(); 
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            Water_Water = impacts.Water_Water(); 
 
            // Impacts from Broiler Chicks 
            GWP_BroilerChicks = impacts.GWP_BroilerChicks(); 
            Land_BroilerChicks = impacts.Agricultural_Land_BroilerChicks() + 
impacts.Urban_Land_BroilerChicks(); 
            Water_BroilerChicks = impacts.Water_BroilerChicks(); 
 
            // GWP from Litter 
            GWP_Litter = impacts.GWP_Litter(); 
 
            // Total the impacts 
            GWP_Total = GWP_Incineration + GWP_Feed + GWP_Rendering + GWP_Composting 
+ GWP_Electricity + GWP_Water + GWP_LPG + GWP_NatGas + GWP_BroilerChicks + 
GWP_Litter;  
            Land_Total = Land_Feed + Land_Incineration + Land_Rendering + Land_Composting + 
Land_Electricity + Land_Water + Land_LPG + Land_NatGas + Land_BroilerChicks;  
            Water_Total = Water_Incineration + Water_Feed + Water_Rendering + 
Water_Composting + Water_Electricity + Water_Water + Water_LPG + Water_NatGas + 
Water_BroilerChicks; 
        } 
 
        // Control significant digits 
        static double RoundToSignificantDigits(double d, int digits) 
        { 
            if (d == 0.0) 
            { 
                return 0.0; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
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                double leftSideNumbers = Math.Floor(Math.Log10(Math.Abs(d))) + 1; 
                double scale = Math.Pow(10, leftSideNumbers); 
                double result = scale * Math.Round(d / scale, digits, 
MidpointRounding.AwayFromZero); 
 
                // Clean possible precision error. 
                if ((int)leftSideNumbers >= digits) 
                { 
                    return Math.Round(result, 0, MidpointRounding.AwayFromZero); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    return Math.Round(result, digits - (int)leftSideNumbers, 
MidpointRounding.AwayFromZero); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        // Making sure the correct unit is displayed depending on the fuel selected 
        public string FuelUnitOutput(string fuelType) 
        { 
            string fuelUnit = "volume"; 
 
            if(fuelType == "Natural Gas") 
            { 
                fuelUnit = "ft\xB3"; // cubic foot 
            } 
            else if (fuelType == "Propane") 
            { 
                fuelUnit = "gallons"; 
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            } 
 
            return fuelUnit;  
        } 
 
        // Building output JSON file for data transfer to the gui: 
        // Most unit conversions occur here 
        public JObject SaveOutputFileMethod() 
        { 
            // Calculate annual, per bird, and per LW outputs 
            int years = Constants.numYearsWeather; 
            double totalLW = totalBirdsCaught * weight.Last(); 
            double totalBirds = totalBirdsCaught;  
 
            // Bird mortality 
            double annualBirdsAdded = totalBirdsAdded / years; 
            double annualBirdsCaught = totalBirdsCaught / years; 
            double annualNumDead = totalBirdsDead / years; 
            double annualMassDead = totalMassBirdsDead / years; 
 
            // Feed Consumed  
            double totalFeed = 2.20462 * totalFeedIntake; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalFeed / years, 2); 
            double perBirdFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalFeed / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWFeed = Math.Round(totalFeed / totalLW,2); 
 
            // // // Electricity 
            // total 
            double totalElec = fanElectricity + lightElectricity; 
            double annualTotalElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalElec / years, 2); 
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            double perBirdTotalElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalElec / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWTotalElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalElec / totalLW, 2); 
            // fan electricity 
            double annualFanElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(fanElectricity / years, 2); 
            double perBirdFanElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(fanElectricity / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWFanElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(fanElectricity / totalLW, 2); 
            // light electricity 
            double annualLightElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(lightElectricity / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLightElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(lightElectricity / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWLightElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(lightElectricity / totalLW, 2); 
 
            // Fuel 
            double totalFuel = natGas + propane; 
            double annualFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalFuel / years, 2); 
            double perBirdFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalFuel / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalFuel / totalLW, 2); 
 
            // // // Water 
            // Total 
            double totalWater = 0.2639 * (totalWaterIntake + coolingWater); // kg water -> gallons 
water 
            double annualTotalWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWater / years, 2); 
            double perBirdTotalWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWater / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWTotalWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWater / totalLW, 2); 
            // drinking 
            double drinkingWater = 0.2639 * totalWaterIntake; // kg water -> gallons water 
            double annualDrinkWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(drinkingWater / years, 2); 
            double perBirdDrinkWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(drinkingWater / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWDrinkWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(drinkingWater / totalLW, 2); 
            // cooling 
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            double annualCoolWater; double perBirdCoolWater; double perLWCoolWater; 
            if (coolingWater != 0) 
            { 
                annualCoolWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(0.2639 * coolingWater / years, 2); // kg 
water -> gallons water 
                perBirdCoolWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(0.2639 * coolingWater / totalBirds, 2); 
// kg water -> gallons water 
                perLWCoolWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(0.2639 * coolingWater / totalLW, 2); // 
kg water -> gallons water 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                annualCoolWater = 0.00; 
                perBirdCoolWater = 0.00; 
                perLWCoolWater = 0.00; 
            } 
 
            // // // Litter 
            // produced 
            double litter = 2.20462 * totalExcreta + years * totalBedding; // lbs of excreta produced 
in the 3 year simulation 
            double annualLitter = RoundToSignificantDigits(litter / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLitter = RoundToSignificantDigits(litter / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWLitter = RoundToSignificantDigits(litter / totalLW, 2); 
            // content 
            double nContent = RoundToSignificantDigits(100 * manureNitrogen / (litter / 2.20462), 
2); ; // mass -> mass % 
            double pContent = RoundToSignificantDigits(100 * flockPhosphorous / (litter / 2.20462), 
2); ; // mass -> mass % 
            double kContent = RoundToSignificantDigits(100 * flockPotassium / (litter / 2.20462), 
2); ; // mass -> mass % 
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            // // // GWP 
            // // total 
            double totalGWP = 2.20462 * GWP_Total; // kg -> lbs  
            double annualGWP = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWP / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWP = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWP / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWGWP = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWP / totalLW, 2); 
            // // feed 
            double totalGWPFeed = 2.20462 * GWP_Feed; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualGWPFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPFeed / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWPFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPFeed / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWGWPFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPFeed / totalLW, 2); 
            // // carcass management  
            double totalGWPCarcass = 2.20462 * (GWP_Composting + GWP_Rendering + 
GWP_Incineration) ; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualGWPCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPCarcass / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWPCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPCarcass / totalBirds, 
2); 
            double perLWGWPCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPCarcass / totalLW, 2); 
            // // electricity 
            double totalGWPElec = 2.20462 * GWP_Electricity; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualGWPElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPElec / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWPElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPElec / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWGWPElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPElec / totalLW, 2); 
            // // water 
            double totalGWPwater = 2.20462 * GWP_Water; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualGWPWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPwater / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWPWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPwater / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWGWPWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPwater / totalLW, 2); 
            // // fuel 
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            double totalGWPFuel = 2.20462 * (GWP_NatGas + GWP_LPG); // kg -> lbs 
            double annualGWPFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPFuel / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWPFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPFuel / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWGWPFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPFuel / totalLW, 2); 
            // // chicks 
            double totalGWPChicks = 2.20462 * (GWP_BroilerChicks); // kg -> lbs 
            double annualGWPChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPChicks / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWPChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPChicks / totalBirds, 
2); 
            double perLWGWPChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPChicks / totalLW, 2); 
            // // litter 
            double totalGWPLitter = 2.20462 * (GWP_Litter); // kg -> lbs 
            double annualGWPLitter = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPLitter / years, 2); 
            double perBirdGWPLitter = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPLitter / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWGWPLitter = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalGWPLitter / totalLW, 2); 
 
            // // // Land  
            // // total 
            double totalLand = Land_Total / 4046.86; // m^2 -> acres 
            double annualLand = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLand / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLand = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLand / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWLand = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLand / totalLW, 2); 
            // // feed 
            double totalLandFeed = Land_Feed / 4046.86; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualLandFPFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFeed / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLandFPFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFeed / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWLandFPFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFeed / totalLW, 2); 
            // // carcass management  
            double totalLandFPCarcass = (Land_Composting + Land_Rendering + 
Land_Incineration) / 4046.86; // kg -> lbs 
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            double annualLandFPCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPCarcass / years, 
2); 
            double perBirdLandFPCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPCarcass / 
totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWLandFPCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPCarcass / 
totalLW, 2); 
            // // electricity 
            double totalLandFPElec = Land_Electricity / 4046.86; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualLandFPElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPElec / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLandFPElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPElec / totalBirds, 
2); 
            double perLWLandFPElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPElec / totalLW, 2); 
            // // water 
            double totalLandFPwater = Land_Water / 4046.86; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualLandFPWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPwater / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLandFPWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPwater / totalBirds, 
2); 
            double perLWLandFPWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPwater / totalLW, 
2); 
            // // fuel 
            double totalLandFPFuel = (Land_NatGas + Land_LPG) / 4046.86; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualLandFPFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPFuel / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLandFPFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPFuel / totalBirds, 
2); 
            double perLWLandFPFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPFuel / totalLW, 2); 
            // // chicks 
            double totalLandFPChicks = Land_BroilerChicks / 4046.86; // kg -> lbs 
            double annualLandFPChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPChicks / years, 2); 
            double perBirdLandFPChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPChicks / 
totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWLandFPChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalLandFPChicks / totalLW, 
2); 
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            // // // Water 
            // // total 
            double total_Water = 264.172 * Water_Total; // m^3 -> gal 
            double annualWaterFP = RoundToSignificantDigits(total_Water / years, 2); 
            double perBirdWaterFP = RoundToSignificantDigits(total_Water / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWWaterFP = RoundToSignificantDigits(total_Water / totalLW, 2); 
            // // feed 
            double totalWaterFeed = 264.172 * Water_Feed; // m^3 -> gal 
            double annualWaterFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterFeed / years, 2); 
            double perBirdWaterFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterFeed / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWWaterFeed = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterFeed / totalLW, 2); 
            // // carcass management  
            double totalWaterCarcass = 264.172 * (Water_Composting + Water_Rendering + 
Water_Incineration); // m^3 -> gal 
            double annualWaterCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterCarcass / years, 2); 
            double perBirdWaterCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterCarcass / totalBirds, 
2); 
            double perLWWaterCarcass = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterCarcass / totalLW, 
2); 
            // // electricity 
            double totalWaterElec = 264.172 * Water_Electricity; // m^3 -> gal 
            double annualWaterElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterElec / years, 2); 
            double perBirdWaterElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterElec / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWWaterElec = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterElec / totalLW, 2); 
            // // water 
            double totalWaterWater = 264.172 * Water_Water; // m^3 -> gal 
            double annualWaterWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterWater / years, 2); 
            double perBirdWaterWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterWater / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWWaterWater = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterWater / totalLW, 2); 
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            // // fuel 
            double totalWaterFuel = 264.172 * (Water_NatGas + Water_LPG); // m^3 -> gal 
            double annualWaterFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterFuel / years, 2); 
            double perBirdWaterFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterFuel / totalBirds, 2); 
            double perLWWaterFuel = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterFuel / totalLW, 2); 
            // // chicks 
            double totalWaterChicks = 264.172 * Water_BroilerChicks; // m^3 -> gal 
            double annualWaterChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterChicks / years, 2); 
            double perBirdWaterChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterChicks / totalBirds, 
2); 
            double perLWWaterChicks = RoundToSignificantDigits(totalWaterChicks / totalLW, 2); 
 
 
            JObject output = new JObject( 
                new JProperty("barnName",name), 
                new JProperty("time", 
                    new JObject( 
                        new JProperty("unit", "day number"), 
                        new JProperty("timestep", time))), 
                new JProperty("weight", 
                    new JObject( 
                        new JProperty("unit", "pounds"), 
                        new JProperty("lbs weight gained", weight))), 
                new JProperty("performance", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Number of Broilers Added"), 
                            new JProperty("value", Math.Round(annualBirdsAdded)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "broilers/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
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                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Number of Broilers at Catch"), 
                            new JProperty("value", Math.Round(annualBirdsCaught)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "live broilers/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Number of Broiler Mortalities"), 
                            new JProperty("value", Math.Round(annualNumDead)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "dead broilers/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Weight of Broiler Carcasses"), 
                            new JProperty("value", Math.Round(0.00220462 * annualMassDead,0)), 
//grams -> lbs 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs. carcass/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Mortality Rate"), 
                            new JProperty("value", Math.Round(100 * 
annualNumDead/annualBirdsAdded, 2)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "% dead")))), 
                new JProperty("parameters", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Average Daily Gain"), 
                            new JProperty("value", Math.Round(0.00220462 * avgDailyGain,2)), // grams 
-> lbs 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs/day")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Feed Conversion Ratio"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWFeed), // (kg feed / kg LW) 
                            new JProperty("unit", "feed intake/weight gained")))), 
                new JProperty("electricity_total", 
                    new JArray( 
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                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualTotalElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdTotalElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWTotalElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("electricity_ventilation", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualFanElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdFanElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWFanElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("electricity_lighting", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Consumption"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", annualLightElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLightElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLightElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "kilowatt-hour/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("fuel", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Type of Fuel Used"), 
                            new JProperty("value", fuelType), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "type of fuel")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", FuelUnitOutput(fuelType) + "/year")), 
                         new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", FuelUnitOutput(fuelType) + "/bird")), 
                         new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", FuelUnitOutput(fuelType) + "/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_total", 
                    new JArray( 
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                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualTotalWater),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdTotalWater),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWTotalWater),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_drinking", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualDrinkWater),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdDrinkWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWDrinkWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_cooling", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Consumption"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", annualCoolWater),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdCoolWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWCoolWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("litter_prod", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Litter Produced"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualLitter), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs litter/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Litter Produced per Bird"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLitter), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs litter/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Litter Produced per Live Weight"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLitter), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs litter/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("litter_comp", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Nitrogen (N) Content in Litter"), 
                            new JProperty("value", nContent), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "mass % of litter")), 
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                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Phosphorus (P) Content in Litter"), 
                            new JProperty("value", pContent), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "mass % of Litter")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Potassium (K) Content in Litter"), 
                            new JProperty("value", kContent), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "mass % of Litter")))), 
                new JProperty("emissions", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Nitrous Oxide Emission"), 
                            new JProperty("value", 2.20462 * flockNitrousOxide), // kg -> lbs 
                            new JProperty("unit", "pounds")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Ammonia Emission"), 
                            new JProperty("value", 2.20462 * flockAmmonia), // kg -> lbs 
                            new JProperty("unit", "pounds")))), 
                new JProperty("feed", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Feed Consumption"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs feed/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Feed Consumed per Bird"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs feed/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Total"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", perLWFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lbs/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_total", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWP),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWP),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWP),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_feed", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWPFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWPFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
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                new JProperty("gwp_carcass", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Management Method"), 
                            new JProperty("value", carcassMethod), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "management method")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWPCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWPCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_elec", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWPElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWPElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_water", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWPWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWPWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_fuel", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Type of Fuel Used"), 
                            new JProperty("value", fuelType), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "fuel type")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWPFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
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                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWPFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_chicks", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWPChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWPChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_emissions", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPLitter), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdGWPLitter), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", perLWGWPLitter), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("gwp_contributions", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Feed"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPFeed),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Incineration"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(2.20462 * 
GWP_Incineration / years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Rendering"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(2.20462 * GWP_Rendering 
/ years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Composting"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(2.20462 * 
GWP_Composting / years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Electricity"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPElec),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Water"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPWater),  
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                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Propane"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(2.20462 * GWP_LPG / 
years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Natural Gas"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(2.20462 * GWP_NatGas / 
years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Broiler Chicks"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPChicks),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Barn Emissions"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualGWPLitter), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "lb CO\x2082 equivalents/year")))), 
                new JProperty("land_total", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Annual Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLand), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLand), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("land_feed", 
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                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLandFPFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("land_carcass", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Management Method"), 
                            new JProperty("value", carcassMethod), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "management method")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLandFPCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("land_elec", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
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                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLandFPElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("land_water", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLandFPWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("land_fuel", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Type of Fuel Used"), 
                            new JProperty("value", fuelType), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "fuel type")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLandFPFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("land_chicks", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
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                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWLandFPChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("land_contributions", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Feed"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPFeed),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Incineration"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(Land_Incineration / 
(totalBirds * 4046.86), 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Rendering"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(Land_Rendering / 
(totalBirds * 4046.86), 2)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Composting"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(Land_Composting / 
(totalBirds * 4046.86), 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Electricity"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPElec),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Water"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPWater),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Propane"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(Land_LPG / (totalBirds * 
4046.86), 2)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Natural Gas"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(Land_NatGas / (totalBirds * 
4046.86), 2)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Broiler Chicks"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdLandFPChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "acres")))), 
                new JProperty("waterImpacts_total", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterFP),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Annual Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdWaterFP),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
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                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Total"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWWaterFP),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_feed", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdWaterFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWWaterFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_carcass", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Management Method"), 
                            new JProperty("value", carcassMethod), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "management method")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", perBirdWaterCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWWaterCarcass), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_elec", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdWaterElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWWaterElec), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_water", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdWaterWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
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                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWWaterWater), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_fuel", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Type of Fuel Used"), 
                            new JProperty("value", fuelType), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "fuel type")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perBirdWaterFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWWaterFuel), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("water_chicks", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Annual Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Bird Contribution"), 
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                            new JProperty("value", perBirdWaterChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/bird")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Per Live Weight Contribution"), 
                            new JProperty("value", perLWWaterChicks), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/lb live weight")))), 
                new JProperty("waterImpacts_contributions", 
                    new JArray( 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Feed"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterFeed), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Incineration"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(264.172 * 
Water_Incineration / years, 2)), 
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Rendering"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(264.172 * Water_Rendering 
/ years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Carcass Composting"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(264.172 * 
Water_Composting / years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Electricity"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterElec),  
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                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Water"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterWater),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Propane"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(264.172 * Water_LPG / 
years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Natural Gas"), 
                            new JProperty("value", RoundToSignificantDigits(264.172 * Water_NatGas / 
years, 2)),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year")), 
                        new JObject( 
                            new JProperty("field", "Broiler Chicks"), 
                            new JProperty("value", annualWaterChicks),  
                            new JProperty("unit", "gallons/year"))))); 
 
            // martin: 
@"C:\Users\machrist\Desktop\dev\poultrycalculator\broilerProduction\jsonOutputFile.json" 
            
//File.WriteAllText(@"C:\Users\machrist\Desktop\dev\poultrycalculator\broilerProduction\json
OutputFile.json", JsonConvert.SerializeObject(output));  
 
                return output; 
        } 
    } 
} 
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“Lighting.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Lighting 
    { 
        // Electricity consumption from lights 
        public double LightElectricityMethod(int hour, Inputs i) 
        { 
            return (i.numLightBulbs * i.lightBulbWattage) / 1000; // (kWh) 
        } 
 
        // Lighting program <5.5 lb (<2.5 kg) final weight  
        // Cobb broiler management guide: http://www.cobb-vantress.com/academy/management-
guides 
        public int DefaultLight1(List<double> gain, List<double> time) 
        { 
            double numDays = time.Last(); int i = 0; int hoursLight = 0; int lightOn = 0; 
            double fiveDaysPrior = numDays - 5; double fourDaysPrior = numDays - 4; double 
threeDaysPrior = numDays - 3; 
            double twoDaysPrior = numDays - 2; double oneDayPrior = numDays - 1;  
            foreach (double element in gain) 
            { 
                if (time[i] == 0) 
                { 
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                    lightOn = 24; 
                } 
                else if(time[i] == 1 || gain[i] < 100) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 23; 
                } 
                else if(gain[i] >= 100 && time[i] < fiveDaysPrior) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 18; 
                } 
                else if(time[i] >= fiveDaysPrior) 
                { 
                    if(time[i] == fiveDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 19; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == fourDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 20; 
                    } 
                    else if(time[i] == threeDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 21; 
                    } 
                    else if(time[i] == twoDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 22; 
                    } 
                    else if(time[i] == oneDayPrior || time[i] == time.Last()) 
                    { 
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                        lightOn = 23; 
                    } 
                } 
 
                hoursLight = hoursLight + lightOn; 
                i++; 
            } 
 
            return hoursLight; 
        } 
 
        // Lighting program 5.5 - 6.6 lb (2.5 - 3.0 kg) final weight  
        // Cobb broiler management guide: http://www.cobb-vantress.com/academy/management-
guides 
        public int DefaultLight2(List<double> gain, List<double> time) 
        { 
            double numDays = time.Last(); int i = 0; int hoursLight = 0; int lightOn = 0; 
            double fiveDaysPrior = numDays - 5; double fourDaysPrior = numDays - 4; double 
threeDaysPrior = numDays - 3; 
            double twoDaysPrior = numDays - 2; double oneDayPrior = numDays - 1; 
            foreach (double element in gain) 
            { 
                if (time[i] == 0) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 24; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 1 || gain[i] < 100) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 23; 
                } 
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                else if (gain[i] >= 100 && time[i] < 22) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 15; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 22) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 16; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 23) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 17; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 24) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 18; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] >= fiveDaysPrior) 
                { 
                    if (time[i] == fiveDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 19; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == fourDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 20; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == threeDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 21; 
                    } 
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                    else if (time[i] == twoDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 22; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == oneDayPrior || time[i] == time.Last()) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 23; 
                    } 
                } 
 
                hoursLight = hoursLight + lightOn; 
                i++; 
            } 
 
            return hoursLight; 
        } 
 
        // Lighting program >6.6 lbs (>3.0 kg) final weight  
        // Cobb broiler management guide: http://www.cobb-vantress.com/academy/management-
guides 
        public int DefaultLight3(List<double> gain, List<double> time) 
        { 
            double numDays = time.Last(); int i = 0; int hoursLight = 0; int lightOn = 0; 
            double fiveDaysPrior = numDays - 5; double fourDaysPrior = numDays - 4; double 
threeDaysPrior = numDays - 3; 
            double twoDaysPrior = numDays - 2; double oneDayPrior = numDays - 1; 
            foreach (double element in gain) 
            { 
                if (time[i] == 0) 
                { 
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                    lightOn = 24; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 1 || gain[i] < 100) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 23; 
                } 
                else if (gain[i] >= 100 && time[i] < 22) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 12; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 22) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 13; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 23) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 14; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] >= 24 && time[i] <= 28 ) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 15; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 29) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 16; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] == 30) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 17; 
                } 
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                else if (time[i] == 31) 
                { 
                    lightOn = 18; 
                } 
                else if (time[i] >= fiveDaysPrior) 
                { 
                    if (time[i] == fiveDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 19; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == fourDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 20; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == threeDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 21; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == twoDaysPrior) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 22; 
                    } 
                    else if (time[i] == oneDayPrior || time[i] == time.Last()) 
                    { 
                        lightOn = 23; 
                    } 
                } 
 
                hoursLight = hoursLight + lightOn; 
                i++; 
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            } 
 
            return hoursLight; 
        } 
    } 
} 
“Program.cs” 
using System; 
using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO; 
using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO.Modules; 
using System.IO; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            // After a pull: localhost:9696 
            var url = "http://localhost:9696/"; 
            if (args.Length > 0) 
                url = args[0]; 
            string path; 
#if DEBUG 
            // After a pull: "c://Users/machrist/Desktop/dev/poultry-frontend" 
            string workingDirectory = Directory.GetCurrentDirectory(); 
            string parentDevDirectory = 
Directory.GetParent(workingDirectory).Parent.Parent.Parent.FullName; 
            path = parentDevDirectory + @"\poultry-frontend\"; 
#else 
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            path = ""; 
            try 
            { 
                path = Directory.GetCurrentDirectory() + @"\build\"; 
                if (!Directory.Exists(path)) { Directory.CreateDirectory(path); } 
            } 
            catch(Exception e) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine(e.ToString()); 
            } 
#endif 
            Console.WriteLine(path); 
            // Our web server is disposable. 
            using (var server = new WebServer(url)) 
            { 
                // First, we will configure our web server by adding Modules. 
                // Please note that order DOES matter. 
                // 
=====================================================================
=========================== 
                // If we want to enable sessions, we simply register the LocalSessionModule 
                // Beware that this is an in-memory session storage mechanism so, avoid storing very 
large objects. 
                // You can use the server.GetSession() method to get the SessionInfo object and 
manupulate it. 
                // You could potentially implement a distributed session module using something like 
Redis 
                server.RegisterModule(new LocalSessionModule()); 
                // Here we setup serving of static files 
                server.RegisterModule(new StaticFilesModule(path)); 
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                // The static files module will cache small files in ram until it detects they have been 
modified. 
                server.Module<StaticFilesModule>().UseRamCache = false; 
                //server.Module<StaticFilesModule>().DefaultExtension = ".html"; 
                server.RegisterModule(new CorsModule("http://localhost:3000")); 
                server.Module<CorsModule>(); 
                server.RegisterModule(new WebApiModule()); 
                server.Module<WebApiModule>().RegisterController<SimulationController>(); 
                server.Module<WebApiModule>().RegisterController<WeatherController>(); 
                server.RegisterModule(new FallbackModule("/index.html")); 
                // We don't need to add the line below. The default document is always index.html. 
                //server.Module<Modules.StaticFilesWebModule>().DefaultDocument = 
"index.html"; 
 
                // Once we've registered our modules and configured them, we call the RunAsync() 
method. 
                server.RunAsync(); 
 
                // Fire up the browser to show the content if we are debugging! 
 
                var browser = new System.Diagnostics.Process() 
                { 
                    StartInfo = new System.Diagnostics.ProcessStartInfo(url) { UseShellExecute = true 
} 
                }; 
                browser.Start(); 
 
                // Wait for any key to be pressed before disposing of our web server. 
                // In a service we'd manage the lifecycle of of our web server using 
                // something like a BackgroundWorker or a ManualResetEvent. 
                Console.ReadKey(true); 
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            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
“Psychrometrics.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Psychrometrics 
    { 
        // Constants 
        private const float atmPressure = 101325; // Atmospheric pressure ( Pa ) 
        private const double airDensity = 1.1839; // Density of air at 25 C (kg/m^3) 
 
        // PSYCHROMETRIC METHODS -------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------- 
 
 
        // Calculate the mass of water per volume of air under current conditions 
        public double CalcWaterInAir(double specificHumidity, double dryBulbTemp) 
        { 
            return specificHumidity * (101300 * 29) / (8313 * (dryBulbTemp + 273)); // (kg H20 / 
m^3 air) 
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        } 
 
        // Calculate the saturation pressure 
        public double CalcSaturationPressure(double dryBulbTemp) 
        { 
            // Deviations from Lide table: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vapour_pressure_of_water 
            // Arden Buck equation (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arden_Buck_equation) chosen bc 
of smallest errors 
            return 1000*0.61121 * Math.Exp((18.678 - dryBulbTemp / 234.5) * (dryBulbTemp / 
(257.14 + dryBulbTemp))); // Pa 
        } 
 
        // Calculate the amount of moisture the air can hold when saturated 
        public double CalcMaxWaterInAir(double saturationPressure, double dryBulbTemp) 
        { 
            // from heathers code; need to find a documented form of this 
            double waterPerVol = 18 * (saturationPressure / (8313 * (dryBulbTemp + 273))); // (kg 
H20 / m^3 air) 
            return airDensity * waterPerVol; // (kg H2O / kg air) 
        } 
 
        // Alternative method for calculating the RH; note this is an approxiamation method 
        // source: https://earthscience.stackexchange.com/questions/2360/how-do-i-convert-
specific-humidity-to-relative-humidity 
        public double CalcRelHumidityMethod(double dryBulbTemp, double specHumidity) 
        { 
            double T = dryBulbTemp + 273.16; 
            double refT = 273.16;  
            double a = 0.263 * atmPressure * specHumidity; 
            double b = Math.Exp((17.67 * (T - refT)) / (T - 29.65)); 
            double RH = a * (1 / (b)); 
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            if (RH <= 100) return RH; 
            else return 100;  
        } 
 
        // Convert relative humidity (%) to specific humidity (kg water / kg dry air) 
        // This is just the reverse of OtherWayCalcRelHumidity() 
        // source: https://earthscience.stackexchange.com/questions/2360/how-do-i-convert-
specific-humidity-to-relative-humidity 
        public double RelHumidityToSpecificHumidity(double dryBulbTemp, double 
relativeHumidity) 
        { 
            double T = dryBulbTemp + 273.16; 
            double refT = 273.16; 
            double RH = relativeHumidity; 
 
            // We are not considering entrained water particles that can drive the RH > 100 % 
            //if (relativeHumidity > 100) RH = 100; 
            //else RH = relativeHumidity; 
 
            double a = RH / (0.263 * atmPressure); 
            double b = Math.Exp((17.67 * (T - refT)) / (T - 29.65)); 
 
            return a * b; // (kg H2O / kg dry air) 
        } 
 
        // Emperical regression for calculating wetbulb temperature from relative humidity  
        // "Wet-bulb temperature from relative humidity and air temperature" by Roland Stull  
        // https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/JAMC-D-11-0143.1 
        public double CalcWetBulbTempMethod(double dryBulbTemp, double relativeHumidity) 
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        { 
            // Breakdown of the regression   
            double a = dryBulbTemp * Math.Atan(0.151977 * Math.Pow(relativeHumidity + 
8.313659, 0.5)); 
            double b = Math.Atan(dryBulbTemp + relativeHumidity); 
            double c = -1 * Math.Atan(relativeHumidity - 1.676331); 
            double d = 0.00391838 * Math.Pow(relativeHumidity, 1.5) * Math.Atan(0.023101 * 
relativeHumidity); 
            double e = -1 * 4.686035; 
 
            // combine terms and return value 
            return a + b + c + d + e; 
        } 
 
        // Calculate the temperature of the air exiting the evaporative cooler 
        // source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evaporative_cooler#cite_note-ASHRAE_HVAC-24 
        public double CalcEvapCooledAirTemp(double dryBulbEnteringTemp, double 
wetBulbEnteringTemp) 
        { 
            double dryBulbOut; 
 
            double eff = 0.78; // The efficiency of the evaporative cooler *** need a source or way to 
estimate *** 
            double Tdb_e = dryBulbEnteringTemp; // dry bulb temperature of the air entering the 
evaporative cooler (dry bulb temp of outdoor air) 
            double Twb_e = wetBulbEnteringTemp; // wet bulb temperature of the air entering the 
evaporative cooler (wet bulb temp of outdoor air) 
 
            double Tout = Tdb_e - eff * (Tdb_e - Twb_e); // The temperature of the air exiting the 
evaporative cooler and entering the broiler house 
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            return Tout; 
        } 
 
        // Calculate the energy of evaporation and mass of water evaporated by the swamp cooler 
        public double CalcCoolWaterEvapMethod(double ventRate, double outsideTemp, double 
coolAirTemp) 
        { 
            // Mass of water evaporated into the incoming air stream 
            double waterEvap; 
            // Heat of evaporation 
            double Qevap = 0.01 * ventRate * Constants.airDensity * Constants.airCp * 
(outsideTemp - coolAirTemp); 
            // Mass of water evaporated 
            waterEvap = Qevap / Constants.latentHeatEvap; 
 
            return waterEvap; 
        } 
 
        // Broiler moisture respiration: http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ps041 
        // The source states 40 gal H2O, for 25,000 4 lb birds in an hour, is produced 
        public double BroilerMoisture(double flockWeight) 
        { 
            double moistureProduction = 4.01E-6; // ( kg H2O / (kg LW*hr) ) 
            return moistureProduction * flockWeight; // ( kg H20 / hr ) 
        } 
 
        // Calculate the flow rate of moisture in an air stream 
        public double KgWaterPerHour(double ventilationRate, double specHumidity) 
        { 
            return airDensity * ventilationRate * specHumidity; // (kg H2O / hour) 
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        } 
 
 
        // Mass balance of water (kg) in the air per hour 
        /* 
        public double DMassH20_DTime(double flockWeight, double ventilationRate, double 
outsideSpecHumidity, double hourStartBarnHumidity, double dryBulbTemp, Barn barn) 
        { 
            // Moisture respired by the birds 
            double birdWater = BroilerMoisture(flockWeight); 
            //Console.WriteLine("debug hold"); 
 
            // Water in inlet / outlet air flows 
            double ventOutWater = KgWaterPerHour(ventilationRate, 
RelHumidityToSpecificHumidity(dryBulbTemp, hourStartBarnHumidity)); 
            double ventInWater  = KgWaterPerHour(ventilationRate, outsideSpecHumidity); 
 
            // Going to calculate the fraction of a hour required to ventilate the barn at the current 
ventilation rate 
            double barnVolume = barn.BarnVolumeMethod(barn.barnLength, barn.barnWidth, 
barn.ceilingPeakHeight, barn.sidewallHeight); 
            double hourFrac = barnVolume / ventilationRate; 
 
            // Change mass of water in the barn 
            double delWaterMass = ventInWater - ventOutWater + birdWater; 
 
            // Return the weighted average flow rate of water 
            return uhh// (kg water / hour) 
        } */ 
 
    } 
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} 
 
“RationImpacts.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using Newtonsoft.Json.Linq; 
 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class RationImpacts 
    { 
 
        //// FEED COMPONENTS //// -------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- 
 
        /// The diets are from Commercial Poultry Nutrition; Section 5.1; pages 234-237; columns 1 
(corn), 3 (sorghum), and 5 (wheat) from the tables 
 
        /// Composition of rations 
 
        // Corn Based Ration 
        public DataTable CornRation() 
        { 
            // instantiate data table object 
            DataTable t = new DataTable(); 
            // build columns 
            t.Columns.Add("ingredient", typeof(string)); 
            t.Columns.Add("starter", typeof(double)); // days 1-10 
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            t.Columns.Add("grower", typeof(double)); // days 11-23 
            t.Columns.Add("finisher", typeof(double)); // days 24-41 
            t.Columns.Add("withdrawl", typeof(double)); // days 42 + 
            // populate rows with ingredient fractions 
            t.Rows.Add("corn", 0.533, 0.613, 0.693, 0.745);  
            t.Rows.Add("wheat shorts", 0.06, 0.031, 0.0, 0.0);  
            t.Rows.Add("soybean meal", 0.342, 0.295, 0.25, 0.196);  
            t.Rows.Add("fat", 0.0287, 0.026, 0.0237, 0.025);  
            t.Rows.Add("dl-methionine", 0.0025, 0.0024, 0.0017, 0.002);  
            t.Rows.Add("l-lysine", 0.0008, 0.0008, 0.0008, 0.0022);  
            t.Rows.Add("salt", 0.0044, 0.0042, 0.0039, 0.0039);  
            t.Rows.Add("limestone", 0.0158, 0.016, 0.016, 0.0154);  
            t.Rows.Add("dical phosphate", 0.0118, 0.0106, 0.0099, 0.0095);  
            t.Rows.Add("vitamin premix", 0.001, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001);  
 
            return t; 
        } 
 
        // Sorghum Based Ration 
        public DataTable SorghumRation() 
        { 
            // instantiate data table object 
            DataTable t = new DataTable(); 
            // Build columns 
            t.Columns.Add("ingredient", typeof(string)); 
            t.Columns.Add("starter", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("grower", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("finisher", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("withdrawl", typeof(double)); 
            // populate rows with ingredient fractions 
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            t.Rows.Add("sorghum", 0.523, 0.573, 0.643, 0.695); 
            t.Rows.Add("wheat shorts", 0.07, 0.06, 0.05, 0.05); 
            t.Rows.Add("soybean meal", 0.334, 0.289, 0.236, 0.181); 
            t.Rows.Add("fat", 0.037, 0.044, 0.0385, 0.0404); 
            t.Rows.Add("dl-methionine", 0.0026, 0.0025, 0.0018, 0.0022); 
            t.Rows.Add("l-lysine", 0.0004, 0.0003, 0.0003, 0.0017); 
            t.Rows.Add("salt", 0.0046, 0.0042, 0.004, 0.004); 
            t.Rows.Add("limestone", 0.016, 0.016, 0.0163, 0.0157); 
            t.Rows.Add("dical phosphate", 0.0114, 0.01, 0.0091, 0.009); 
            t.Rows.Add("vitamin premix", 0.001, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001); 
 
            return t; 
        } 
 
        // Wheat Based Ration 
        public DataTable WheatRation() 
        { 
            // instantiate data table object 
            DataTable t = new DataTable(); 
            // Build columns 
            t.Columns.Add("ingredient", typeof(string)); 
            t.Columns.Add("starter", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("grower", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("finisher", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("withdrawl", typeof(double)); 
            // populate rows with ingredient fractions 
            t.Rows.Add("wheat", 0.568, 0.63, 0.714, 0.772);  
            t.Rows.Add("wheat shorts", 0.068, 0.064, 0.05, 0.05);  
            t.Rows.Add("soybean meal", 0.283, 0.223, 0.161, 0.1);  
            t.Rows.Add("fat", 0.0453, 0.049, 0.043, 0.045);  
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            t.Rows.Add("dl-methionine", 0.0028, 0.0027, 0.002, 0.0024);  
            t.Rows.Add("l-lysine", 0.0011, 0.0011, 0.0012, 0.0027);  
            t.Rows.Add("salt", 0.0039, 0.0036, 0.0032, 0.0031);  
            t.Rows.Add("limestone", 0.0162, 0.0164, 0.0165, 0.016);  
            t.Rows.Add("dical phosphate", 0.0107, 0.0092, 0.0081, 0.0078); 
            t.Rows.Add("vitamin premix", 0.001, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001);  
 
            return t; 
        } 
 
        // Footprints for rations 
        // Characterization factors from Feed_Table_DB_December_30_2016.xlsm in teams 
(feedIngredientImpacts.xlsm on local martin's machine) 
        public DataTable RationFootprints() 
        { 
            // instantiate table object 
            DataTable t = new DataTable(); 
            // build columns 
            t.Columns.Add("ingredient", typeof(string)); 
            t.Columns.Add("dry matter", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("carbon footprint", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("water footprint", typeof(double)); 
            t.Columns.Add("land footprint", typeof(double)); 
            // populate rows 
            t.Rows.Add("corn", 0.9082, 1.03, 0.0067, 0.63); // corn DDG 
            t.Rows.Add("wheat", 0.9259, 1.02, 0.2436, 1.30); // wheat DDGS 
            t.Rows.Add("sorghum", 0.8939, 0.4, 0.1646, 0.87); // sorghum 
            t.Rows.Add("wheat shorts", 0.879, 0.24, 0.0003, 0.54); // wheat shorts 
            t.Rows.Add("soybean meal", 0.8879, 0.4, 0.0597, 2.8); // soybean meal 44% crude 
protein 
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            t.Rows.Add("fat", 1.0, 4.38, 0.623, 9.7); // fat beef tallow 
            t.Rows.Add("dl-methionine", 0.995, 5.13, 0.0546, 4.09); // dl-methionine 
            t.Rows.Add("l-lysine", 0.995, 6.18, 0.0309, 0.12); // l-lysine HCL 
            t.Rows.Add("salt", 1.0, 0.27, 0.0079, 0.03); // salt 
            t.Rows.Add("limestone", 0.98, 0.03, 0.0002, 0.05); // limestone, ground 
            t.Rows.Add("dical phosphate", 1.0, 1.49, 0.127, 0.6); // calcium phosphate  
            t.Rows.Add("vitamin premix", 1.0, 5.45, 0.0392, 0.09); // vitamin premix 
 
            return t; 
        } 
 
        // Get the data table that includes the composition of the feed ration being used 
        public DataTable GetCurrentRation(string feedType) 
        { 
            DataTable feedRation = null; 
            if (feedType == "Corn Based") 
            { 
                feedRation = CornRation(); 
            } 
            else if (feedType == "Sorghum Based")                  
            { 
                feedRation = SorghumRation(); 
            } 
            else if (feedType == "Wheat Based") 
            { 
                feedRation = WheatRation(); 
            } 
 
            return feedRation;  
        } 
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        // function for calculating the carbon footprint of each ration 
        public  Dictionary<string, double> GetRationFootprint(string footprint, string feedType, 
double flockStarterIntake, double flockGrowerIntake, double flockFinisherIntake, double 
flockWithdrawlIntake) 
        { 
            int hour = 0; 
            // Get the mass of feed consumed per feeding phase 
            double starterFeedMass = flockStarterIntake; 
            double growerFeedMass = flockGrowerIntake; 
            double finisherFeedMass = flockFinisherIntake; 
            double withdrawlFeedMass = flockWithdrawlIntake; 
 
            // Calcuate the footprint for the ration 
            DataTable feedRation = GetCurrentRation(feedType); // default ration composition 
            DataTable rationFootprint = RationFootprints(); // footprints of ingredients 
            // The output dictionary; key value pair 
            Dictionary<string, double> output = new Dictionary<string, double>(); 
            // Match up the ingredients from the ration and the footprint data tables 
            foreach (DataRow feedItem in feedRation.Rows) 
            { 
                foreach (DataRow impactItem in rationFootprint.Rows) 
                { 
                    if(feedItem.Field<string>(0) == impactItem.Field<string>(0)) 
                    { 
                        // The current ingredient 
                        string ingredientKey = feedItem.Field<string>(0);  
                        // Fraction of the current ingredient in each feeding phase 
                        double starterFrac = feedItem.Field<double>(1); double growerFrac = 
feedItem.Field<double>(2); double finisherFrac = feedItem.Field<double>(3); double 
withdrawlFrac = feedItem.Field<double>(4); 
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                        // Dry matter content of the current ingredient 
                        double dryMatterFrac = impactItem.Field<double>(1); 
                        // Get the characterization factor for the footprint of interest 
                        double CF = 0; 
                        if(footprint == "carbon") 
                        { 
                            CF = impactItem.Field<double>(2); // carbon footprint 
                        } 
                        else if(footprint == "water") 
                        { 
                            CF = impactItem.Field<double>(3); // water footprint 
                        } 
                        else if (footprint == "land") 
                        { 
                            CF = impactItem.Field<double>(4); // land footprint 
                        } 
                        else 
                        { 
                            throw new ArgumentException("\n\t Invalid footprint ID; should be carbon, 
water, or land..."); 
                        } 
                        // Calculate the footprint for current ingredient 
                        double starterImpact = dryMatterFrac * starterFrac * CF * starterFeedMass; // 
starter 
                        double growerImpact = dryMatterFrac * growerFrac * CF * growerFeedMass; // 
grower 
                        double finisherImpact = dryMatterFrac * finisherFrac * CF * finisherFeedMass; // 
finisher 
                        double withdrawlImpact = dryMatterFrac * withdrawlFrac * CF * 
withdrawlFeedMass; // withdrawl 
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                        double total = starterImpact + growerImpact + finisherImpact + withdrawlImpact; 
// total 
 
                        // Add the ingredient key and footprint value to the output lists 
                        output.Add(ingredientKey, total); 
                    } 
 
                } 
            } 
 
            return output;  
        } 
 
    } 
} 
 
“Resources.cs” 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Resources 
    { 
        // RESOURCE USE METHODS ----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------ 
 
        // Calculate the electricity used to maintain minimum ventilation 
        // Validation of electricity use: http://www.thepoultrysite.com/articles/108/energy-costs-
associated-with-commercial-broiler-production/ 
        // Cobb recommends 18 in (45 cm) fans 
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        // open ceiling: use 1/3 hp fans --- dropped ceiling: use 1/15 hp fans (Cobbs estimates for 
number of fans holds true according to this source) 
        // https://www.poultryventilation.com/tips (Cobbs estimates for number of fans holds true 
according to this source) 
        // Poultry Housing Tips: Circulation Fans for Open Ceiling Houses: Volume 18 Number 10: 
October, 2006 
        public double CalcCircFanElectricityUse(Inputs i) 
        { 
            if (i.isCircFanUsed == "Yes") 
                return (0.01 * 745.7 * i.numCircFans * i.circFanPower) / 1000; // (kWh) 
            else return 0; 
        } 
 
        // Calculate the electricity used to operate the minimum ventilation fans 
        public double CalcMinVentElecUse(double runTimeFrac, Inputs i) 
        { 
            // Return the electricity used by ventilation fans during the current hour 
            return runTimeFrac * (0.01 * 745.7 * i.numMinVentFans * i.minVentFanPower) / 1000; 
// (kWh) 
        } 
 
        // Calculate the electricity used to operate the tunnel fans 
        public double CalcTunnelFanElecUse(int numFansRunning, Inputs i) 
        { 
            if (i.areTunnelFansUsed == "Yes") 
                return (0.01 * 745.7 * numFansRunning * i.tunnelFanPower) / 1000; // (kWh) 
            else return 0; 
        } 
 
        // The mass of water consumed for evaporative cooling 
        /* 
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        public double CoolingWaterUsed(double heatTransfer, t barn) 
        { 
            return 0; 
        } 
        */ 
         
        // Convert grams LW to lbs LW (all conversions to English units happen here or in the json 
output) 
        public List<double> LWMetricToEnglish(List<double> list) 
        { 
            List<double> result = new List<double>(); 
 
            // Convert g LW to lbs LW 
            foreach (double weight in list) 
            { 
                result.Add(0.00220462 * weight); 
            } 
 
            return result; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
“SimulationController.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO; 
using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO.Constants; 
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using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO.Modules; 
using Newtonsoft.Json.Linq; 
using Newtonsoft.Json; 
using Unosquare.Net; 
using System.Net; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class SimulationController : WebApiController 
    { 
        [WebApiHandler(HttpVerbs.Post, "/api/simulation")] 
        public bool GetSimulation(WebServer server, Unosquare.Net.HttpListenerContext context) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("Endpoint triggered"); 
                var input = context.RequestBody(); 
                JObject inputObj = JObject.Parse(input); 
                IList<JToken> modalItems = inputObj["modalItems"].Children().ToList(); 
                List<JObject> output = new List<JObject>(); 
                foreach (JToken item in modalItems) 
                { 
                    JObject baseObject = (JObject)inputObj.DeepClone(); 
                    baseObject.Remove("modalItems"); 
                    baseObject.Merge(item); 
                    Inputs i = JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<Inputs>(baseObject.ToString()); 
                    JObject otpt = TimeStep.StartTime(i); 
                    output.Add(otpt); 
                } 
                //JObject output = barn.RunBarn(); 
                return context.JsonResponse(JsonConvert.SerializeObject(output)); 
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            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("We have an exception"); 
                return HandleError(context, ex, (int)System.Net.HttpStatusCode.InternalServerError); 
            } 
        } 
        protected bool HandleError(Unosquare.Net.HttpListenerContext context, Exception ex, int 
statusCode = 500) 
        { 
            var errorResponse = new 
            { 
                Title = "Unexpected Error", 
                ErrorCode = ex.GetType().Name, 
                Description = ex.Message, 
            }; 
            context.Response.StatusCode = statusCode; 
            return context.JsonResponse(errorResponse); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
“textClass.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
namespace broilerProduction 
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{ 
    class textClass 
    { 
        // Default constructor 
        public textClass() { } 
        // REFERENCE DATA STORAGE METHOD 
       /* public double[] StoreRefData(string refDataFilePath, int arrayPosition) 
        { 
            double[] dataArray = new double[300]; // The array that will be populated and output 
            // Instantiate the StreamReader class, the "file" object represents the input file 
            System.IO.StreamReader file = new System.IO.StreamReader(refDataFilePath); 
 
            int l = 0;                               // The counter "l" representative of "line" to count the length 
of the data in the text file 
            string fileLine;                         // Temporary variable that represents each unparsed line 
from the text file 
            string[] unparsedData = new string[300]; // Initialize the array for storage of each 
unparsed line from the text file 
            // The while loop stores each line of text from the text file in unparsedData as long as that 
line contains information 
            while ((fileLine = file.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                unparsedData[l] = fileLine; 
                l++; 
            } 
            file.Close(); // Close .txt file 
            double dataSize = l; // Stores the length of the arrays with parsed data 
            // Foreach loop parses, converts to doubles, and stores the input data in the appropriate 
arrays 
            for (int p = 0; p < dataSize; p++) 
            { 
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                string[] tempParsedLine = new string[3]; // Holds the: [0] weight, [1] gain, and [2] 
energy intake data before storage in proper arrays  
                if ((unparsedData[p] != null) && (p < dataSize))             // Logic used to terminate data 
storage when the first empty spot in the unparsedData array is reached 
                { 
                    tempParsedLine = unparsedData[p].Split(default(Char[]), 
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries); 
                    dataArray[p] = Convert.ToDouble(tempParsedLine[arrayPosition]); 
                } 
                else break; 
            } 
            return dataArray; 
        } */ 
 
        //// WEATHER DATA STORAGE METHOD 
        public double[] StoreWeatherData(string weatherInputFilePath, int arrayPosition) 
        { 
            double[] outputArray = new double[26280]; // List containing the parsed data 
            List<double> list = new List<double>(); // temp holding list 
            // Instantiate the StreamReader class, the "file" object represents the input file 
            System.IO.StreamReader file = new System.IO.StreamReader(weatherInputFilePath); 
            //int l = 0; // The counter "l" representative of "line" to count the length of the data in the 
text file 
            string fileLine; // Temporary variable that represents each unparsed line from the text file 
            List<string> unparsedData = new List<string>(); // List holding each row of un parsed 
data 
            // The while loop stores each line of text from the text file in unparsedData as long as that 
line contains information 
            while ( ((fileLine = file.ReadLine()) != null)) 
            { 
                //fileLine = fileLine.Replace(" ", ""); 
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                unparsedData.Add(fileLine); 
            } 
            file.Close(); // Close .txt file 
            // Foreach loop parses, converts to doubles, and stores the input data in the appropriate 
arrays 
            foreach(string row in unparsedData) 
            { 
                string[] tempParsedLine = new string[2]; // Holds the: [0] weight, [1] gain, and [2] 
energy intake data before storage in proper arrays  
                if ((row != null))             // Logic used to terminate data storage when the first empty 
spot in the unparsedData array is reached 
                { 
                    // Parses the data lines and remove empty spots in array if present 
                    char[] weatherDelim = { '\t', '#'}; 
                    tempParsedLine = row.Split(weatherDelim, 
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries); 
                    list.Add(Convert.ToDouble(tempParsedLine[arrayPosition])); 
                } 
                else break; 
            } 
            outputArray = list.ToArray();  
            return outputArray; 
        } 
    } 
} 
“TimeStep.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using Newtonsoft.Json.Linq; 
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using System.Data; 
using System.IO; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class TimeStep 
    { 
        // Simulation run method; broiler production simulated herein  
        internal static JObject StartTime(Inputs i) 
        { 
            // List / Array Initializations 
            List<double> gainOutput = new List<double>(); // daily, cumulative weight gain of the 
average bird in a flock (lbs)  
            List<double> time = new List<double>(); // day number of production; each day number 
corresponds to the respective weight gain (day number) 
            List<double> totalLiveWeight = new List<double>(); // The final live weight of each 
flock during the simulation period 
            double[] calcCmltvWeight = new double[26280]; // The cumulative weight of the 
average broiler in the simulation (lbs LW)  
            double[] electricity_circFans = new double[26280]; // electricity used, per hour, by the 
circulation fans (kWh) 
            double[] electricity_ventFans = new double[26280]; // electricity used, per hour, by the 
ventilation fans (kWh) 
            double[] electricity_tunnelFans = new double[26280]; // electricity used, per hour, by the 
tunnel fans (kWh) 
            double[] fuel_propane = new double[26280]; // propane used per hour ( gallons ) 
            double[] fuel_naturalGas = new double[26280]; // natural gas used per hour ( ft^3 ) 
            double[] water_coolingCells = new double[26280]; // cooling water used per hour ( m^3 ) 
            double[] numDeadBroilers = new double[26280]; // number of broiler fatalities per hour 
(number of carcass / hr) 
            double[] massFatalities = new double[26280]; // mass of broiler fatalities per hour (lbs 
carcass / hr) 
            double[] controlFeedIntake = new double[26280]; 
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            double[] adjustedFeedIntake = new double[26280]; 
            // Instantiate objects 
            textClass io = new textClass(); // text file parser 
            Bird b = new Bird(i.broilerBreed); // semi-emperical model of broiler metabolism 
            HeatTransfer heat = new HeatTransfer(); // heat transfer equations 
            Resources rsrc = new Resources(); // resource consumption equations 
            Emissions emssn = new Emissions(); // emissions equations 
            Psychrometrics psychro = new Psychrometrics(); // psychrometric / mass transfer 
equations 
            Ventilation vent = new Ventilation(); // ventilation equations 
            Lighting l = new Lighting(); // lighting equations 
            Constants c = new Constants(); // production constants 
            // Initializations 
            double[] outsideTemp = io.StoreWeatherData(c.GetWeatherFilePath(i), 0); // List of 
outside temps 
            double[] outsideHumidity = io.StoreWeatherData(c.GetWeatherFilePath(i), 1); // List of 
outside Humidity (kg water/kg air) 
            double[] radiativeFlux = io.StoreWeatherData(c.GetWeatherFilePath(i), 2); 
            double barnVolume = c.BarnVolumeMethod(i); // barn volume (m^3) 
            double wallSurfaceArea = c.WallSurfaceAreaMethod(i); // surface area of the barn walls 
(m2) 
            double roofSurfaceArea = c.RoofSurfaceAreaMethod(i); // surface area of the barn roof 
(m2) 
            double barnSurfaceArea = wallSurfaceArea + roofSurfaceArea; // total barn surface area 
(m2) 
            double fuelConstant = c.SetFuelConstant(i); 
            double hourStartWeight = i.startWeight; // bird weight at beginning of hour (lbs -> g) 
            double numBroilers = i.numBroilersAdded; // the number of broiler chicks added to the 
barn at the beginning of the production cycle 
            double heatAvailable = 0.01 * heat.AvaliableHeaterHeating(i); // heat available in 36 
second timestep 
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            double overallHXFRCoeff = heat.BarnHXFRCoeffMethod(i, c); // overall heat transfer 
coefficient (W/K) 
            double hourStartTemp = heat.SetOptimalBarnTemp(0); 
            double maxFuelPerStep = heat.MaxFuelConsumption(i); 
            double tempSetPoint, stepEndTemp, ventilationRate; // Air quality 
            double lightHeat, litterHeat, radiationHeat; // Heat transfer 
            double stepStartTemp = hourStartTemp; 
            double stepStartHumidity = psychro.RelHumidityToSpecificHumidity(hourStartTemp, 
65); // kg water / kg air 
            double numBroilersDead = 0.0; // The number of broilers dead at the end of each day 
            double timeOuput = 1; 
            int cycleStartedCount = 0; 
            double currentFeedIntake, currentWeightGain, hourEndWeight; // Bird metabolism 
            double currentBirdHeat, currentFlockHeat, genHeat; // Heat output from bird metabolism 
            double feedPerCycle = 0; 
            // Add first value to some outputs 
            time.Add(0); // store initial time 
            gainOutput.Add(hourStartWeight); // store initial weight 
            numDeadBroilers[0] = 0; // Zero broilers die at the start of the production cycle. 
            int numCleanSteps = 0; 
            // Simulate a year of operation then scale the results to the production cycles or years 
desired 
            int growTime = 0; 
            for (int hour = 0; hour < 26280;) 
            { 
                // Begin the production cycle; each loop is a single hour 
                if (hourStartWeight < 453.6 * i.targetWeight) 
                { 
                    // Day equivalent of current hour 
                    double dayEqv = (Convert.ToDouble(hour)) / 24; 
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                    //// Temperature setpoint during the current hour 
                    tempSetPoint = heat.SetOptimalBarnTemp(growTime); 
                    //// Bird mortalities 
                    numBroilers = numBroilers - numBroilersDead; 
                    //// Feed intake during  the current hour 
                    currentFeedIntake = b.calcEnergyIntake(growTime/*, hourStartTemp, 
BirdDensityMethod(numBroilers * hourStartWeight), hourStartHumidity/*, 
vent.BarnAirVelocityMethod()*/); 
                    // *** testing *** // 
                    // controlFeedIntake[hour] = currentFeedIntake; 
                    // // 
                    b.ConsumptionExcretionMethod(hour, growTime, numBroilers); 
 
                    //// Weight gain 
                    currentWeightGain = b.CalcBirdGain(hourStartWeight, currentFeedIntake); 
                    hourEndWeight = hourStartWeight + currentWeightGain; 
                    calcCmltvWeight[hour] = hourEndWeight; 
                    //// Heat production from the flock 
                    currentBirdHeat = b.CalcHeatPrdctnMethod(hourEndWeight, currentFeedIntake); 
                    currentFlockHeat = currentBirdHeat * numBroilers; // J/hr 
                    //// Heat Additions to the barn (J/hr) 
                    // ************************************************** 
                    radiationHeat = 3600 * 0.5 * barnSurfaceArea * radiativeFlux[hour]; // Heat added 
due to radiation; assume 50% of the building is in contact with the sun at any point 
                    lightHeat = 0; litterHeat = 0; // placeholders for heat terms 
                    genHeat = currentFlockHeat + lightHeat + radiationHeat + litterHeat; 
                    //// Set the minimum ventilation timing for the hour 
                    double timeMinVentOn = vent.SetMinVentTimeOn(growTime, numBroilers, i); 
                    double runTimeFrac = timeMinVentOn / 300; 
                    ventilationRate = vent.MinimumVentilation(timeMinVentOn, i); // m3/hr 
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                    // Make arrays to temporarily store the resource use for each step 
                    double[] circElecStep = new double[100]; 
                    double[] ventElecStep = new double[100]; 
                    double[] tunnelElecStep = new double[100]; 
                    double[] evapWaterStep = new double[100]; 
                    double[] fuelStep = new double[100]; 
                    // The time step is now equal to 0.01 hours 
                    for (int step = 0; step < 100;) 
                    { 
                        // Estimate the barn temp at minimum ventilation 
                        stepEndTemp = heat.BarnTempMethod(overallHXFRCoeff, stepStartTemp, 
outsideTemp[hour], ventilationRate, genHeat, i, c); 
 
                        // START CLIMATE CONTROL // 
                        // // NO CLIMATE ADJUSTMENT NEEDED // //  
                        if (stepEndTemp == tempSetPoint) 
                        { 
                            // Circulation fans always run 
                            circElecStep[step] = rsrc.CalcCircFanElectricityUse(i); 
                            // Minimum ventilation always running 
                            ventElecStep[step] = rsrc.CalcMinVentElecUse(runTimeFrac, i); 
                            // Temperature setpoint is reached 
                            stepEndTemp = tempSetPoint;  
                            //Console.WriteLine("\n\t No climate control needed... "); 
                        } 
                        // // START HEATING ROUTINE // // 
                        else if (stepEndTemp < tempSetPoint) 
                        { 
                            // Circulation fans always run 
                            circElecStep[step] = rsrc.CalcCircFanElectricityUse(i); 
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                            // Minimum ventilation always running 
                            ventElecStep[step] = rsrc.CalcMinVentElecUse(runTimeFrac, i); 
                            double stepFuel = 0; 
                            double fuelIncrement = c.SetFuelIncrement(i); 
                            // Shooting method; Increase fuel use by increment and recheck the heat 
balance till the stepEndTemp is +/- 0.1C of the setpoint 
                            while (Math.Abs(tempSetPoint - stepEndTemp) > 0.1) // set tolerance to 0.1 C 
                            { 
                                // increase fuel use by 0.1 unit (gallon or ft^3) 
                                stepFuel = stepFuel + fuelIncrement;  
                                // Logic to make sure we dont exceed the available heat capacity of our 
heaters 
                                if (stepFuel <= maxFuelPerStep) 
                                { 
                                    // Heat from the fuel increment added to the generated heat term of the 
energy balance 
                                    genHeat = genHeat + (stepFuel * fuelConstant);  
                                    // Recalculate the temperature after the fuel increment 
                                    stepEndTemp = heat.BarnTempMethod(overallHXFRCoeff, 
stepStartTemp, outsideTemp[hour], ventilationRate, genHeat, i, c); 
                                } 
                                else break; 
                            } 
                            // Store the fuel used during this step 
                            fuelStep[step] = stepFuel; 
                        } 
                        // // START COOLING ROUTINE // // 
                        else 
                        { 
                            int numTunnelFanOperating = 0; double timeTunnelFansOperate = 1; 
evapWaterStep[step] = 0; 
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                            // // // ----- TRANSITIONAL VENTILATION ----- // // // 
                            // Start with turning one of the tunnel fans on 
                            int numTunnelFansOn = 1; 
                            // The loop breaks when the barn is cooled enough or there are no more tunnel 
fans to operate 
                            while ((stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint) && (numTunnelFansOn <= 
i.numTunnelFans)) 
                            { 
                                // ventilation rate after turning another fan on 
                                ventilationRate = 1.7 * (numTunnelFansOn * i.tunnelFanFlow); // (m^3 / hr) 
                                // Temp at the end of the step with the new ventilation rate 
                                stepEndTemp = heat.BarnTempMethod(overallHXFRCoeff, stepStartTemp, 
outsideTemp[hour], ventilationRate, genHeat, i, c); 
 
                                // if the fan doesnt need to run the whole hour, determine frational run time 
needed 
                                // also add the resources used during this cooling cycle 
                                if (stepEndTemp < tempSetPoint) 
                                { 
                                    // We dont need to run the whole time step, so determine the required 
fraction 
                                    timeTunnelFansOperate = vent.DetermineTunnelFanTime(tempSetPoint, 
stepEndTemp, stepStartTemp, overallHXFRCoeff, outsideTemp[hour], ventilationRate, 
genHeat, i, c);                        
                                    // The fans stop once the barn temp equals the setpoint 
                                    stepEndTemp = tempSetPoint; 
                                    // Store the number of tunnel fans being used during this hour 
                                    numTunnelFanOperating = numTunnelFansOn; 
                                } 
                                else if (stepEndTemp == tempSetPoint) 
                                { 
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                                    // The fans stop once the barn temp equals the setpoint 
                                    stepEndTemp = tempSetPoint; 
                                    // Store the number of tunnel fans being used during this hour 
                                    numTunnelFanOperating = numTunnelFansOn; 
                                } 
                                else // barn still too warm; turn on another fan 
                                { 
                                    // Store the number of tunnel fans being used during this hour 
                                    numTunnelFanOperating = numTunnelFansOn; 
                                    // Turn on an additional fan 
                                    numTunnelFansOn++; 
                                    //Console.WriteLine(); 
                                } 
                            } // END tunnel fan routine 
                            // Have to make sure we dont exceed the number of fans actually in the house 
                            if (numTunnelFansOn > i.numTunnelFans) 
                                numTunnelFansOn = i.numTunnelFans; 
                            // // // ----- EVAPORATIVE COOLER ----- // // // 
                            if (i.isCoolingPadUsed == "Yes") 
                            { 
                                if (stepEndTemp > tempSetPoint) 
                                { 
                                    // All ventilation fans are running  
                                    ventilationRate = 1.7 * i.numTunnelFans * i.tunnelFanFlow; 
                                    // Calculate the temperature of the air entering the barn after evaporative 
cooling 
                                    double RH = psychro.CalcRelHumidityMethod(outsideTemp[hour], 
outsideHumidity[hour]); // *** check this *** 
                                    double Twb_e = psychro.CalcWetBulbTempMethod(outsideTemp[hour], 
RH); // wet bulb temperature of the outside air (C) 
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                                    double T = outsideTemp[hour]; // dry bulb temperature of the outside air 
(C) 
                                    double Tevap = psychro.CalcEvapCooledAirTemp(T, Twb_e); // 
temperature of the air after evaporative cooling; this temp approaches wet bulb temperature as 
swamp cooler efficiency increases 
                                    // Calculate the end of hour temperature if the swamp cooler is operating 
for the whole hour 
                                    stepEndTemp = heat.BarnTempMethod(overallHXFRCoeff, 
stepStartTemp, Tevap, ventilationRate, genHeat, i, c); 
                                    if (stepEndTemp < tempSetPoint) 
                                    { 
                                        // Shooting method; Decrease the dry bulb temperature of the incoming 
air by 0.01 C and recheck the heat balance till the stepEndTemp is +/- 0.1C of the setpoint 
                                        double Tstep = T; // the temperature we decrease each step starts at the 
current outside dry bulb 
                                        double Tcalc = 0; 
                                        double fracOn = 1; 
                                        while (Math.Abs(tempSetPoint - stepEndTemp) > 1.0) // set tolerance to 
0.1 C 
                                        { 
                                            // decrease the fraction that the evaporative cooler is on  
                                            fracOn = fracOn - 0.1; 
 
                                            // Recalculate the temperature after decrease in runtime  
                                            stepEndTemp = heat.BarnTempMethodEvap(overallHXFRCoeff, 
stepStartTemp, T, Tevap, (fracOn * ventilationRate), genHeat, i, c); 
                                            Tcalc = stepEndTemp; 
                                        } 
                                        // The amount of heat removed by running the evaporative cooler  
                                        //double Qevap = 0.01 * ventilationRate * Constants.airDensity * 
Constants.airCp * (T - Tcalc); 
                                        //evapWaterStep[step] = Qevap / Constants.latentHeatEvap; 
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                                        evapWaterStep[step] = 
psychro.CalcCoolWaterEvapMethod(ventilationRate, T, Tevap); 
                                    } 
                                } // END: check if evaporative cooling was needed 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                evapWaterStep[step] = 0; 
                            } 
                            // Circulation and ventilation fan electricity usage 
                            circElecStep[step] = rsrc.CalcCircFanElectricityUse(i); 
                            tunnelElecStep[step] = timeTunnelFansOperate * 
rsrc.CalcTunnelFanElecUse(numTunnelFansOn, i); 
 
                        } // END COOLING ROUTINE 
                        // Temp at the end of the step is now the start of the next step 
                        stepStartTemp = stepEndTemp; 
                        // Move to the next step 
                        step++; 
                    } // END 0.01 hour step size 
                    // Sum the resources used for the hour 
                    if (i.fuelType == "Propane") 
                    { 
                        fuel_propane[hour] = fuelStep.Sum(); 
                    } 
                    else if (i.fuelType == "Natural Gas") 
                    { 
                        fuel_naturalGas[hour] = fuelStep.Sum();  
                    } 
                    electricity_circFans[hour] = circElecStep.Sum(); 
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                    electricity_ventFans[hour] = ventElecStep.Sum(); 
                    electricity_tunnelFans[hour] = tunnelElecStep.Sum(); 
                    water_coolingCells[hour] = evapWaterStep.Sum();                                      
                    //Console.WriteLine("\n\t Hour end temperature: " + stepEndTemp); 
                    //Console.WriteLine("\t Hour end humidity: " + 
psychro.CalcRelHumidityMethod(hourEndTemp, hourEndHumidity)); 
                    // Calculate the fatalities over that day / add to list 
                    numBroilersDead = b.NumberOfFatalities(growTime, numBroilers); 
                    // Add number dead broilers to the list 
                    numDeadBroilers[hour] = numBroilersDead; 
                    // Add the mass of fatalities during the hour to the list 
                    massFatalities[hour] = numBroilersDead * calcCmltvWeight[hour]; // (grams 
mortalities/hr) 
 
                    // Electricity used for lightin 
                    // The bird weight at the end of the hour is the starting weight for the next hour 
                    hourStartWeight = hourEndWeight; 
                    // If we dont do this, then there will be multiple growth curves. 
                    // We just grab the first one for output 
                    if (cycleStartedCount == 0)  
                    { 
                        // Store daily weight gain for the output 
                        if ((growTime % 23) == 0 && growTime != 0) 
                        { 
                            gainOutput.Add(calcCmltvWeight[hour]); 
                            time.Add(growTime / 23); 
                        } 
                    }                    
                    // Steping growth time forward and storing hour numbers for outputs 
                    growTime++; 
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                    timeOuput = hour; 
                } // END of below target weight growth algorithm 
                // Once the target weight is hit, we enter the cleaning cycle 
                // This needs some attention; maybe some activity options during hte cleanout 
                else 
                { 
                    numCleanSteps = numCleanSteps + 1; 
                    totalLiveWeight.Add(calcCmltvWeight[hour-1]); 
                    // Add up the resources used during the cleaning period 
                    int n = 0; 
                    for (n = hour; n < (hour + 24 * i.numCleanDays); n++) 
                    { 
                        if (n >= 0 && n < 26280) 
                        { 
                            // Everything is turned off during clean out between flocks 
                            electricity_circFans[n] = 0; 
                            electricity_ventFans[n] = 0; 
                            electricity_tunnelFans[n] = 0; 
                            fuel_propane[n] = 0; 
                            fuel_naturalGas[n] = 0; 
                            water_coolingCells[n] = 0; 
                            // Bird stuff 
                            calcCmltvWeight[n] = 0;  
                            b.flockFeedIntake[n] = 0; 
                            b.flockWaterIntake[n] = 0; 
                            b.flockExcreta[n] = 0; 
                            b.flockNitrogen[n] = 0; 
                            b.flockPhosphorus[n] = 0; 
                            massFatalities[n] = 0; 
                        } 
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                    } 
                    // Feed consumed during the first cycle 
                    if(cycleStartedCount == 0) 
                    { 
                        feedPerCycle = b.flockFeedIntake.Sum(); 
                    } 
                    // Reset the weight of the birds for the next production cycle 
                    hourStartWeight = i.startWeight; 
                    // Reset the bird age for the next production cycle 
                    growTime = 0; 
                    // Reset number of dead broilers 
                    numBroilersDead = 0; 
                    // Reset the number of broilers; there will be 0 fatalities at the beginning of each 
cycle 
                    numBroilers = i.numBroilersAdded;  
                    // Update the weather file index based on cleaning period length 
                    hour = n; 
                    // Update cycle count 
                    cycleStartedCount++; 
                } 
                // Increment the weather file index  
                hour++;  
            } // END the weather file loop 
            // Totaling inventory items to be sent to jsonOutput.cs 
            double totalBirdsAdded = cycleStartedCount * i.numBroilersAdded; // total chicks added 
to the barn over the year 
            double totalNumDead = numDeadBroilers.Sum(); // total number of dead broilers 
            double totalMassDead = massFatalities.Sum(); // total mass of dead broilers (grams) 
            double totalBirdsCaught = totalBirdsAdded - totalNumDead; // total number of broilers 
that reach the target live weight 
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            double totalFeed = b.flockFeedIntake.Sum(); // total mass of feed consumed (kg) 
            double totalBedding = i.beddingAddedPerYear; // total mass of bedding added to the 
facility each year (lbs) 
            double totalExcreta = b.flockExcreta.Sum(); // total excreta produced by the birds over 
the simulation (kg) 
            double coolingWater = water_coolingCells.Sum(); // total cooling cell water (kg) 
            double drinkingWater = b.flockWaterIntake.Sum(); // total water consumed by the birds 
(kg) 
            double totalCircFan = electricity_circFans.Sum(); // total electrcitiy from circulation fans 
(kWh) 
            double totalMinVentFan = electricity_ventFans.Sum(); // total electrcitiy from min 
ventilation fans (kWh) 
            double totalTunnelFan = electricity_tunnelFans.Sum(); // total electrcitiy from tunnel fans 
(kWh) 
            double totalFanElec = totalCircFan + totalMinVentFan + totalTunnelFan; // total fan 
electricity (kWh) 
 
            // Lights 
            double totalLightElec = 0; 
            if (i.targetWeight < 5.5) 
            { 
                double hoursLightsOn = cycleStartedCount * l.DefaultLight1(gainOutput, time); 
                totalLightElec = i.numLightBulbs * (i.lightBulbWattage/1000) * hoursLightsOn; 
            } 
            else if (i.targetWeight >= 5.5 && i.targetWeight <= 6.6) 
            { 
                double hoursLightsOn = cycleStartedCount * l.DefaultLight2(gainOutput, time); 
                totalLightElec = i.numLightBulbs * (i.lightBulbWattage / 1000) * hoursLightsOn; 
            } 
            else if(i.targetWeight > 6.6) 
            { 
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                double hoursLightsOn = cycleStartedCount * l.DefaultLight3(gainOutput, time); 
                totalLightElec = i.numLightBulbs * (i.lightBulbWattage / 1000) * hoursLightsOn; 
            } 
            // Fuel 
            double totalNatGas = fuel_naturalGas.Sum(); // Total natural gas used 
            double totalPropane = fuel_propane.Sum(); // Total propane used 
            // Reactive nitrogen in excreta 
             double reactiveNitrogen = b.flockNitrogen.Sum(); 
            // Feed conversion ratio 
            double feedConversionRatio = b.FeedConversionRatio(feedPerCycle, 0.001 * 
numBroilers * gainOutput.Last()); // (kg flock feed / kg flock gain) 
            // Average daily gain 
            double averageDailyGain = b.AverageDailyGain(gainOutput.Last(), time.Last()); // 
conversion g/day -> lbs/day 
            // Convert the weight gain data from g/day to lb/day 
            List<double> gainOutputEnglish = rsrc.LWMetricToEnglish(gainOutput); 
            // Total feed intake from each phase 
            double phase1Feed = b.flockStarterIntake.Sum(); 
            double phase2Feed = b.flockGrowerIntake.Sum(); 
            double phase3Feed = b.flockFinisherIntake.Sum(); 
            double phase4Feed = b.flockWithdrawlIntake.Sum(); 
            // check feed intake difference             
            jsonOutput jo = new jsonOutput( 
                i.name, 
                time, 
                gainOutputEnglish, 
                i.feedType, 
                phase1Feed, 
                phase2Feed, 
                phase3Feed, 
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                phase4Feed, 
                totalFeed, 
                drinkingWater, 
                emssn.TotalN20Emissions(emssn.DirectN2OEmission(reactiveNitrogen), 
emssn.IndirectN2OEmission(reactiveNitrogen)), // Total N2O emissions 
                emssn.NitrogenInManure(reactiveNitrogen), // Reactive nitrogen leftover in the 
manure 
                emssn.AmmoniaNitrogen(reactiveNitrogen), // Nitrogen volitalized as ammonia 
                b.flockPhosphorus.Sum(), 
                b.flockPotassium.Sum(), 
                coolingWater, 
                totalNatGas, 
                totalPropane, 
                totalBirdsAdded, 
                totalBirdsCaught, 
                totalNumDead, 
                totalMassDead, 
                averageDailyGain, 
                feedConversionRatio, 
                i.manageCarcass, 
                i.fuelType, 
                3, // number of years in the simulation 
                totalFanElec, 
                totalLightElec, 
                cycleStartedCount, 
                totalExcreta, 
                totalBedding); 
            JObject output = jo.SaveOutputFileMethod(); 
            return output;          
        } // END RunBarn() 
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    } // END barn class 
} // END namespace 
 
“Ventilation.cs” 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class Ventilation 
    { 
        // VENTILATION METHODS ------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------- 
        ////// Fan inputs 
        // fan power equation info: http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/fans-efficiency-power-
consumption-d_197.html 
        // The fan was chosen based on the recommendations of using 900 mm belt driven fans 
        // Calculate the hourly flowrate of the minimum ventilation fans (from the Cobb 500 
manual) 
        // The manual is consistent with the following source: 
https://www.poultryventilation.com/tips 
        // Poultry Housing Tips: The Three Keys to Litter Moisture Control....Fresh Air, Heat and 
Air Movement: Volume 24 Number 11: November, 2012 
        public double MinimumVentilation(double runTime, Inputs i) 
        { 
            // Set up on a 5 minute cycle; the exhaust fans run a fraction of each 5 minute cycle 
            int numCycles = 12; // cycles/hr 
            // Calculate the total amount of air moved during the hour 
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            return (1.7/3600) * i.numMinVentFans * numCycles * runTime * i.minVentFanFlow; // 
converted from (CFM) -> (m^3/hr) 
        } 
        // Calcualte the throughput of the tunnel ventilation fans 
        // *** check Cobb manual to design the algorithm 
        public double TunnelVentilation(int numTunnelFans, double tunnelFanFlow) 
        { 
            return 1.7 * numTunnelFans * tunnelFanFlow; // converted from (CFM) -> (m^3/hr) 
        }        
        // Calculate the air velocity in the barn 
        public double BarnAirVelocityMethod(double ventFlowRate, double barnCrossSection) 
        { 
            return ventFlowRate / barnCrossSection ; 
        } 
        // Set Minimum ventilation based on age  
        // source: based on the explanation of the min vent calculator: 
http://www.aces.edu/poultryventilation/documents/MinVentTimerCalculator.pdf 
        public double SetMinVentTimeOn(double hour, double numBirds, Inputs i) 
        { 
            double timeOn = 0; // the number of seconds min vent is on per 5 minutes 
            double cfmPerBird = 0; // the fan capacity required per bird 
            double cfmAvaliable = i.numMinVentFans * i.minVentFanFlow;  
            // Setting the recommended flow rate per bird based on age 
            if (hour >= 0 && hour <= 168) // days 1 - 7 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.10; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 168 && hour <= 336)  // days 8 - 14 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.25; 
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            } 
            else if (hour > 336 && hour <= 504)  // days 15 - 21 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.35; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 504 && hour <= 672) // days 22 - 28 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.50; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 672 && hour <= 840)  // days 29 - 35 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.65; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 840 && hour <= 1008) // days 36 - 42 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.70; 
            } 
            else if (hour > 1008 && hour <= 1176) // days 43 - 49 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.8; 
            } 
            else // days 49 + 
            { 
                cfmPerBird = 0.9;  
            } 
            // The fraction of the total air movement capacity that is needed 
            double cfmFraction = cfmPerBird * numBirds / cfmAvaliable; 
            // The fraction of capacity needed times the 5 min (300 s) cycle gives us the length of 
time per 5 minute timer the minimum ventilation must run 
            timeOn = cfmFraction * 300; 
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            return timeOn; 
        } 
        // Function used to determine the fraction of the hour that the fans should run at certain 
ventilation rate 
        public double DetermineTunnelFanTime(double setPoint, double stepEndTemp, double 
startTemp, double heatXFRCoeff, double tempOut, double ventRate, double genHeat, Inputs i, 
Constants c) 
        { 
            // the fraction of the hour the current number of tunnel fans are on  
            double fracTunnel = 1; 
            // Constants being used in the following calcualtions  
            double Tset = setPoint; double Tinf = tempOut; double T1 = startTemp; double T2 = 
stepEndTemp; 
            double rho = Constants.airDensity; // air density (kg/m3) 
            double Cp = Constants.airCp; // Constant pressure heat capacity of air (J/(kg*K)) 
            double m = rho * c.BarnVolumeMethod(i); // the differential mass of air in the barn (kg) 
            double timeStep = 0.01; // 0.01 hour            
            // Heat terms 
            double Qcnd = 3600 * heatXFRCoeff * (Tinf - T1); // conduction term 
            double Qvent = ventRate * rho * Cp * (Tinf-T1); // heat entering barn in inlet air 
            double Qgen = genHeat; // generation term including bird heat and light heat 
            // Determine the fractional run time for the fans 
            while(T2 > Tset) 
            { 
                fracTunnel = fracTunnel - 0.1; // decrease the run time until we arent overcooling 
                T2 = T1 + (timeStep / (m * Cp)) * (Qcnd + (fracTunnel * Qvent) + Qgen); 
            } 
            // returning the fraction 
            return fracTunnel; 
        } 
    } 
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} 
 
“WeatherController.cs” 
using System; 
using System.IO; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO; 
using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO.Constants; 
using Unosquare.Labs.EmbedIO.Modules; 
using Newtonsoft.Json; 
using Unosquare.Net; 
namespace broilerProduction 
{ 
    class WeatherController : WebApiController 
    { 
        [WebApiHandler(HttpVerbs.Post, "/api/weather")] 
        public bool GetSimulation(WebServer server, HttpListenerContext context) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("Weather Endpoint triggered"); 
#if DEBUG 
                // martins desktop: 
@"C:\Users\machrist\Desktop\dev\poultrycalculator\broilerProduction\weatherRecords"; 
                string path;// = 
@"C:\Users\machrist\Desktop\dev\poultrycalculator\broilerProduction\weatherRecords"; 
                string workingDirectory = Directory.GetCurrentDirectory(); 
                string parentDirectory = Directory.GetParent(workingDirectory).Parent.FullName; 
                path = parentDirectory + @"\weatherRecords\"; 
#else 
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                string path = Directory.GetCurrentDirectory() + @"\weatherRecords\"; 
#endif 
                string[] dirs = Directory.GetFiles(path); 
                IDictionary<string,List<string>> stateCounties = new 
Dictionary<string,List<string>>(); 
                Dictionary<string, string> stateToAbbrev = new Dictionary<string, string>() { { 
"alabama", "AL" }, { "alaska", "AK" }, 
                    { "arizona", "AZ" }, { "arkansas", "AR" }, { "california", "CA" }, { "colorado", 
"CO" }, { "connecticut", "CT" }, 
                    { "delaware", "DE" }, { "district of columbia", "DC" }, { "florida", "FL" }, { 
"georgia", "GA" }, { "hawaii", "HI" }, 
                    { "idaho", "ID" }, { "illinois", "IL" }, { "indiana", "IN" }, { "iowa", "IA" }, { 
"kansas", "KS" }, { "kentucky", "KY" }, 
                    { "louisiana", "LA" }, { "maine", "ME" }, { "maryland", "MD" }, { 
"massachusetts", "MA" }, { "michigan", "MI" }, 
                    { "minnesota", "MN" }, { "mississippi", "MS" }, { "missouri", "MO" }, { 
"montana", "MT" }, { "nebraska", "NE" }, 
                    { "nevada", "NV" }, { "new hampshire", "NH" }, { "new jersey", "NJ" }, { "new 
mexico", "NM" }, { "new york", "NY" }, 
                    { "north carolina", "NC" }, { "north dakota", "ND" }, { "ohio", "OH" }, { 
"oklahoma", "OK" }, { "oregon", "OR" }, 
                    { "pennsylvania", "PA" }, { "rhode island", "RI" }, { "south carolina", "SC" }, { 
"south dakota", "SD" }, 
                    { "tennessee", "TN" }, { "texas", "TX" }, { "utah", "UT" }, { "vermont", "VT" }, { 
"virginia", "VA" }, 
                    { "washington", "WA" }, { "west virginia", "WV" }, { "wisconsin", "WI" }, { 
"wyoming", "WY" } }; 
                foreach (string dir in dirs) { 
                    foreach (KeyValuePair<string,string>state in stateToAbbrev){ 
                        string fileName = Path.GetFileName(dir); 
                        if (fileName.ToLower().StartsWith(state.Key)) { 
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                            string stateName = 
System.Threading.Thread.CurrentThread.CurrentCulture.TextInfo.ToTitleCase(state.Key.ToLo
wer()); ; 
                            string county = fileName.Replace(stateName,"").Split('.')[0].Trim(); 
                            if (stateCounties.ContainsKey(stateName) && county != "") 
                            { 
                                stateCounties[stateName].Add(county); 
                            } 
                            else if(county != "") 
                            { 
                                stateCounties[stateName] = new List<string>(); 
                                stateCounties[stateName].Add(county); 
                            } 
                        } 
                    }  
                } 
 
                return context.JsonResponse(JsonConvert.SerializeObject(stateCounties)); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("We have an exception"); 
                return HandleError(context, ex, (int)System.Net.HttpStatusCode.InternalServerError); 
            } 
        } 
        protected bool HandleError(HttpListenerContext context, Exception ex, int statusCode = 
500) 
        { 
            var errorResponse = new 
            { 
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                Title = "Unexpected Error", 
                ErrorCode = ex.GetType().Name, 
                Description = ex.Message, 
            }; 
            context.Response.StatusCode = statusCode; 
            return context.JsonResponse(errorResponse); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
Appendix C: Supplementary Files 
Example Weather File 
The following data contains the first 10 hours of weather data. The weather data included is for 
Washington county, Arkansas. Each of the files are 26,280 hours, total number of hours in three 
years, in length. The first column contains the dry bulb temperature of the outside air (ºC), the 
second column contains the specific humidity ( kg water
kg dry air), and solar flux (Wm2). The data in the 
weather file are referenced every hour for barn condition calculations. Not that in the actual 
weather file, each of the types of weather data are separated or delimited by a “#” symbol. 
 
Table A1. Hourly weather data for Washington county, Arkansas 
Dry bulb temperature (ºC) Specific humidity ( kg water
kg dry air) Solar flux (Wm2) 
0.3 0.003333 0.0 
0.4 0.003363 0.0 
0.4 0.003401 0.0 
0.5 0.003461 0.0 
0.5 0.003518 0.0 
0.5 0.003560 0.0 
0.6 0.003598 0.0 
0.7 0.003636 3.0 
1.2 0.003731 26.4 
1.7 0.003776 54.0 
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Input File 
The following file, named “farmFile.json”, is an example input file used to execute a simulation. 
This file was retrieved using the “save input” button on the last input page. Input files can be 
saved to any location on a personal computer to rerun simulations that have already been 
prepared.  
“farmFile.json” 
{ 
    "userName": "Jane Doe", 
    "simulationName": "Default Simulation", 
    "state": "Arkansas", 
    "county": "Washington", 
    "step-1-Note": "", 
    "broilerBreed": "Cobb 500", 
    "startWeight": 42, 
    "targetWeight": 6.33, 
    "numBroilersAdded": 19600, 
    "numCleanDays": 26, 
    "isMortalityAvailable": "No", 
    "mortalityRate": 5, 
    "manageCarcass": "Incineration", 
    "step-3-Note": "", 
    "feedType": "Corn Based", 
    "modalItems": [ 
        { 
            "name": "Big Red", 
            "barnLength": 400, 
            "barnWidth": 40, 
            "sidewallHeight": 8, 
            "isOpenCeiling": "No", 
            "ceilingPeakHeight": 10, 
            "wallRValue": 11, 
            "roofRValue": 19, 
            "step-2-Note": "", 
            "lightBulbType": "Light-emitting Diode", 
            "numLightBulbs": 50, 
            "lightBulbWattage": 40, 
            "isCircFanUsed": "Yes", 
            "numCircFans": 7, 
            "circFanPower": 0.01, 
            "numMinVentFans": 4, 
            "minVentFanFlow": 12000, 
            "minVentFanPower": 0.75, 
            "areTunnelFansUsed": "Yes", 
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            "numTunnelFans": 8, 
            "tunnelFanFlow": 25000, 
            "tunnelFanPower": 1, 
            "areSprinklersFoggersUsed": "No", 
            "numSprinklersFoggers": 30, 
            "flowSprinklersFoggers": 0.5, 
            "isCoolingPadUsed": "Yes", 
            "coolingPadFlowRate": 0.15, 
            "coolPadPumpPower": 0.5, 
            "numHeaters": 18, 
            "heaterRating": 25000, 
            "fuelType": "Natural Gas" 
        } 
    ], 
    "broodingStrategy": "Whole House", 
    "beddingAddedPerYear": 9000, 
    "startTemp": 34, 
    "endTemp": 18 
} 
 
Output File 
The following file, named “jsonOutputFile.json”, is an example of the simulation results in the 
“.json” format. This file format is used by the user interface to display simulation results in an 
easy to read structure. The outputs are organized into five button navigable pages: bird 
performance, resource consumption, carbon footprint, land footprint, and water footprint. See the 
example output below.  
“jsonOutputFile.json” 
{ 
  "barnName": "Big Red", 
  "time": { 
    "unit": "day number", 
    "timestep": [ 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0, 
16.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0, 20.0, 21.0, 22.0, 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 26.0, 27.0, 28.0, 29.0, 30.0, 31.0, 32.0, 
33.0, 34.0, 35.0, 36.0, 37.0, 38.0, 39.0, 40.0, 41.0, 42.0 ] 
  }, 
  "weight": { 
    "unit": "pounds", 
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    "lbs weight gained": [ 0.09259404, 0.12682902814866776, 0.17009953782825077, 
0.22222167355685102, 0.28261049236221208, 0.35090467231164829, 0.42681069301731872, 
0.51005560721166554, 0.60037245054161292, 0.69749607373960776, 0.80116237914058, 
0.91110861137498822, 1.0270738957479864, 1.1487997561169951, 1.2760305365928693, 
1.4085137191564536, 1.5460001508918262, 1.6882441991630182, 1.8350038518057767, 
1.9860407765010775, 2.1411203504957705, 2.3000116692411843, 2.4624875404339894, 
2.6283244683235609, 2.7973026319153234, 2.9692058597679969, 3.1438216033836075, 
3.3209409106662693, 3.5003584005353758, 3.6818722394878036, 3.8652841206871176, 
4.0503992459969895, 4.2370263112570745, 4.4249774950121461, 4.6140684508414305, 
4.8041183033892274, 4.99494964816534, 5.1863885551616731, 5.378264576316715, 
5.570410756850916, 5.762663650491664, 5.9548633386055325, 6.1468534532570267 ] 
  }, 
  "performance": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Number of Broilers Added", 
      "value": 104533.0, 
      "unit": "broilers/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Number of Broilers at Catch", 
      "value": 99861.0, 
      "unit": "live broilers/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Number of Broiler Mortalities", 
      "value": 4673.0, 
      "unit": "dead broilers/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Weight of Broiler Carcasses", 
      "value": 10368.0, 
      "unit": "lbs. carcass/year" 
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    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Mortality Rate", 
      "value": 4.47, 
      "unit": "% dead" 
    } 
  ], 
  "parameters": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Average Daily Gain", 
      "value": 0.15, 
      "unit": "lbs/day" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Feed Conversion Ratio", 
      "value": 1.65, 
      "unit": "feed intake/weight gained" 
    } 
  ], 
  "electricity_total": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Consumption", 
      "value": 20000.0, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Consumption", 
      "value": 0.2, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/bird" 
    }, 
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    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Consumption", 
      "value": 0.032, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "electricity_ventilation": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Consumption", 
      "value": 12000.0, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Consumption", 
      "value": 0.12, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Consumption", 
      "value": 0.019, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "electricity_lighting": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Consumption", 
      "value": 8000.0, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/year" 
    }, 
    { 
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      "field": "Per Bird Consumption", 
      "value": 0.08, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Consumption", 
      "value": 0.013, 
      "unit": "kilowatt-hour/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "fuel": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Type of Fuel Used", 
      "value": "Natural Gas", 
      "unit": "type of fuel" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Consumption", 
      "value": 18000.0, 
      "unit": "ft³/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Consumption", 
      "value": 0.18, 
      "unit": "ft³/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Consumption", 
      "value": 0.029, 
      "unit": "ft³/lb live weight" 
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    } 
  ], 
  "water_total": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Consumption", 
      "value": 470000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Consumption", 
      "value": 4.8, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Consumption", 
      "value": 0.77, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "water_drinking": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Consumption", 
      "value": 240000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Consumption", 
      "value": 2.4, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
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    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Consumption", 
      "value": 0.4, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "water_cooling": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Consumption", 
      "value": 230000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Consumption", 
      "value": 2.3, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Consumption", 
      "value": 0.38, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "litter_prod": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Litter Produced", 
      "value": 460000.0, 
      "unit": "lbs litter/year" 
    }, 
    { 
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      "field": "Litter Produced per Bird", 
      "value": 4.6, 
      "unit": "lbs litter/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Litter Produced per Live Weight", 
      "value": 0.75, 
      "unit": "lbs litter/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "litter_comp": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Nitrogen (N) Content in Litter", 
      "value": 1.6, 
      "unit": "mass % of litter" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Phosphorus (P) Content in Litter", 
      "value": 0.47, 
      "unit": "mass % of Litter" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Potassium (K) Content in Litter", 
      "value": 1.3, 
      "unit": "mass % of Litter" 
    } 
  ], 
  "emissions": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Nitrous Oxide Emission", 
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      "value": 183.67812675311791, 
      "unit": "pounds" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Ammonia Emission", 
      "value": 17874.5057063177, 
      "unit": "pounds" 
    } 
  ], 
  "feed": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Feed Consumption", 
      "value": 1000000.0, 
      "unit": "lbs feed/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Feed Consumed per Bird", 
      "value": 10.0, 
      "unit": "lbs feed/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Total", 
      "value": 1.65, 
      "unit": "lbs/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_total": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Total", 
      "value": 990000.0, 
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      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Total", 
      "value": 10.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Total", 
      "value": 1.6, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_feed": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 880000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 8.8, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 1.4, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
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  "gwp_carcass": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Carcass Management Method", 
      "value": "Incineration", 
      "unit": "management method" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 2500.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.025, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.0041, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_elec": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 36000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
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      "value": 0.36, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.058, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_water": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 1800.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.018, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.0029, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_fuel": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Type of Fuel Used", 
      "value": "Natural Gas", 
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      "unit": "fuel type" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 420.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.0043, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.00069, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_chicks": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 62000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.62, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
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      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.1, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_emissions": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 16000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.16, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.026, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "gwp_contributions": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Feed", 
      "value": 880000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Incineration", 
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      "value": 2500.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Rendering", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Composting", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Electricity", 
      "value": 36000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Water", 
      "value": 1800.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Propane", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Natural Gas", 
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      "value": 420.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Broiler Chicks", 
      "value": 62000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Barn Emissions", 
      "value": 16000.0, 
      "unit": "lb CO₂ equivalents/year" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_total": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Annual Total", 
      "value": 0.0016, 
      "unit": "acres/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Total", 
      "value": 0.00025, 
      "unit": "acres/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_feed": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.0015, 
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      "unit": "acres/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.00024, 
      "unit": "acres/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_carcass": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Carcass Management Method", 
      "value": "Incineration", 
      "unit": "management method" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 5E-09, 
      "unit": "acres/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 8.1E-10, 
      "unit": "acres/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_elec": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 3.6E-06, 
      "unit": "acres/bird" 
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    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 5.9E-07, 
      "unit": "acres/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_water": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 1.6E-07, 
      "unit": "acres/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 2.6E-08, 
      "unit": "acres/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_fuel": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Type of Fuel Used", 
      "value": "Natural Gas", 
      "unit": "fuel type" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 1.9E-07, 
      "unit": "acres/bird" 
    }, 
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    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 3E-08, 
      "unit": "acres/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_chicks": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 7.2E-05, 
      "unit": "acres/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 1.2E-05, 
      "unit": "acres/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "land_contributions": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Feed", 
      "value": 0.0015, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Carcass Incineration", 
      "value": 5E-09, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
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      "field": "Carcass Rendering", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Carcass Composting", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Electricity", 
      "value": 3.6E-06, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Water", 
      "value": 1.6E-07, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Propane", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Natural Gas", 
      "value": 1.9E-07, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    }, 
    { 
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      "field": "Broiler Chicks", 
      "value": 7.2E-05, 
      "unit": "acres" 
    } 
  ], 
  "waterImpacts_total": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Total", 
      "value": 6700000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Annual Total", 
      "value": 67.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Total", 
      "value": 11.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "water_feed": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 4300000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
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      "value": 43.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 6.9, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "water_carcass": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Carcass Management Method", 
      "value": "Incineration", 
      "unit": "management method" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 220.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.0022, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.00036, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
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  ], 
  "water_elec": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 17000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 0.17, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.028, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "water_water": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 540000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 5.4, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
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      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 0.88, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "water_fuel": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Type of Fuel Used", 
      "value": "Natural Gas", 
      "unit": "fuel type" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
      "value": 6.3, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 6.3E-05, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 1E-05, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "water_chicks": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Annual Contribution", 
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      "value": 1900000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Bird Contribution", 
      "value": 19.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/bird" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Per Live Weight Contribution", 
      "value": 3.1, 
      "unit": "gallons/lb live weight" 
    } 
  ], 
  "waterImpacts_contributions": [ 
    { 
      "field": "Feed", 
      "value": 4300000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Carcass Incineration", 
      "value": 220.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Carcass Rendering", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
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    { 
      "field": "Carcass Composting", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Electricity", 
      "value": 17000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Water", 
      "value": 540000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Propane", 
      "value": 0.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Natural Gas", 
      "value": 6.3, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    }, 
    { 
      "field": "Broiler Chicks", 
      "value": 1900000.0, 
      "unit": "gallons/year" 
    } 
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  ] 
} 
